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MORNING

in Classic Hall,in May, 1833, when an
audience of 20 persons assembled.. A
church was organized in August of the
same year, having a constituent membership of 20 persons, and of which church
Mr. Thurston was chosen pastor. The
new church was greatly prospered.
At
the end of six years it numbered 470
members. In due course of time a fine

meeting-house was erected, though their
edifice was lost through

financial

troub-

les.

however,

under

Inthe

year

1849,

The Woming Star.

the pastorship of Rev. A. K. Moulton,
and the energetic leadership of Dea. S.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

tor is Rev. E. W. Porter, a clergyman of
eminent ability, greatly blessed in his
wise and faithful administration of the
congregation. The church has had an
aggregate membership of about 3,000 up
to the present time, of which rumber
about 2,000 have united by baptism.
It
has’a present membership of over six hundred. Twenty-three of its members have
entered the ministry, and two become

4, 1878.

THE GOOD GREAT MAN.
How

seldom, friend, a good great man inherits

Honor or wealth,with all his worth and pains!
Tt sounds like stories from the world of spirits,

If any man obtain that which he merits,

Or any merit that which he obtains,
For shame, dear friend! renounce this canting
strain,

What wouldst thou have a good great man obtain?
2
;
Place—titles—salary—a gilded ehain—
Or throne of corses which his sword hath
slain¥— .
Greatness and goodness are not means, but

G. Howe, a new edifice was erected, at a
cost of about $16,000.
The present pas-

wives of missionaries in India.

It was our good fortune to worship with
this church upon a recent Sunday. The
audience room is very large, and furnished in admirable taste, and very few
ends;
.
church edifices in any city gather a largHath he not always treasures, always friends,
The good great man?—three treasures, love
er congregation. The prayer-meeting in
and light,
y the evening had a crowded attendance,
And calm thoughts, regular as infant’s breath;
and was marked by a free exercise of
And three firm friends, more sure than day and
gifts, and true unction of spirit. Dea. S.
night—
:
Himself; his Maker, and the Angel Death. .
G. Howe (who has a son, professor of
1809.
=-8. T. Coleridge.
Theology in Bates College) has been a
member ofthis church for nearly forty
|
years, and has been a pillar of strength
LETTER FROM LOWELL.
in the spiritual edifice.
LowkLL, Mass., Aug. 27, 1878.
The Mt. Vernon Free Baptist church
Just one year ago I examined some of
was at first a mission sent out by the
the wonderful manufacturies of BirmingFirst church; but was organized as a
ham, in England.

Now

it is my

pleas-

church in 1874, under

the labors of

Rev.

ure to look through some of the factories
George S. Ricker, the present pastor.
of this busy city.
About a year ago,
The meeting-house was built largely by
also, I visited the celebrated silk factory
the contributions of the First church.
at Antwerp, in Belgium; and yesterday
The edifice is pleasant style, with an exI went through one of the print works, a
cellent audience room, and Sunday-school
carpet factory, and some other factories, |
room, and was erected at a cost of about
of Lowell. I confess that Lowell is one
812,000.
The religious work is even

__of the cities I have always desired to visit

When a boy, in Kentucky, I used to see
the Lowell Offering, a magazine edited
and sustained by the literary contribu-

tions of the girls in the Lowell

mills.

That magazine has perished, for the
smart Yankee girls, coming here from
the farm houses of New England, have

many of them given

place to Irish and

French Canadian

operatives.
Yet, the
have
increased * year by

-manufactures
year, and a few cities

ih

America

now

have a more distinctive and interesting
character ; dnd this unique town, through
the

kindness

of

and of Mr. C.

Deacon

S.

G.

H. Latham,

Howe,

I now

have

the opportunity of seeing.
.
I went through the Merrimack factory yesterday.
$2,500,000;

5

It has a capital

stock

mills;

spindles;

158,464

of

1,700 operatives; makes 808,000 yards
cotton cloth per week.
Would it not be

and healthful, with about twenty-five additions to the

ty-six members, indeed, have
ceived since the first of last

and Ithought it an admirable illustration
of the process of trial through which

the

Lord often puts his servants, making
them to pass over what to eyes lacking

faith seems certain ruin, and yet really
separating from them only certain defects,
and bringing them forth in more perfect
condition.
It was my fortune to go through the

Twenbeen reJanuary.

The church has been self sustaining from
the first, is in an excellent neighborhood,

hasa flourishing Sunday-school, and is
accomplishing a good work; and under
the faithful pastorate, and able pulpit
ministrations of Rev.

George

S. Ricker,

the church evidently has before it a future of especial and increasing usefulness. It should not be omitted that the
origin and prosperity of the church has
been much owing to Mr.

C.

H.

Latham,

of the First church, who was particularly
instrumental in the erection of the edifice,

PROF.

J.J.

locms;

1,450 operatives ; and makes 37,-

The Wire Factory of Wood

&

Co.,

in

which Mr, C, H. Latham is interested,
manufactures a great variety of useful
and beautiful articles from wire, plated
with tin, and I was greatly interested as

I was

shown

the process in this. fac-

tory.
:
It seems to me that nothing gives us
such an exalted idea of man’s intellect as

machinery.

We

admire paintings and

statues and palaces; but the work of the
artist, the sculptor, the architect, seems
to fade before the work of the inventor

and constructor of a complicated and
wondrous machine. The former is mo-

made red hot, into the midst of which

the

clams fresh from their bed are poured,
together with blue-fish, green corn and
such other edibles as

suit

the taste,

the

seem an unusual one for excursions, but

there were twelve hundred at the tables.
The dinner was served promptly and
efficiently, the clams came on hot from
the oven,

renewed

every

few

minutes.

There was the usual table furniture, but
most of the guests reverted to the primitive method of employing the fingers to
an utter neglect of knives, forks, plates,
ete. etc.
All'seemed blessed with a vo-

racious appetite as the piles of clam-shells
and other debris left on the tables proved.
It was quite enjoyable. We can imagine
that
a few families providing their own
clam bake, and partaking of the rude
meal seated round their rock even, might
enjoy it still better; but none could have
more tender, juicy and better flayored
clams than were served in that greatdinner at Rocky Point.
:
We returned to the city refreshed, invigorated, and on good terms with ourselves, our {riends, and the rest

of ‘man-

kind. It was by no means an idle or
day. The bright faces on that boat
reckon it a sunny spot, and long be
pier for it.
Among the appliances

institutions worthy

commend

lost
will
hapand

of grateful mention,

hgh a 4-4
am gn

HONEST

not

make

comparisons,

when

so

many things are to be considered.
Some find their greatest pleasure and
profit in going to the woods, some to the
mountains,
others choose the sea-side,
the cataract, mineral waters; and in se-

About what per cent.
really willing to work
Our observation would
in five, although some
much smaller.. One of

of the tramps are
we can not say.
indicate about one
authorities put it
our editors reports

some half-dozen
tramps who have during |

sible Government position, and whose
reference to a brother-in-law, whe is an

author knownto us, was proved to be
correct. » This man, who was perfectly
readyto work and who spoke freely of

who

have

ann HE

ih

ih

qe

gn

A——

HE

rl

TO SPEND AN AFTERNOON.
I do not remember any page that will
| tell me how to spend an afternoon.
I do
not so much want to know how to econo-

mize time as how to spend it; by what
means to grow rich. How to extract its
honey from the flower of the world,—that
is my every-day business. ' I am as busy
as abee about it. Do I not impregnate
and intermix the

flowers,

produce

rarer

and finer varieties, by transferring my
eyes from one to another?
It is with
flowers T would deal. The art of ‘spending a day! Ifitis possible that we may

to the world-renowned Niagara, Saratoga,
or even the whore unpretending Old Or-

So by the dawning or radiance of bgauty

Branch.

But

for some purposes, especially for .one,

be adtlressed, it behooves to be attentive.

are we advertised where

are the honey

and the fruit of thought, of discourse and
of ‘action.
The discoveries which we

working

under the

Em-

surface.

The

ruling and the literary classes knew nothing of it, or knewof it only by a report
that gave them the most contemptuous.
ideas concerning

stratum

of

it.

The

society

was

passed away.

Now

the high-caste

peo-

that the gospel has been known in

India,

during the sixty or seventy years

that it

has been disseminated with. greater zeal

tions that shut it in, or how soon the

out-

break may be *— Watchman.
+o

The most desirable thing for materialistic philosophers to be able to prove is
spontaneous . generation.
Experiment
after experiment has been tried to show
that such a thing really occurs in nature ;
and

once

or

twice

certain

experiments

were triumphantly paraded as conclusive

of the truth of that theory.

And it really

seemed as if those experiments

fairly conducted.

had been

But those experiments

must

be

born again.” It is taught throughout the
New Testament Scriptures that there
must be a new nature in man,

as

new

a

Let

said God;

the beautiful Nattaganset Bay, col and

I nothave words as fresh as my thought?

calls "it, the regeneration of the Holy
Ghost. A soul differs from inorganic

Shall I use any other man's word?

matter in this, that itis possessed of will.

~and

certaibly

it lifts

with God to create the

and mighty,

man te Kinship
machine,

to perform

drously for cexifort and use.
Lowell; in the year 1820,
lation of 200. In six years
tion grewto 2,300 under
of cotton manufacturing;
years more,

its

tireless

breezy, with its vast piles of roéks, in almost every style of nmatdihd architecture,

services won- shady groves, pleasaht Yvalks, furnished
had a poputhis populathe stimulus
and, in ten

with a good hotel and the usual restaurants, and almost'every means for amusement and recreation.
These would be
sufficient

its origin in a prayer meeting held at the
house ‘of Dea. Josiah Seavey, in 1830. |.
Rev, Nathaniel Thurston,

of Dover,

N.

obtain

for

it high

praise,

but its specialty is the clam. bake.

population’ numbered

12,963.
!
;
re
The First Freewill Baptist church had

to

This |

genuine thoughtor
pression for itself
hieroglyphics.
It
type-metal.—Henry

Shall
A

feeling can find exif it have. to invent
has ‘the universe for
:D. Thoreau, in Scrib-

ner, féom unpublished papers.
ie

lle

Mp

JOY.

lp

a

et

:

alone gives it a Very high position, as all!
Joy ih the Lord adds to our strength.
lovers of the bivalve, and who have ever | llf'we cease to rejoice, then will we be
enjoyed a Rhode Island clam bake, will tempted to look back to the world. When
agree.
:
| the children of Israel lost their joy, then
On landing from the boat at noon,

“first resort was to the clam bake.

eur

There

H., held the first public Sabbath meeting, | | seems to be some diversityin the process,

they tuthed their hearts

toward Egypt.

The'Christian who'is happy in the Lord
‘does not ‘yearn for the theater, or the

sexton,

of four

dollars. - The Herald inquires if it would

RRR

NCTM, (Ch A,

(hh

Af. (ESE ———————

“'%0.86,

and the only conclusion at which we can pos
sibly arrive is this, that the money is not waniing, but only the art of getting it. Itis, perhaps, true, that “ there is no royal road to
fortune,” but we are confident that there isa
way to get hold of the denominational purse-

strings, and most sincerely do we

hope that

the holder of this important

will soon

secret

find his appropriate sphere.

:

Efficient native helpers are
foreign missions, and when
Christian young men entering
fessions because their services

the
we
the
can

strength of
see talented
secular pro- not be re-

\

noticed that persons

who have the most to say about union
only mean that other people shall join

their church.—St. Louis Chr. Advocate.
Beyond a prejudice. against the re-establishment of a United States bank,

and

that they are honest money; good for a
dollar in gold, from Maine to Oregon, and
secured against the contingency of loss
rs.— Golden Rule.
the book, the ten
thousénd sources of enlargement of the
mind and the soul, which were hopelessly beyond the reach of the laborer of two
hundred years ago, are enjoyed daily by
the humblest artisan. The poor are not
growing poor; the advance of civilization
is in their favor; and we
it.=—National Baptist.

thank

God

for

It is just -as necessary, in order to
¢¢ grow in grace” and be fitted for heaven,

that his people give of their money into

gelf, or it can admit the spiritual life, but

it can not create the spiritual life. It can
not superinduce upon itself the spiritual

life. That is of God, and must be as direct |
an act of His as when He makes vitality
enter into or seize upon and clothe itself
withJsome inorganic matter. * + + + Why
should men of physical science ‘object to

the results of science™n another depart-

ment, when, every day-of our lives, the
most accurate conclusions in biological

science are copfitiming and illustrating
the most ‘accurate conclusion ‘in ‘theologi-

The

world

over

missionary writers and journals lament the
scatcity of laborers in the great moral harvest
field, and grieve over the fewness of those who
are ready to enter in and

reap, «and,

dare affirm that thousands

yet,

we

of loyal Christian

hearts, as faithful and trne to the Master's
cause ag any now in the mission field, stand
ready to engage in this’ blessed work whennd
re"
n—ha
“to insu
ever
there —are—funds—i
their support. You can not find them now,

and why? An empty. treasury, a heavy debt,
no provision for, nor assurance of permanency, allreturn a most emphatic answer. To.
say that God’s work is

not

money, is to say that it

is in no,way

dependent

upon

depen-

dent upon human agency; but God works by
means, and no mere necessaryis the mission-

ary to the evangelization of the heathen world
than is the money which is to
that work.

sustain

him

in

Is it too much to think that the resources of
our denomination for the propagation of the
gospel are yet undeveloped? ‘We believe not.

Still more: we believe that in our midst is the
embodiment of & power, which, if rightly employed, will develop, within the néxt decade,
resources for missionary enterprise of which
the most sanguine, at present, do not even

dream.

Friends of the mission cause: be wise

in the interests of your Master.

The Report then

contains

special

re-

ports from each of the stations now occupied, giving an account of the work done
at and around each locality.
From the

report of Dr. Bacheler we select the following :
NL
Lk
The year has been a prosperous one, so far
ds health and the ability to prosecute work is

make

most of

the

year,

country

has

heen

ritualisms,

and

This lottery business is shameful!
governors of great
soldiers

whose

commonwealths,

names

are

historic,

Ex-

dealing is gambling.

Gambling is a sin

G.

general

work has been to collect together as’

many as

possible of the people, in'small

or

large

from each

time is often lost in irrelevant

of the

talk.

The

mere gabster seeks such opportunity: for self
display, and, then, the force of truth is often
lost by having only a general instead of a personal application.
So Wwe have tried a new
plan, particularly in our country work.
Ng
effort has been made to collect congregations:
The preachers, instead of going out in wompany, go out one by one. They find s;me one.

man at home, or in the midst of Fig family,
and sit down and talk familiarly ty wim,
The.
neighbors gather around to lis*
an half a. doz-.
en, twenty

or more, asthe c- «se may

be.

Still,

little attention is paid to ‘.nem;
is to the tirst

man

while, the preacher

and

* as

with the kind wish o"or the"

fhe ‘message.
. After a.
ple
usually.

parties visited, .

who feel that thev
go
attered by the
call. He goes
been movies house
eh,Z have
and selects
where
the
sar
@
:
thing is repeat
t is some

Humes most !Jafwrestingto listen to the reports
ine and .<2dhren as they meet in the evens
aoonsulk over the incidents of the day.
LR
The

C, WATERMAN.

We give considerable space this week
to extracts from the last Annual Report
of our missionaries in India. It is fort gn

are

dose.

of this, as we now View jb .

In the first place, we

actually. se-

4 wore hearers than when we made

spe.

Jiu] efforts to gathef congregations: we avoid
TOVersy
talk:-we get nearer to the

people, more into their sympathies,

and

can

far better make a personal application of
year ending with March last. Algrg! Christian truth.
.
|
ds
We shall soon give other extracts. fron
brief introduction the Report I eenas
to say:
| this report, all of which would prove ine
ine
of ike wogu- teresting to our readers had we space for

The unexpested withholding

lar home uppropiiation
preachers,

schools,

for suppert ef native

etc.,

for

‘two ‘guecessive

quarters has brought us to the verge
ruptey, but, knowing the fitel ‘effects

of bankof dis-

banding our schools and discharging our force

°

con-

preachers present, give free opportunity for
discussion, which, by the way, (has great attraction for the Hindus, and so by varied
means seek to inculcate as'much of Christian
truth as possible. | But we are aware that this
method pften proves ‘objectionable.
Such’ is
‘the popular taste for discussion .that much

MISSION WORK.
REV.

in forme

years.
:
Our method of prosecuting this

be-

Let it not be thought wrong for a man to
take ‘a walk abroad, or to step aboard a
horse-car on his way to church on Sun-

BY

itinerating. ia the.

continued as

gregations, have an address

worshipful hush of the old New England

CONDUCTED

while

and

smirch themselves and the land they
ought fo love by lending their names to
lottery schemes.
They ought to be
ashamed of themselves. Their countrymen are ashamed for them. Lottery-

such thiiig a8 Spontaficsus regeneration.

It can keep out the spiritual life from it-

done, to thus lose his crops.

fetishes and charms of things that are
goodin their places, but which become
evil.—Interior.

The fact is there is no

It is, as the apostle

known the man who always had money in
hand to pay his laborers when their work was

Preaching in the bazars of Midnawith its tendrils. So in ‘the absence of concerned,
pore; usuallyat two places daily, has bee»
true faith the heart will seize upon idola- | kept up by some portion of our force. during

nature as when vitality—whatever that day. * Neither let it be thought right for
is—comes to be connected with inorganic the day to be passed in play, in unnecesmatterito produce that living, locomotive sary work, or in forgetfullness: of that
thing which we will call an animal. This good Lord who gives us the power to
regeneration is absolutely necessary to | work and play, and the power and opporspiritual life upon earth and everlasting tunity to rest.—Alliance.
in

man is regenerated.

the oratorios, the operas in nature.

alike,

the cost

Sabbath, without its sternness and gloom.

¢ Ye

It is by the will and power of God, that a

image,

low

the words of the Master,

always on the alert, to find God in nature,

us make man" in our

and

and a curse. Public opinion should be
roused to stamp out %he abomination.—
Nashville Christian Advacate.
Let us have the quiet and peace, the

to know his lirking-places,

improvement and further efficiency,

high

themselves weve subjected to tests of extreme ‘delicacy and fidelity, and were
shown.to have been conducted under conditions which insured
incompleteness.
One of the doctrines of Christianity is
called regeneration. It is announced in

The situation of thé place is admirable,
about {iwelve milés fiom Providence, on

to attend all

poor,

.tries, formalisms,

SPONTANEOUS REGENERATION.

Island clam bake |

:

and

hearse, and grave, for

and more systematic energy,—who knows the Lord's treasury, according to their
to what extent Christian, ideas have ability, as it is necessary that they bespread, leavening gradually the native lieve in Christ, that they pray, that they
mind? There has not been, indeed, the partake of the sacraments, or that they
legal intolerance and fierce persecution strive to lead lives of holiness.— Herald
which in the old Roman world. forced the and Presbyter.
Christians into such deep obscurity, but
From
a lack of faith in God comes the
the .caste-spirit is quite as intolerant and tendency to lean upon the visible and
nearly as repressive. ‘Who can tell how | palpable. The vine that has no solid
great a fire, now smouldering, will one wall to climb upon will creep upon the
day break out and consume the institu- earth and seize upon sticks and straws |

the former is finished, the latter

receives

brings

undisturbed,

L. when, suddenly, it fell in, and paganism

life in Heaven,

My profession 1s to be

Herald

to us the strange fact that the town of
Somers, Conn,, has for twenty years taken the responsibility of all burials within
its limits, and has supplied to all, rich

don’t care who or what issues the bills, $0

former is for beauty, the latter for utility ;

and significant.

FUNERALS.

Religious

upper

whole

tionless, the latter full -of industry; the

those which we make at home are eneral

UNEXPENSIVE
The Hartford

a feeling that the Government should not
undertake to do private business, we

give us Rocky Point.
Numbérs will no
doubt agree with us when agsuyed of
its capacity tQ 2ive us a first class Rhode

make abroad are special and particular;

+4044

We have always

’

THE GOSPEL IN INDIA.
Christianity permeated the Roman

the last year been glad to do several days’
work gardening, at low wages. One of ple of India have probably some such
notions ot the effect of Christianity in
these thus earned money to start a little
their own country as were entertained by.
honest business as a hawker of goods.
the.courtiers ands men of polite culture
Andther has been introduced to regular
contemporary with Tertullian, who told
employment on a farm. Another was
them,—told it to incredulous ears, or perfound to be an intelligent mechanic, who
haps found no ears to listen to his werds
had been on the road for two years, since
—that Christians were everywherg, in'the
he lost his position in a large manufacfields, fortresses, islands, among people
tory ; who had at one time been worth a
of all classes without distinction of sex or
comfortable property and held a responcondition. During the century or more

lecting among these there is of course
endless diversity. On many accounts our
last excursion surpassed .in interest to
It was to Rocky Point,
us all others.
R,1, We would not prefer it as a whole

chard, Newport, or Long

=

pire,

TRAMPS.

cal science ?—Rev. Dr. Deems, in Frank
Leslie's Sunday Magazine for October.

EE

bake.

We are multiplying our places of summer resort and increasing wonderfully is fed. None should be fed without first
giving work for their food and a Christian
their attractions, which are greatly di1 heart will be very willing to ‘test the
versified to suit the purposes and tastes
of the ever changing multitudes. = Each worthiness of such as apply. In the present lack of employment, when half a milone has his estimate, and few will agree
lion
working people can not earn their
on the merits of their favorite resorts.
daily bread, a Christian should remember
We have our preferences which we grathow his Saviour, and twelve men with
ify as the opportunity offers.
On the
him, had no home, but journeyed from
whole we like this mode of recreation,
place to place, giving instruction and reand are happy to see not the mere votaceiving the alms of the people.—Indepenries of fashion and pleasure, but the peo- dent.

would

party. When
sorry if we are
participate in
a time I took
ball-room, and

4, 1878.

I

£>

tained for mission work on account of the
notbe well to have all the burials in ‘meager salaries allowed, we are forced to the
towns and cities conducted ‘ on this con- conclusion, that it is a mistaken economy
siderate and Christian principle of equali- which so limits our resources that we can not
This may well be utilize all available native Christian talent for
pier than I was fifty years ago, although ty and economy.”
then I was a happy man. I am happier: considered in connection with the practi- mission work,.and then tries to supply the
deficiency with re-inforcements from home.
than I was forty years ago, although then cal question how tu abridge the excesTo make the most’ economical use of the
I was exceedingly happy. Iam happier sive funeral expenses of our times which missionary force now in the field, we should at
than I was thirty, twenty, ten years ago; custom and fashion have made so oppres- once double our native agency, and add largely to our other facilities for carrying on the
my happiness in God has ever grown. sive.—11. Christian Weekly.
work. As a means for accomplishing
this end,
Yes; in this nineteenth century we can
we regard the probability of an early estabrejoice always in the Lord.
We should
OPIUM IN CHINA.
lishment of the proposed Bible School as our
rejoice that we may bear an honorable
Next to the curse of alcohol in our own most encouraging prospect in the near future,
testimony to those who are out of the country is the curse of opium in China. It has been a long-felt need, and we are inLord.
If we come to them with our The importation reaches $45,000,000 a deed glad tobe able to. make the announececreeds, they will say, ¢ That is what year, and the native production is also ment that the endowment fund is already
you believe. ‘We also have our belief.” large.
Indeed, the use of the horge- nearly completed. The hope is entertained
that the school will he opened during the comJoy is an argument they can not nor will grown article is encouraged (like the u
ing year, under the superintendence of Dr.
they wish to answer.
We must find of native wines here) because it is milde,
J. L. Phillips, in whose hands the success of
time for the development of this grace. than that brought from India.
Intell
the institution may be considered an establishIhave been an exceedingly busy man. gent Chinamen greatly deplore the fatal ed fact.
Had I forty hands, twenty tongues, and vice, which is spreading among all classBrief reference is next made to ‘the
forty feet, I could have kept them all es, and which works the rapid ruin of few changes that have taken place in
busy, and yet I always felt that I could mind and body. The annual death-rate working force in the field and the ger
not afford not to give time to my growth from this cause alone is supposed to be eral report concludes as follows:
in Christ and increase my joy in Him. six hundred thousand.— Christian RegisDear friends, we can not close these intr¢
ductory remarks without ome more word ¢
We see how Jesus would rise a great ter.
REP Da
ie.
regard to the necessity of funds:
;
while before day, or spend the whole
Many atime have we seen luxuriant fields
EXCHANGE
NOTES
AND QUOTES.
night, that He might have time for heavWhere God leads js vietory.—Ziom's grainreturning to their mother earth ungatk
enly communion.
Let no one say he is
ered, beciuse, we were told, men could notb(
Herald.
:
too busy.—Geo. Muller.
found for the harvest; but never yet have we

to us the Rhode Island clam

suburbs in the case of tramps

ple, workers,—men, women, and children released from confinement, mono-

Jball-room, or the pleastire
hdppy in the Lord we are
compelled to descend, to
worldly joys. There was
delight in the theater, the

whole is closely covered with sea-weed, the billiard table.
It was no effort to
and heavy canvass, to prevent the escape: | give them up when I found joy in the
of steam, and preserve the ‘juices and Lord.
If ten thousand dollars were offlavor. = The size of the bake depends on fered to me each time I would enter the
the numbers who are to partake.
1Itis ball-room or the theater, I would not go.
said that the day Pres. Hayes and party I speak advisedly, not extravagantly.
were here two hundred and fifty bushels No, not for ten thousand dollars would I
of clams were used.
The dining hall go to one of these places of amusement.
will accommodate fifteen hundred at a Isay Iam happy in the Lord, and my
sitting. The day we were there did not happiness is ever increasing. I am hap-

called at a single house. An honest tramp
will always be glad to do work before he

BUTLER.

works of the Lowell Manufacturing Company, where carpets, serges and lastings tony and toil for a few days, or even one
are made. This Company has a capital. day, to breath a pure air, and enjoy
stock of $2,000,000; 22,516 spindles ; 372 healthful amusement and recreation. We
000 yards of carpet per week.

but usually there is a great pile of rocks

assisted with labor until he secured a permanent situation as a mechanic.
We
speak of the successes of a year in the

ROOUKY POINT.
BY

AND CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER

the demoralizing influence of his life, was

and who gave generous'y to it.
CONCORDIA,
itd

well if our religious enferprises could be
_ Tun upon a scale equally large?
While
passing through these works T was shown
a circular beam of red-hot iron over which
the cotton cloth passed, in order to burn
from it certain rough points of thread;

Ehurch every” year.

STAR, BOSTON

-

it. ‘The amount of work done by thesg
self-denying men and women would ase
tonisit most of our churches and appall
many of our pastors. Let not their pleas
for help come to us in vain. Let all who
have not done so speedily lift their pro-

ion of the debt from
the Society, and
of native helpers, we have succeeded, thus far,
et us all keep well up in our regular
in sustaining our work #n its full proportions,
constantly hoping to be relieved before the ex- | contributions to the treasury, so that the
work may go forward with anew life and
tremity is reached.
:
‘Why thig dearth funds,
of
it is difficult to un- vigor, the hearts of our missionaries be
derstand. [Certainty thepe is no correspond- made glad and the heathen be led to acing degree of poverty in the home churches, cept Christ as their savior.
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IMPORTUNITY
GOLDEN

TEXT:

PROF.

IN

J. A. HOWE.

Papers.)

PRAYER.

“Men ought always to pray,

and not to faint.”—Luke 18:1.
Luke

11:

5-13.

A.

A.M,

A few weeks since an article appearedin
the N. Y. Tribune which is still going the
rounds of the secular papers to some degree, but which is calculated to give a
very wrong impression concerning the
International S. S. Lessons to those who
are not familiar with them. The article
states as follows:

They are, as a rule, grounded on the
history and teachings of the Old Testament, which are enforced by abstruse
discussion,

and

we do all insist upon a hearty and unqualified assent to our creeds, upon the exact
and orthodox pronunciation of our shib-

Communications.

§. 8. LESSONS.

fantastic

acrostical

ar-

THE

MISSION
BY

REV.

OF THE

GEORGE

8.

CHURCH.

RICKER:

1]

EN

Allusion has already been made more
than once, in the editorial columns of the
Star, to « recent article in ‘the Bibliotheca
Sacra, by Dr. J. H.

McIlvaine, in

which

our attention is directed to scme of the
differences between the teaching of Christ
and that of the great apostle Paul.
The
aim of this striking paper is to show that
Paul’s teaching was unsymmetrical, because directed mainly against certain

| boleths, on pain

of running

the sword

through the foolhardy aspirant; but we
care little whether his heartis on fire
with the true spirit of missions! It follows
that our ministry is thoroughly orthodox,
but alas! cold and lifeless.

.

faith in the never.failing love of God,

and glorious hereafter helped him to bear
burdens that would otherwise have crush-

ed life and hope. He possessed many ex-

S., who still survives

him,

she

provin

an amiable wife and helpmeet for him.
Soon after marriage the demands

ofthe

world were presented in a pressing man.

ner, and his mind at once led him to’ go
and warn men to repent, antl then the
surrounding embarrassments would present themselves,such as a lack of human

cellent qualities of head and heart, which
his illness often cramped and prevented
being developed
as he desired. He was

qualifications, the debt on his

shall

genial, kind and generous, and

struggle continued for tenlong years, but

but we must not fail to agree in this, that

large circle of friends who will miss him.

finally he concluded, like the fourleprous

His widow, formerly

men of Samaria, that he

While the

world

standeth,

we

doubtless disagree as to certain minor
points of doctrine and methods of labor;
the grand mission of the church is to redeem a lost and perishing world! Oh,
that our hearts may be fired with this
sublime idea; and while our paltry differences shall speedily become infinitesimal and sink out of sight, our lives

Miss

leaves

Loyinia

a

A.

farm,

and

children demanding bread, for during these
years their family was increasing. Thus the
could

but die

if

he move forward, and so made the atdale College, will have the sympathy of ‘tempt, and soon acquired a love for the
accompanying
a large number
of friends, and whilom. -work, God
his labors
with the salvation of some souls, We
fellow studentd.
1. P. BATES.
have heard him say, that he wished for no
et
shall become more ‘and more devoted to |*
higher commission; than a commission
REV. W. H. OUTLER.
:
our Master's service, and our advancing
from God to preach the gospel. He was
Rev. W. H. Cutler died in Amity, Pa,
standards shall bear triumphantly into all July 24, aged 46 years.
publicly set apart to the work at Grantlands and climes this unifying and inspirBro. Cutler was born and lived in the ham, Nov. 7, 186T, by a council from
iting device,—The world—the world for State of N..Y. until about 13 years ago,
the Weare
Q. M.
:
Christ!
His ministerial labors have been, part
when he moved to Waterford, Pa. He
ate
fe
was converted at the age of 20, and hav- of the time, as an itinerant. He spent
GLEANINGS.
ing a deep impression in early years that most of the time one year, traveling and
his life must be given to working in the preaching in Vermont, seeing some good
BY REV. T.C. PARTRIDGE,
vineyard of the lord, he now went to resulting from his labors. . Three years
Two blind men by the wayside.
work as teacher and superintendent in and six months of his pastoral life was
I met an aged blind ‘man, led by his S.S.; and finally by entering the minis- spentin Weare,N. H. He was earnest
companion.
I remarked, ¢* My unfor- try and taking the pastorate of the Water- in his appeals, fervent in prayer, often
tunate friend, there are conditions upon ford F. B. church, over which he pre- being found at the throve of grace. Many
which you may hope for immortal eyes sided five years. He was ordained dur- will cherish the rememberance of his
that will never dim.” * He turned his ing the first year by a council of the prayers. His sermons
were original
sightless eyes towardme, and with ani- Washington Q. M. Bro. Cutler was a rather than scholastic,our best scholars lismation replied: ¢ Yes, thank God, and it good and faithful worker, and the church- tening with interest to his rich productions.
will not be long till I expect to realize es of the Q. M. were greatly strengthenHe has preached but little, for nearly
it.” A few days later I saw one still ed by his labors. His disease was con- six years, on account of declining health
more aged standing by a gate, and heard sumption, and he has been failing for and an insane daughter, who has requirhim humming a tune. 1 walked up to seven years, but could not be an idler in ed considerable care and attention. Dar-

‘| rangement of virtues and vices. It is
Jesus that ought to be made real to the
forms of error which had crept into the
Connection. Christ had been praying generation who are growing up, not the
early church, — whilst the teaching of
construction
of
the
second
temple.
Teach
“in a certain place,” and, at the close of
them the simple story of Christ, his char- Christ was rounded and symmetrical, as
his prayer, his disciples asked to be taught ity and his heroic
self-sacrifice, and the truth which formed its substance.
It
to pray. Then he gave them, as a model after that, if there is time, give them obis inferred, and justly, that the true ** exscure
dissertations
on
Jewish
history
and
of supplication,
‘ the Lord's Prayer.”
planation of those vast and hostile sysHe addedto that encouragement to im- religious rebuses.
tems
of theology, and of all the schisms,
That portion of the article which recportunity in prayer, that is; to an earnest,
conflicting
sects, and sectarian strifes and
pressing, repeated soliciting of the favor ommengs the teachings of Jesus, and the
story of Christ is, in the main, correct; controversies to which Protestantism has
desired.’
:
:
““ Which of you shall have a friend.” but that is just what -the International given prodigious birth” is to be found in
Christ taught by incidents which contain- Lessons are doing to-day, and the state- the fact, that modern theology has been
ed living illustrations of the principle to ment that they are, as a rule,grounded on too largely derived from the teachings of
‘Hence,
also,” proceeds our
be enforced. Instead of saying ‘ be im- the history and teachings of the Old Tes- Paul.
author,
and
to
which
inference I desire to
portunate in prayer,” he gave an example tament, is false, as any one can ascercall especial attention, ‘¢ that which is
of importunity, and then drew out the tain who takes pains to inform himself.
otherwise the most inexplicable fact in
truth. Here, then, is a hint to Sabbath- Probably when the article was written
the
whole history ofthe church, namely,
school teachers.
¢¢ Three loaves.”
The the lessons were in the Old Testament,
loaves were thin cakes oé barley bread. but any system which would entirely that whilst she was thus occupied in rendOne would not be sufficient to satisfy the omit the grand lessons of the Old Testa- ing the body of her Lord, and scattering
hunger of the traveler.
Af midnight.” ment, would be very imperfect. The in- the bleeding members as far apart as
An unfavorable hour for presenting a spiring lessons taken from the romantic, possible from each other, she lost, torequest.
thrilling life of the model statesman Dan- gether with the sentiment of catholic
“ And he from within.”
The maa is iel, with which our last study of the Old unity, all consciousness of her character
aroused from his slumbers, his door is Testament closed, were a fitting prepar- as Christ's Missionary Society, of her relocked, the neighbor and friend stands ation for the still more berfect and prac- lation to the conversion of the world—the
For two him and remarked, ¢ My friend, I heard
without knocking and telling his re- tical example and teachings of Jesus. very object of her existence.
hundred years the Protestant church nev- you making music, and have a desire to
quest.
The black-board exercises, which seem
er sent a missionary to the heathen. know if you are happy, and the cause of
« My children are with me in bed.” Not especially
to provoke the spleen of the
‘When it was proposed to do so, her lead- it?” He seemed surprised, and said,
I
in the same bed, but in the same room.
Tribune critic, are not an essential part
Oriental families, among the lower class- of the system, and any teacher who does ing minds scouted the idea. - And now it suppose because my health is pretty good.”
es, slept in one room.
¢‘ I can not rise.” not consider them profitable, can easily is quite evident that the re-awakening of I asked, ¢ Are you a Christian?” *¢ No,
He seemed
Reasons for not heeding the request omit them. In fact, however, they are this sentiment, and the nascent striving but Iam not very wicked.”
indifterent.
Over
eighty
years
of age with
after
the
restoration
of
catholic
unity
of
Christ presents, that he may show how used by many with profit as a means of
earnest prayer sweeps them all away. attracting the attention and interest of which she. is becoming conscious, are a two-fold blindness, God pity him.
Two little girls.
God sees reasons for not granting our the child, and of enabling him to retain chiefly "due to the influence of the missionary
spirit
and
work.”
One is as sweetas asweet flower
of June,
petitions, but importunity in prayer to important pats of a lesson by the help
emitting
fragrance
to
every
passer
by.
I
have
been
greatly
pleased
to
find
prehim prevails notwithstanding.
of form as well as sound, which is in ac“ Because he 18 his friend.”
The mo- cordance with the modern theory of child- cisely the same sentiments in a notable She loves the Father of all mercies. She
. tive of friendship is strong, but under instruction. The implied charge of ob- discourse, preached by that grand mis- studies his sacred Word, to learn his will,
these circumstances not strong enough to scurity is utterly groundless. The plan sionary hero,,:the Rev. Dr. Alexander and her duty. She has faith in the Chrisprevail. ¢¢ Because of his importunity.” of International Lessons
allows each Duff, nearly forty years ago, and entitled : tian life, and isinspired with the Christian’s hope.
Pressing and repeated requests. Urgency teacher to procure the light of modern « Missions the chief end of the church.”
There
is
not
space
in
a
single
brief
The other says *‘ Our folks don't take
in prayer is required, not because God is scholarship without the expense of bulky
The Bible
hard to be moved, but because we are comnmentaries. Thousands of S. S. mem- paper to elaborate this idea, but my - pur- any stock in such nonsense.
in no condition to receive until we are bers, both teachers and scholars, can pose will be subserved if the paragraph is an old, useless book ; there aint a.word
of truthin it. I won't read a word in it.
wholly intent on having the gopd be- gratefully testify to the removal of ob- which has been ——quotedaad is fully: grasped
git
by
my-readers:——
The
church
is
Christ's
My folks are Spritualists, and you can't
sought of bir:
;
| scurity,
and to the clear light; afforded by |
She was the personification
“ Ask,” ¢ seek,” «“ knock.”
Three dif- the present improved system. All friends grand missionary society, and the very: fool them.”
ferent forms of encouragement to prayer. of virtue should seek to uphold the Sab- object of her existence is. the conversion of ignorance gnd folly. She is under the
fatal delusion of sin, on the way to ruin.
There is-no distinction of meaning in the bath-school effort to furnish sound moral of the world!
Undoubtedly,
the
church
¢ Should
It becomes parents to consider the #inal
terms and their respective promises. and religious instruction to the rising
result of their influence.
They all mean earnestly pray for what generation.
The International Lessons earnestly contend for the faith which was
This morning I went tochurch and heard
you want and God will give it. The have materially increased its efficiency. once (for all) delivered unto the saints ;”
promise here contains no limitation They are prepared by men of judgment, and no one of good judgment will ques- a very fine-looking old gentleman deliver
whatever, but our Lord meant that piety and ability.
Judicious criticism from tion the vast importance of sound doc- avery fine discourse on the Christian's
He said many excellent things,
and, common sense should govern the those who are sufficiently informed to be trines: indeed, unsound doctrine is the hope.
asking. For that which will bless and able to criticise justly, is profitable, and very rock upon which the church has’ and brought out some beautiful truths.
not curse, if given
us. ° We must, of S. S. workers are disposed to avail them- been dashed in pieces! But, while she is But in his remarks on the resurrection,
course, seek. Our own good at the ex- selves of it,as was evidenced at the Atlan- to maintain and ¢¢ hold fast the form of he seemed to be in a mist, and I do not
pense
of greater good to our neighbor we ta Convention; but shallow, groundless sound words,” the grand work of the believe he better say much on that sub* Trust in
may knock to obtain, but in vain.
Ask, criticism, like that in the article referred church is to redeem—purchase back unto | ject till he can give light.
Christ—a
lost
world!
in
the
Lord
with
all
thy
heart,
and lean
seek, knock for any wise thing, is the to, is only calculated to injure.
A very interesting topic of discussion, not unto thine own understanding.”
Ba
.. finrrfn,QiBoo IL.
meaning of Christ.
:
:
which can not now be entered upon, “ Hope thou in God.” “Rejoice in hope of
¢« For every one that. asketh receiveth.”
HOW TEACHERS MAY HELP.
would be: The relation of the missionary
the glory of God.” “That your faith, and
A law of God's grace is here made known.
In an article on Sunday-school literaIt is an important part of the ‘‘ good ture in the Christian Herald, by L. B. spiritto the preservation of orthodoxy. hope, might be in God.” “Happy is he who
news” which is here announced. All men Gilmore, the following suggestions are Without attempting to state any facts hath the God of Jacob far his help, whose
can ask. Hence, God invites all to him. made respecting the choice of books for bearing upon this most fruitful subject hope is in the Lord his God.”
How little any know of divine things of
None of the invitations of the gospel ex- the library, and the help which teachers of inquiry, I am perfectly willing to hazard the opinion, that, without exception,
themselves,
and how wonderful
the
clude any of our race.
may give their scholars in choosing
the churches which have developed the knowledge attainable in the school of
¢* If a son shall ask bread.”
An argu- books :
3
true missionary spirit will be found to be Christ!
:
]
ment for prayer that is easily understood,
Much complaint has beep made about
*¢ Blessed is the man that trusteth in
but not easily refuted.
‘¢ 4 scorpion.” the class of books found in Sunday-school soundest in doctrine.
It is utterly impossible for men who the Lord, and whose hope, the Lord
“ An animal with eight feet, and eight libraries, in many cases, justly. It may
have independent minds to form precise- is.”
eyes, having a long jointed tail ending in
be said, however, thatthe worst books
S000
ror
ly like conclusions as to the teachings of
a pointed weapon, or sting.” : Its sting is
in our Sunday-schools are not so bad as
Intelligent men understand
poisonous. Rolled up, the animal is said many books read by the average boy eut- Scripture.
REV. JULES L: WILLIAMS.
this. The natural conformation of our
to look like an egg.
Five different speRev. Jules L. Williams died at Askaside the Sunday-school, and which pass
cies exist in Palestine.
The expression
vocal organs may preclude the orthodox loosa, Jefferson Co., Kansas, Sunday,
unchallenged. With the many excelaspiration in the utterance of certain July 14, 1878 ,0f consumption, from which
+ “a scorpion for an egg” was proverlent books now in the market, there is no
bial.
#7 oF
:
excuse for having poor books in the Sun- Shibboleths ; — but we ‘can all see that he has been a constant sufferer for many
“ Ifye then being evil.”
Evil in the
:
day-schools. If such are found, it is there are lost men in the world, and that years.
- sense of defective, imperfect, having so
owingto the lack of a proper compre- itis of the greatest importance that they . Jules Legender Williams was born
many taints of sin. ¢ Know how to give.” hension of the importance of the library be saved. Does it matter so much how
March 2nd, 1841, near Merthyr, Wales.
Evil is antagonistic to that knowledge in Sunday-school work, and to leaving they are saved, if they are only saved?
When he was quite young his parents
careless
and
incompetent
persons
to
seHere is the only ground of union for the
which the Scriptures call wisdom.
The
emigratedto Canada.
His father died
evil in us, however, does not make us in- lect it, that so much trash has found its differing sects and parties in the church
way into the Sunday-scho@l libraries of the of God. All absorbing love for the souls when he was about seven years of age.
different, or cruel to our children. © We
country. In many schools the. library is
Of his early religious experience but lit‘* know how to give” them ¢‘ good gifts.” looked upon very much as a summer ex- of lost men will overwhelm and sink intle is known, but in 1859 he went to
“ How much more shall your heavenly cursion or Christma® festival, a means of to comparative insignificance the paltry Hillsdale College, expecting to remain
Father.” Because he is perfect in geod- getting in new scholars and retaining matters over which we have too long
there until he graduated, but in 1861 he
d
ness. Strange that we need encourage- them. Every teacher should make the quarreled.
enlisted in the 4th Michigan Infantry
library one of his most efficient aids
ment to believe that God is good.
Ido not wishto be misunderstood. I regiment and was sent immediately to
outside
of
the
school,
by
seeing
‘ Give the Holy Spirit.” The corres- what class of books his
scholars desire to insist upon the importance of the front. He remained with this regiponding
passage in , Mutthew reads, read, and endeavoring to put in their sound doctrines; but,
relatively, all ment onlya year, being discharged on
“good.things,” instead of ‘ Holy Spirit.” hands such books for reading during questions of baptism, the proper adminisaccount of a lung disease.
At home he
week as will enforce the principles
The Holy Spirit is the pledge of all good. | the
taught on the Sabbath, * If-teachers will tration of the ordinance, election, church partially recovered, then served full, enHe that receives that has the best gift of spend a portion of each Suuday in learn- government, and other matters over listments, first, as color sergeant in the
God. But,if God gives this gift to ithe ing what their scholars have been read- which the church has been torn in pieces,
137th Penn. Vol., nine months; second,
suppliant, how shall. he not with this ing, they, would learn more of their taste are unimportant, when we are considerone year as Master's Mate on board the
and
character,
and
the
influences
by
give every good thing?
< Tb them that
which they are surrounded,
and could ing the momentous question of saving a U. S. Receiving ship, * Grampus.”
"ask him.” * Ye receive not because ye better guide them in their daily life, in lost world. How aptly do our Saviour's
In leaving the Navy he received a comask not,” says James. All that we need any cases extending their influence for words illustrate this truth: ¢ Woe unto
mission
as Lieutenuntin the U. S. colored
and desire we are to ask God to give us, g
to .the parents, who in many in- you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites!
Infantry, but not being assigned to duty,
stances have read the Sunday-school
The condition, to receiving forgiveness,
home by their children,and for ye pay tithe of mint, and anise, and returned to college where he spent the
_ adoption and salvation from God, or the inbooksthatbrought
way have been brought into the cummin, and have ommitted the weight- winter of 1864—5, and in May, 1865, was
- condition to receiving earthly guidance, church.
ier matters of the law, judgment, mercy,
ordered to, report for duty. He remained
O-0-B-0-b
protection and blessings from God as we
P0094
and faith: these ought ye to have done, with this regiment until Feb., ’66, receivneed them, is prayer, believing and im.
The ‘American Sunday-school Union. and not to leave the other undone!”
ing his fourth honorable discharge from
‘portunate prayer.
ae
ian
(undenominational)
makes the followIn the examination of young men for
The lessons to be remembered from ing report: New schools organized, 1,- the work of the ministry, it is customary, ‘the U. 8S. Service. |
In May, 1866, he settled with his wife,
this study are (1) that prayer is an es- 138, with 5,227 teachers and 41,707 schol- and eminently fitting to insist upon the
ars; schools, visited and
aided, 3,108,"
whom
he married fn Noxember, 1865, in
tablished way of receiving blessings from having 15,275 teachers and 141,220 schol- candidates having a thorough knowlGod: (2) that prayer may be made for ars ; amount of supplies given by mis- edge of the doctrines held by the church, Jefferson Co. Kansas. He was a memany thing that we desire, and that we can sionaries, $3,742.22 notincluding as much and also upon his unqualified assent to ber of the Freewill Baptist church, havintelligently believe God will give; (8) ‘more given from New England, New then. Is it customary—most certainly it ing professed religion before entering the
army, and commenced to preach during
York, and Philadelphia; Bioles distribthat prayer has reasonable ground of hope uted,
2,571, Testaments, 6,211 ; total, 8,- is fitting—to ask such questions us these? the first years of bis residence -in Kansas,
when addressed to God; (4) that prayer 782; families visited, 18,001; sermons Do you believe that the church is a grand
having been ordained by Rev. S. D, Kento God should be persevering and earnest, and addresses delivered, 4,797.
missionary organization, whose chief ob- neston.
He was pastor of the Mud
in order to obtain blessings from God.
ject is to save the
world? Will you labor Creek church for about three years, when
Lb
The missions of the nine Protestant de- earnestly to fire the hearts of your people
his'health failing he was compelled to
nomination
s working in Mexico support -with the missionary spirit; and will you give up public speaking.
Dr. ¥iggleston's church of = Christian 45 Sunday-sc
alin
hools and 36 day-schools.
Endeavor, Brooklyn, has a Sunday- In the Methodist schools are about 560 do your part of the work in preaching
He was elected, and served two terms
the gospel unto every creature? Alas! as Probate Judge of Jefferson Co., and
scholars.
school of 1,300 scholars.
2H

Notes and Hints,

was editor of the county paper from
1873 until his death.
|
He lived a great sufferer, but his power of endurance was great, and his firm

Bates, and at one time a student of Hills-

the vineyard of the Lord.
ago

his

wife

died,

eight children;

Three years

leaving

poor health,

him

with

and but

lit-

tle means, but by the aid of the churches and neighbors his. family was kept
together ; now they have to be separated,
but have all found good homes. During

the last few dayshe suffered much,

and

when too weak to speak would point heavenward, showing his faith to the last. His
remains ‘were taken to the Waterford
church, where

he so

often

had

met

the

same congregition and told them of
Jesus and his love.
:
Funeral services conducted by W.
Parker, pastor, assisted by Revs. Johnson and Baldwin.
W. PARKER.
EA

ca Th db gn

ERC

REV. MATTHIAS ULMER.

Rev.

Matthias Ulmer

died

in Apple-

ing this time, he Has held weekly meet-

ings at his residence, and some have been

converted as the result.

He has suffered

much
from the effects of diptheria
which he had in the autumn of 1868,

which

nearly

system, thus

destroyed his

hastening

his

nervous
death.

He .

was industrious and widely known, not
only as a preacher but a mechanic. Much
of his public life bas been with the poor,
thus obtaining but little temporal conpensation for his labors. We have heard
him remark : * To the poor the gospel is
preached,” thus glorying in the abiltity
and means of doing it. He kept a diary of
his life, and events of interest for
about 25 years. Thus we trace briefly
his life and death, but how: true, * He
being dead, yet speaketh.” He yet lives
in memory and example. Four of the
children, with- the widowed wife, still

ton, Me., June 24, 1878, aged. 69 years, survive
hime Hving in antieipation of a
and 7 months. :
;
:
reunion at the morn of the resurrection.
He was the oldest of nine children,
and his. father dying, when he was

The funeral services were attended

9 years old, the care of mother,the guidance of brothers
and sisters, rested on

the presence of a large assembly of
friends and relatives. Sermon by Rev.

iill that trust, for about this time he

present.

brother Matthias.

June

East Grantham, in

gave

of the State, in March,1828, of about 200
—(like

N. CrouGH.

seen the
for God.

Early in life he became a pioneer in the
cause of
temperance, organizaing the
first temperance - society in that part
Paul) L ever

after preached of temperance, and judgment to come. His bold stand and earnest appeals for the down-trodden slave
gave him a prominent position in the
political daties of life.
Long and earnestly he talked for the slaves,and in the
death of his only son, a manly boy, killed at New Orleans in the rebellion,

for

the church, in

And well did he ful- D. Moody,assisted by several clergymen

his heart to God, and in this is
secret of his abundant labors

his blood

10, at

gave

their emancipation.

His

WHO SHALL BE MISSIONARIES ?
Dear

friends,

you ' Sometimes

| 22nd

you

the missionaries
?" .

another

nor money for their advancement.

His

fine business talent gave him much to do
in the management of churches. They
will miss him thére. Wife and children
preceded him to the better land, where
we expect he has joined them.

REV. BENJAMIN JAQUES.
Rev. Benjamin Jaques, long a faithful
clergyman in the Free Baptist denomination, died in Lisbon, Me.,

July

16,

at

the ripe age of 87 years and 8 months.
He was converted in April, 1825, and

baptized the following

year.

He had

been, at the time of his decease, more than
40 years in the ministry. For many
years he has been in poor health, and for
four years past had been unable to appear in public. The writer of this, a
short time previous to Bro. Jaques departure,enjoyed a long and animated con-

not

I will sak

question: “Will

you

be

saved if you do not .send any missionaries P" because I have very dreadful doubts
about whether you will. Do nop
smile.
The man that does nothing for his Mas-

ter, will he be saved? The man that
never cares about the perishing heathen,

is he saved ? is he like Christ?

If he be

not likg Christ, and have not the spirit of

labors were mostly with the people in Chirst, then he is none of his.
the Montville Quarterly Meeting; and
for fifty years he spared neither time

say,

*“ Will the heathen be saved if we do

says a young man, ‘‘ [ have

¢* Well,”
beén argu-

ing with myself whether I should ge.” I
will tell you another thing toargue. Take

it for granted that you ought to go, unless
you can prove that you should not. Every Christian man is bound t6 give himself to the Master's work in that department which most

needs him, and

that is

| foreign missions ; unless he can prove

to

his own satisfaction that he ought not,
and that he has not the gift. I wish that
could be learned by our men:

You

want

a callto the ministry. I believe that is
tight; but those who can speak well
ought ratherto try and show that
are not bound to preach and, if they
show that they are excused; but
ought to go through that process
You are bound, brother,

unless

show that God in his providence
terly prevented ycu,—Spurgeon.

you

has

they
can,
they
first.
can

ut-
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GOD'S

WAY.

God loves to effect his greatest works:
versation with this aged saint upon matters by means tending under ordinary circumpertaining to the spiritual kingdom. At stances to produce the very opposite of
that time his mind was clear, and he was’ what is to be done. God walls the sea
looking forward with great hope and with sand.
God clears the air with
longing for the hour when God should storms. God warms the earth with snow.
take him home. Peace to bis ashes. He So in the world of grace. He brings
indeed was gathered to his rest as a water in the desert, not from the soft
shock of corn, fully ripe and ready for the earth, but the flinty rock. He heals the
harvest.
J. F. BARTLETT.
sting of the serpent of fire with the ser4-0
"+o

pent of brass. He overthrows the walls of

Sb
*o

REV. PHILEMON OLOUGH.
Rev. Philemon Clough was born in
Springfield, May 18, 1818, and died

Jericho by ram’s.horns. He slaysa thousand men with the: jaw bone of an ass.
He cures salt water with salt. He fells

from

thus

|

heart

disease, at his residence

Grantham, June, $9, 1788.

in

He was the eldest son of Theophilus and
Sarah

Clough,

the early

who

commenced

history “ef the

with a family of ted hildren
trained

to

industry,

life

in

town, followed

who were

and reared

in the

the giant with a sling and a stone.

does the

the gospel.

Son of

And

God work in

He cures the blind

man

by

that which seemed likely to increase his
blindness,by auointing his-eyes with clay.
He exalts us to heaven by the stumbling
block of the cross.— Wordsworth.
»

‘ nurture and admpnition of the Lord,”
but with limited advantages.of an educa-

tion. Six of the above named children

still live. ‘The subject of this notice made

a public profession of religion when
about 16 years of age, and united with the
F. B. church in 8., then under the care of
Rev. Jessie Cross. He-was married, July
14, 1889, to Miss Sally McDaniels, of

We need more definiteness in ' our
work for young men , and by this I mean
that we stop working for young men,

‘and do something for this and that young
man.

Itis a waste of moral

ammunition

to fire away at all creation, when. we

should aim at the heart some ene man.—
G. F. Yeirley.

-

Ee

fai

©
roads pass up
meet it.

Rise! for the day is passing:
While you lie dreaming on,

The others have buckled their armor

And forth to the fight are gone;
place in the ranks awaits you,
gach man has some part to plays .

The past and the future are nothing
In the face of the stern to-day.

populated, and that by reason of the

+

But your arm will never be stronger
*
Or the need so great as to-day, .

—Adelaide A

rocter.

-b-B-d
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SAMARIA AND THE SAMARITANS.
It is extremely difficult to define the
limits ot the provinceof Samaria. Josephus states that it lay ¢¢ between Judea
and Galilee,” and

that it commenced

at

“a village called Ginaea (Jenin), on the
great plain (Esdraelon),” and extended
** to the toparchy of Acrabatta ;” we shall
therefore not be far wrong in assigning

ex-

cellent grass the cattle yielded more milk
than those in other places.
In this beautiful
province, with its
fruitful soil and well-watered ‘valleys,
Joseph was to be ‘a fruitful bough,even
a fruitful bough by a well ; whose branches run over the wall” (Gen, 49: 22),
And in the fuller blessings of Moses his
land was to be blessed of the Lord *¢ for
the precious things 'of heaven, ' for the
dew, and for the deep that coucheth beneath, and for the precious fruits brought
forth by the sun, and for the precious
things put forth by the moon, and for the

stitutions

that

never

were

‘ingituted,

schemes of philanthropy ‘and of moral
reform, and ever so ‘many more faking
plans which had no solid foundations nor
practical power, have followed each
other with memorable rapidity and merited failure, Money and time have been
squandered in sincere efforts to establish
impracticable and unnecessary agencies

and

to gratify the pet, whims and project

of visionary people who had just force
enoughto lead others into their movements, and not enough to do anything
well. This has heen the case in hr

es and ecclesiastical bodies, as well as in

voluntary and sporadic associations.
Yet the failure of the many may have
been essential to the success of the

few.

The survival of the fittest comes of the
strifes of nature and the struggle for existence in every realm of life. Success
by

failure, also, is the not

an uncommon

result.of human experience.

have not succeeded, and have

Men

who

even made

and hostile observations, and

know

that

he will mark our halung, and publish it
abroad to our shame an injury. An enemy impels us to prayer, and teaches us to
place a higher value upon the friendship
of God.
An enemy exercises us in patience, confirms our faith, tests our charity,

implants

meekness,

crushes

pride,

weans us from the world, and sweetens
to us the prospects of the kingdom. Unless the fire and hammer do their part,

the shapeless lump of gold can never be-

come the goblet which graces a monarch’s
table ; and just as little, without tribulation, can carnal
ious Christians.

ammer than at
for your good.
thank thee, for

wrath and bitterness, the slander and envy

of my enemies subservient to my best interests! They thought it for evil against
me, but thou hast turned their malice into

the means for my edification. The world's
enmity has made thee and me the best of
:
spheres, and have astonished the world, | friends.— Gotthold’'s Emblems.
0-0-6
Bahan.
on oo
by their ultimate triumphs in new deAgain,

the

unfortunate

ex-

;

their observations, perhaps it would be
found that during the ten years which

pass away while Th hundred are gathered into the churches by the slower
modes of activity,as large a number have
manifested a brief interest in divine
things, have entertained a feeble hope,
and

have sunk

back,

bewildered

for

a

time, and afterwards confirmed in indifference.— Watchman.
NL
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A OHRISTIAN

CHURCH.

Doubtless if the churches were opened
men he converted into’ daily, but few would resort to them, but
Look less, then, at the it is a great point gained when there is a
the hand which wields it word of welcome ; and something should
My God! how shall I be done to break up that feeling of excluhaving made even the siveness and caste which is so Satiaging

desperate failures in one thing after
another, have at last found their true
partments.

983

FAITH.

to our churches, as it deserves to

be.

is a woful day for any church when its

It

services become a specialty fora particular set: especially so for a church which
has for its order of worship the Book of
Common Prayer. What becomes of the
common prayer in a given case when it is
as exclusive and select as wealth and
privilege can possibly make it? Whatisa
Christian church to be but the most open
and hospitable resort for wearied mortals on the earth? And who believes the
Lord likes it, when,by a privileged arrangement, those who need it most are
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is al
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r
"
Sd
i
10 oper or ion jase, nits
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clined to agree, think it most
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nominational zeal is decried as bigoted
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ranged
in
tneir
appropriate Quarterly and Yearly
it out.
It is better not to vow, than, hay- Land of Promise.
+o
Beyond was spread
lem during the reigns of two kings. ‘trust.
meetings, with their statistics; the names of
ing
vowed,
not
to
pay.—Dr.
Guthrie.
ministers
and
their
post-office
addresses, officers:
There is one thing which should be reout the whole range of the mountains of
The first and most indispensable condiHenceforward the division between the
our benevolent societies, an account of our
—————e
lp
membered by every person who distrusts
Palestine,in its fourfold masses ; all Gilead,
two pgople
people appears
to have been continution of piety i3 submission—blind, abso- of
app
literary institutions, obituaries of deceased minwith Hermon and Lebanon in the east and lute, entire submission of the intellect, tha isters, &c., &c. Price, 10 cents a copy; 9% &
ally growing greater; the erection of a his own power to speak for Christ the
GLORIFYING DOUBT.
That
north; the hills of Galilee, overhanging
conscience, the life, to God. This is blind, dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.
temple on
Mount Gerizim intensified the right word at the proper moment.
The man who is perpetually treating the lake of Gennesareth ; the wide open- but not irrational. It is the submission Lectures
religious hatred, whilst the political divi-. thing is the. power cf unexpected and
OF THE BIBLE; an éxcelsion of the country under foreign govern- timely quotations ftom the plain text of his hearers or his readers to a diagnosis ing where lay the plain of Esdraelon, the of a sightless child to an all-seeing Father ; lent ONbookTHEfor TRUTH
all who would ‘search the Scripe
The book, after all, is of doubt, telling them of its wide diffu- future battle-field of the nations; the of a feeble, beclouded intelligence to the tures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most imment must have contributed its part to the Bible itself.
portant points of Bible study, 1.00; pos tage, 9
Infinite Intelligence.—Prof. C. Hodge. the feeling of national dislike. ‘* There better than any annotation or deduction sion through all ranks of society, raising rounded summits of Ebal and Gerizim;
cts.
.
Its language is more direct a thousand grounds of doubt and difficul- immediately in front of him the hills of
be two manner of nations which my heart therefrom.
Tracts
ore
ty
which
he
can
not
answer,
is
only
helpand
powerful
than
that
of
any
other
volJudxa,
and
amidst
them,
seen
distinctly
abhorreth, and the third is no natiox;
were not stereotyped till within the last few
We have little conceptions of the soul’s
and we can furnish only the following:
they that sit upon the mountain of Sama- ume ; its words are explicit, and will not ing to spread the malady of which he through the rents in their rocky walls, joy, or of capacities of joy, till we see it years,
cts.
per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
speaks.
He
could
not
not
do
a
more
inBethlehem on its narrow ridge, and the established in God. The Christian. soul
ria and they that dwell among the Philis- be driven, when once heard, from the
tines, and that foolish people that dwell most unwilling mind. Best of all, its sidious and destructive thing. He is sim- invincible fortress of Jebus. To him, so is one that has come unto God, and rested Denominational,
which contains a historical statement, and
far as we know, the charm of that view “in the peace of God. It dares to call him a brief nofice of our doctrinal basis,church pol
trath is God's truth, which God takes ply scattering arrows, fire-brands and
in Sichem,” says Jesus, the son of Sirach
ily
and institutions.
death.
A
preacher
told
the
young
men
lay
in
the
assurance
that
was
the
land
care
of.
A
quotation
from
the
Bible
falls
(Ecclus. 1: 25, 26); and Josephus inFather, without any sense of daring.— Printing Establishment
:
forms us that the Samaritans gave them- upon the hearer’s ears with.no mere pow- at one of the great universities recently, promised to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Horace Bushnell.
is a brief hisforical statement, &c. Publish
selves out as Jews when it’ suited them er of personal eloquence or individual that the essential condition of truth and Jacob, and to their seed, the inheritance
ed
by
order
of
the
General
Conference,
and
for
sep
gratmitous distrib ution.
and at other tim>s concealed their con- appeal, but with the power of divine fit- the first duty in religion is to begin Dy —ith all its varied features of rock and
above named books are sold by the dozen,
Morality
without
religion
is only a kind The
doubting
everything.
:
pasture,
and
forest
and
desert—for
the
ness
for-every
need.
nection, as when they addressed a letter
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with
the order,
of
dead
reckoning
;
and
endeavor
to
find
We
greatly
fear
that
this
tone
of
unor
on
receiving
the books.
sake
of
which
he
had
borne
so
many
years
In ordinary literature, it is easy enough
to Antiochus Epiphanes as God, styling
Send
your
orders
to
our
place
on
a
cloudy
sea
by
measuring
certainty
and
doubtfulness,
this
comproof toil and danger, in the midst of which
themselves Sidonians, and asking per- for the reader to get a reputation for proI. D. STEWART, Dover. N, BE."
mission to give the name of Jupiter Hel- found thought and extensive familiarity mise and connivance with the prevailing the fortunes of his people would be un- the Sali we have to run, but without
Forsalealsoby
lenius to their temple. Perhaps the ex- with books. Half a dozen well-turned unbelief, is of growing tendency in some folded worthily of that great beginning. any observation of the héavenly bodies.—.
.
Many of the To us, as we place ourselves by his side, Longfellow.
FAIRBANKS & C0., 46 Ma lison 8t., Chicago,Il)
pression, * Thou art a Samaritan and quotations fron Hamlet will send away of our American pulpits.
SEES WW
Si
PENFIELD & Co., Hillsdale, Mich.
¢¢ That man published sermons, both regular and oc- the view swells into colossal proportions,
hast a devil,” used as a term of bitter re- listeners ready to exclaim:
proach amongst the Jews, is a better in- knows the whele of Shakespeare by casional, now given to the public, as we think how the proud city of palmJesus is the purest among the mighty, Mass.D. LOTHROP & CO., 32 Franklin St.,Bosfon
dication of the feeling with which they heart.” A few well-chosen lines from through the newspapers and other chan- trees is to fall before the host of Israel; the mightiest among the pure, who, with
of this uncertain sound. They how the spear of Joshua is to be planted His pierced hand, has raised empires
regarded their neighbors than anything Paradise Lost convince the hearer that nels,
be constructed on the principle
the speaker is master of Milton's great see,
on hight after hight of those hostile moun- from their foundations, turned the stream
we could quote.
So, too, the Samaritans
stooping to conquer, or rather they tains. All this he saw. He saw it of history from its old channel, and still
used to light rival beacon fires at the ris— epic. But how much better than such a
seek to conquer the enemy by going over with his eyes, but he was not to go ‘over continuesto rule and guide the ages.—
RailwaY.
ing of the new moon to mislead the Jew- superficial repution as this, is the hono
~The Great Trunk Line between the East
to his side. . It is worthy of notice that thither. "It was his last view.—Dean Richter.
a thorough Bible student, w
ish watchers on the hilltops; they way- of being
:
and the West.
.
not enly knows the’ sacred words, but the scriptures pass no eulogium on doubt Stanley tn Lectures on the Jewish Church.
laid Jews on their way to Jerusalem, and
1t is the oldest, shortest, most direct, convenient,
SDC,
fe Sh, 8. Je AE
:
or
unbelief.
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everywhere
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uses
them.
®
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Bible
texts
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in
the
comfortable and in every respect the best line you
refused them hospitality, as in the case of
ss: iab)—tAwps
He who seldom thinks of heaven is not can take. Itis the greatest and grandest Railway
the Samaritans of a certain village who ears when the speaker's lips have long that the evidence for all the great truths THE WASTAGE OF RELIGIOUS WORK.
organization in the United States. It owas or conlikely
to
get
there.
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way
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hit
the
of
religion
is
ample
and-satisfactory,
and
would not receive our Lord *¢ because his been mute. Few earthly aspirations are
In a city not far from Boston there were mark is to keep the eye fixed upon it.—
face was as though he would go to Jeru- more honorable than that of the quaint that there is no reason why any of them
should be questioned or denied.
Their seven hundred who professed. to have ‘Bishop Harne.
salem” (Luke 9: 53) ; they are said on old poet, who exclaimed :
PULLMAN HOTEL
CARS are run alone
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te
language is: Be not faithless, but be- turned to God during the revival of last
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:
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to
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of water, and

tumnal fruit, both that which grows wild
| and that which is the effect of cultivation ;” he also adds that it was thickly

some hard-fought field,

. Your future has deeds of glory,
Of honor, (God grant it may!)

There is no want

to

abundance of trees, and was full of ‘au.

ise from your dreams of the future,

Of storming some airy fortress,
Or bidding some giant yield;

the transverse valleys

in some places there is careful terrace
| culture on the hillsides ; Carmel and other
hills arg partially covered with dense
thickets, and there are indications that
forests of some size existed at one time.
Josephus, probably, gives a fair account
of the state of the country in his day,
when he tells us it was very fruitful, had
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be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

appreciated.

RW" The Western Editorial Office is at 157 Dearborn
St., Chicago,
;

EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
Fort FAIRFIELD, ME, Aug. 24.
«It is quarter past four: train leaves
n thirty minutes.”

you from the sweetest sleep
unconcern,

and

with

appar-

his

cruel

message with the self-satisfied air of one
who might announce that you had fallen
heir to a fortune. But his summons, like
the call of fate, is generally irresistible.
So we obeyed it this morning, not without
grumbling, and found ourself with bareIy time enough to date the letter before
the train bore us away from what has
been a very pleasant three days’ tarrying
with this hospitable people.
The Penobscot Yearly Meeting has just
closed

its

session

here.

That

is what

brought us to the place, that is to say, the
session, ahd not the close of it. The meetings have been interesting throughout,
and we trust profitable. The time of the
session was about evenly divided between
meetings of devotion, meetings of business, and meetings of worship. We
should n't be surprised if results should
show that the meetings that partook of
both business and worship were the most
profitable. For our religion is worth but
little to us only as it expresses itself in
acts that make the world and especially
our neighbors better and happier. So we
have an idea that the time devoted to a
consideration of our benevolent work,
when the Financial Secretary showed the

mity of the missionary and the Christian
spirit, and Dr. Philips portrayed the condition of the foreign field, and Bro.

Mor-

*ell described the importance and promise
d the work in the Shenandodh valley,
wurnished the occasions that our Heavenly
Father, who loves all his children and de-

lights to see each one planning to help
some other

one,

looked

upon

with

the

* most satisfaction. ‘Wherein lies the most
of the honor that has come to the denomi‘nation jn the past? Has it been in fighting Calvinisii, of preaching Christ and

free salvation?

moaning in the

stitute, which

and the aurora borealis gleaming in the
north, while the distant lights in the farm-

now

anxious

up of an intelligent, enterprising

rule the earliest at church.
bell”

mer

that

But they are among

the theoreticals. The vital thing is to give
a real, practical expression to that spirit of
_ love and helpfulness that made the sum
and substance of Christ's life on earth. It
was in this spirit that the Yearly Meeting
acted when it resolved to assume its” proportion of the Foreign Mission debt. But,
friends, what is that resolution worth, until the money is raised and paid over? It
will hardly honor a single person who
voted for it, and certainly will not save a
Passing the resolu-

tion was like formulating the creed. The
real Christian thing will be to carry it into effect. There is that difference betwéen creed and life.
neetings

were

The prayer-

quiet but spiritual

vell improved.

At one,

and

seventy-eight

jersons spoke or prayed in forty-two minites. - The preaching, by Revs. Penney

well

repre-

sented. There is a lack of ministerial
help in its borders. Bro. Carr, for in_ stance, who is pastor of the Fort Fairfield
church, also serves the church at Presque
Isle, and has one or two out-stations besides. Bro. Peckham, of Houlton, has

four churches in his pastorate,
and
preaches nearly that number of sermons

each Sunday, besides conducting one or
two Sunday-schools. Judging from the
letters that were read,
we should think that
this might be true of nearly all the Quar-

terly Meetings.

It is painful to think of

‘these churches without pastors. And in
view of them, what shall we think of the

hosts of idle ministers in the land ? For* junately, there are but few of them in this"

- Yearly Meeting.
;
i 'The ladies in the Yearly Meeting are
efficient. The
AWoman’s Mis-

ere.

3

4

ciety has some excellent workTheir meetings during the ses-

were held apart, but we learn that
spirit pervaded them and

-eththat YER

from.

more

g reports
were brought in.

quarters. They are developing

and more of thé active, working

sky,

twen-

the

house,

exigencies

of

ple, and say less, that we have about it,
we will then talk with them about the
dullness of this scribbling.
We will add

that the meetings were to be continued at
the Fort Fairfield church after the close of

the Yearly Meeting.

We

trust that the

Holy Spirit attended them, and that permanent results will follow.—aG. ¥. mM.

have

SELFISH

AMBITION

AMONG

LEAD-

ERS.
In

reviewing

the

life

and

times

of

stones enough to build a road

wall

to do their utmost in promoting

the

can

do

best,—

rods long and three feet wide.

in the closets that they must not expect

He points

to realize the ideally rightin such a world
as this, that the Scriptures command

farming

community.

No, this voice does not pitt in ‘the ‘word

Good

selfish, but rather “the good of the cause”

haustible supply of fuel, fill one with adThe railroad,
opened

narrow

gauge
nl

through this country, is a great benefit to
the communities through which it passes.
As the train sped along from Bangor, up
by Mattawamkeag, through fifty miles of
unbroken wilderness to Mac Adam,thence:
by the New Brunswick and Canada Rail-

way through

the irredeemably

desolate

region to Woodstock, there to come upon
the beautiful St. John, with its regularly
terraced banks and its fields of golden
grain, and so to pass through

this

Three generations have passed away,
and now the mother country declares:
¢ There are many things in later history
which every well-wisher of America
would gladly blot out; but she may at
least remember with just pride that in the
great crisis of her fate no stain attached
to those whom she entrusted with her
cause.”
What a comment on those who
are constantly justifying their conformity to common usages, and declaring that
the right, and the true, and the aboveboard, are millennial attributes which are

quiet,

not applicable to the conduct of practigal
affairs !
:
Now if this unswerving and ‘this unselfish devotion to country is a grand thing,

pastoral region for seventy miles to the
place of meeting, we realized quite forcibly the wonderful variety as-well as the
gxeat resources of this magnificent country.
After the meetings closed, excursions

is it nota grander thing

for the Chris-

tian to be leyal to his country which is a
heavenly one ? The kingdom of Christ on
earth is based on simple truth-speaking
and plain-dealing.
Taking up an ex-

were made to Caribou, New Sweden, and

hence—there

——EVIDENTLY,

would soon be an end of the

remnant of the hard times.

Perhaps, it is just as much

an

extreme

toward

the

establishment

of

Sunday-

schools for the ten thousand children
in the alms-houses of that State.
The
promoters of this effort should have the
‘prayers and sympathy and encourage.
ment and money of those who believe in
imitating the example of him who wént
about doing good. Who can estimate the
results which may come from giving the
sweetness of Bible lives as well as Bible
truths to these ten thousand outcast
children? In our little faith we say the
results which may come.
Ought we not
rather to say the results which will
come ?

are holes worn by the water in the slid

curious and interesting.

religious.

envelopes and

label

them

There has been altogether too

much of this suicidal separation of religious and secular life. They should be one.
The church member needs to carry his
religion into the street and his business
sagacity, industry and perseverance into
the church.
spree

——THE direful scourge of yellow fever
brings to light many heroic characters—
and once in a while a despicably mean
one. The other day the Howard Association, of New Orleans, telegraphed to a
man who was in New York, we believe,

that his family were down with
low fever.

the yel-

The father and husband

graphed back to New

Orleans;

care of my family.”

tele-

Take

Bunt that man pro-

bably had his excuses, and, if we do not
mistake human nature, he somehow

con-

ageis that men claiming to be Christians
continue to live like sinners.” Is there a
necessity in the church of using the arts
of the base politician to bring about ends
for the furtherance of the gospel of Jesus?
When he chose his disciples,
did Christ

ed himself, that it was better even

When the

the forsaken yellow fever patients.

a

The suspension

himself with

vinced himself,or thought he had convinc-

church in any age or country has chosen
ways that are dark and tricks that are
vain as means for doing good, then she
has stooped so low that not only a Luthprecipice sixty feet high. The roar of’ er, a Knox, and a Wesley, weep bitter
the falling water is deafening. Tt is tears,but so low that she will see reproach
broken by the jagged cliffs into. great in the eyes of a Washington,a Hamilton,
}
sheets of foam, and constantly pours itself and a Franklin.
RRR.
hii AA
with terrific grandeur into the chasm beneath. Standing upon the overhanging
OURRENT TOPIOS.
cliff at the fall one looks as it were into a
——It will be seen in our news columns
region of mystery, for one beholds only that the yellow fever epidemic has inthat ever-falling cataract, hiding itself in creased to a direful extent in some of the
the unfathomable depths of spray and- Southern cities. Subseriptions are pourfoam that are constantly arising out of ing in from many sources, but we prethe abyss. It is a furious, defiant, angry sume there is plenty of room yet to do
flood, white with rage, battling with fate, good by sending these stricken cities fibeating itself to atoms against the rough
nancial aid.
To those who have not
rocks below, while, as if to assure and more definite information, we would say
compensate the beholder, a rainbow that nowhere can subscriptions be more
springs from the very depths of the abyss, wisely sent than to the Howard AssociThis ‘Association
and forms a most brilliant arch over the ation, of New Orleans.
whole scene. After pitching over the sends out nurses and provisions not only
‘precipice the river hurriesthrough a gorge throughout its own city, but the other
of calcareous slate, from fifty to one hun- places stricken with this pestilence are
dred and fifty feet wide, whose perpendi- also furnished as far as pessible.
No
cular sides are from one to two hundred truer chivalry has been manifested in this
{eet high, making a most wild and strik- age than by these Southern people, who
ing scene. The geological formation is taking their lives in their hands go forth
quite ‘wonderful. 4 The wells,” which as nurses to the poor, the wretched and
rock from ten to twenty feet deep and

and one anecdotes which tell so powerfully of the peace and invigoration whose
source the Testament
reveals.
Mr.
Moody keeps a large number of strong
brown-paper envelopes, labeled with different religious themes, and whenever he
sees anything in the newspaper that bears
upon one of the subjects, he cuts it out

conflicting

notions: daily = spread before

for his

family that he should not go to them. It
is easy work to make ourselves blind so
that we do not have a clear vision of the.
sordidness of our lives, when

selfishness

ter of the books and papers their children
read, as of the company they keep? All
the works of the flesh, ¢ adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness, idol-

atry, witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, strife, seditions, heresies,”—
not one of these but may be instilled into
the young mind through bad . literature.
It seems a great pity that those who
have the young in ¢harge should be careless in this matter, especially when there

is such an abundance of good reading in
the market.
/

nt

——SOMETHING is the matter with Methodism in France. Either its propagators
have not the zeal and aggressiveness
characteristic of the denomination, or that

zeal and aggressiveness does not fit the
Gaul's temperament. The last Conference
held at Nismes was

composed

to report. Their salaries, made as small
as possible, were in ‘arrears $1,200, and
funds under control of the Conference
was drawn upon for the deficiency.
~—THE Watchman has our - profound
sympathy. . This is its story:
We have in our posession a trunk which
took the first premium-at the first Paris
Exposition.
Though large, it is so light
that we can lift it easily with one hand. It
went all over Fatope withont receiving a
scratch ; but it had not gone thirty miles

simple

matter

to

steps to take for their enforcement, as the
laws will differ widely in different States.
New York bas no bankrupt law,

and

its

insolvency act provides for only volun-

tary assignments, which work no final
discharge.
The same is true of many of

the other States.

This condition of things

may discourage failures, and it will cer.

Dr. Holland has his ideas

and things.

In the last

attracted by

a

man

whose

virtue

they

have reason to doubt, in the presence of
those who are known to be men of purity
and honor.
These inquiries might show
us that goodness is not only less interesting to men as literary material than wickedness, but is less interesting in itself. It
is undoubtedly true that we should rarely
go among our best men and women for
our most interesting characters. Certainly we should not go among the membership of our churches. There are churches
the dead level of whose tasteless and
flavorless Christianity is not only uninteresting but repulsive.- Dr. Eggleston,
in some of his Western Methodist types,
gives us people who are interesting, but
their flavor does not come from their Methodism, or their goodngss, but nature
and character formed under unusual
circumstances.
——To give credit where credit is due, is
the object which apparently

animates

an

editorial in Harper's Bazar :
We sometimes ask ourselves whether
women render quite enough gratitude to
men for all that they have done for them
so far in the world’s history, lifting them,
by however slow and gradual process,
from the condition of the captive slave
nearly to that of the honored equal. * It is
true that,since men and women are halves

3

TE

PACKAGES TO INDIA.
Persons wishing
to send articles,to the missionaries in India, by those returning this fall, should

forward them (postage or express paid)

to E. W, Page, Esq., 69 West St.,
York City, by the first of October.

BRIEF

Professor Park is of the

opinion

person who never smiles

worse things from which a smile

saved him.”

unable

sight, but it has been done, and we

acknowledge that, having "the

withhold, it has been noble and
imous to grant.
;

Speaking
cordedto

of

the

woman

must

power

to |

magnan:

series of righ!s
in

the

ac-

ownership

of

property, the writer says:
In the

fear,

however,

of

not

enough, men even go the length here hv
there of giving too much; and it has
come to such a pass at last that, while
formerly the husband could claim whatever wages the wife was willing to earn
—Mrs.

Caroline

Norton,

for

having experienced great trouble
way, not to mention a crowd

instance,

in that

of less dis-

tinguished toilers in less prominent paths
—now the husband can take advantage of
the law and sequestrate from his creditors their honest dues under shelter of

‘his wife’s name.

The Presbyterians claim
porting church in Ningpo,
of the native ministers for
engaged to provide for his

to have

the

same

sensation

amounts

to

having no sensation at all. But in whatever way we account for the faet, it ought
not to be so. Our eyes should be educated to enjoy whatever is beautiful in
‘our surroundings, and to demand the removal of what is offensive to a correct
taste. The perfection of Greek works of
art is often accounted for by the fact that
Greek artists constantly

had

such

tiful models before their eyes.
to take a lesson from this,

beau-

We ought

and endeavor

to educate the esthetic taste of the coming generation by paying more attention
to artistic merit and purity of style in the
furniture of our rooms.

——Tue New York Tribune says of the
bankrupt law which expired on Saturday
last:
:
That the country can get along very
well without a bankrupt law, and

can at-

tain to a high degree of
‘prosperity, was
proved by its experience before the war.
But that experience also proved that those
States in which a spirit of repudiation prevailed always suffered severely, while
those whose laws reflected a high sense
of honor were peculiarly favored, and
geined very rapidly in wealth.
New
ork and Massachusetts owe not a little

of their present financial

strength to the

facf that their legislation never favored
the evasion or repudiation of just obligations. There are other States which have

seen industry stagnate and commerce

fly

would

aid from the mission.
‘We should think parties would

have

get

tired of

trying to get Mr. Spurgeon, of London, to lecture in this country. In reply to the last invi-:
tation, Mr. Spurgeon writes that he ‘ never
had the slightest idea of visiting America.”
It would appear that the Dutch Reformed
church had known what it was to do Home
Mission work.
It is stated that of their 503

churches in this country, 265 have at some

pe-

riod of their history
Home Mission Board.

the

Dr. Talmage

received

seems

to

aid
:

be

The editor of the

from

appreciated

Christian

in

Her-

of the

Estab-

lished Church, announces that he is collecting

a testimonial of $2,500 for Mr. Talmage, whose
sermons li¢ reprints regularly.
It is said that a new
Southern Methodist,
at Louisville
in the
church, South.
Like
is to be independent
hope it will be as able

.

paper, to be called the
is soon to be published
interest of the M. E.
the N. Y. Methodist, it
of thurch control.
We
as its New York name-

Sg

The Observer proposes that a school book be
prepared on the subject of ** Alchohol; its nature, causes, effects, and how to prevent it;”

and that such a book

be made

school, and every child

taught

thoroughly

a study in

at the expense

instructed in the

subject.
The

dists

Independent,

of

Great

or

Free-Gospel

Britain

have

Metho-

considerable

strength. Their seventy-third annual convention ‘was recently
held at Glasgow.
These
churches are evangelical in doctrine, Methodist in forms-of worship und ‘substantially
congregational in church government,
The Reformed Episcopal church has organized fourteen colored congregations in and

around Charleston, 8. C. If this item can be
taken as an index, it would appear that Rewith the

color-

ed people, and that that chureh has an especially inviting,
field for doing good ‘open te
it throughout

the South.

lately elected to the bishopric of the Spring)ield, Ill., Diocese of. the
Episcopal church, recently accepted an invita

tion to preach in the pulpit of the Methodist
chnrch at Danville. This is all as it should be;
but we wonder if the

good

Bishop

would

be

willing to invite the Danville pastor to preach
in his pulpit?
According to the admission of Bishop Day,
of London, the Free Church of Scotland, with

a membership

of a million, contributes

for

missionary purposes as much as the whole
church of England with its twelve millions of

adherents and unlimited wealth.

The

lying cause of

so

this

difference

is

underapparent

that we may be spared all comment.
The German Baptists, or
held thew General Council

Tunkers, lately
in Indiana, and,

among other things, solemnly decided in the
negative the question whether it would be
right for a Tunker to invite a member of
another church to ask a blessing at table!
This*is doubtless consistent from the Tunker
stand-point, which, by the way, is very bad

for the stand-point.
It seems that the speaker of the British
House of Commons lately called a member before the bar of the House for boisterous con-

duct

while

a member

was

speaking.

The

offender promptly apologized, broadly hinting

that he was under

the time.

the

influence

of liquor at

If the American Congress should

follow this example both its dignity and usefulness might be increased.
The organ of the English Ritualists says:
¢ Our quarrel with the Roman Catholics is
chiefly on matters of detail, but our quarrel
with Protestantisni is about first principles.”

That is about it, we guess. The * matters of
detail” will hardly suffice to keep long apart
people who admire

each

other

agree

and

in

¢ first principles” so-well as the Ritualists and
the Romanists,
hind

as from a pestilence, and have been for
half a century bemoaning their poverty,
because, with rich lands and ‘boundless
resources, they had also a public sentiment of hostility to creditors, and laws so
framed as to make swindling easy.

is calm.

——SPEAKING

membered to their own disgrace and as: bring~

on the

same

subject the

N. Y. Times hopes that the failures

will

now be neither so numerous nor so dishon-

orable, as they have

been

in the

past.

Here is its closing paragraph:
The settlement of all cases of insolven-

cy will now revertto the jatisdiction

of

the States.
Few of them have bankrupt
laws, and where they exist they can not

be enforced beyond the reach of State
courts.
No
discharge will protect a
debtor in another State, and it will be
extremely difficult and expensive for nonresident creditors to secure their full

These are timely

words

of

the

Chmistian

Intelligencer: Passion is weakness,

And when

Truth

passion has. blows its

fiercest gust, it falls back before

the quiet,

steady onset of truth which moves with God
on its side. The oaths and slander and defamation. of some of our political leaders will
sooner or later die away, and will only

be

re-

ing contempt upon the cause with which they

were allied.”
,
Journalism is ambitious. The Christian
Union is not satisfied with giving to its readers “ amere collection of editorial: paragraphs
on “Topics of the Times; ” but announces as
a part of its mission this: * We stand on the

prow and not on the stern, of the ship, and
seek to point out the course of the immediate

future rather than merely to reckon up the
log for

.

to have a self-sup-:
China.
It has one
its pastor, and fas
salary without any

formed Episcopalianism takes

——THE Literary World notes the ‘ curious fact that many, if not most people,
when suddenly interrogated, are not able
to tell the exact colors or patterms of the
carpet or wall paper, or the style of furniture, in a room in which they have
lived for years.” It continues:
This may be remotely connected with
the old metaphysical doctrine that always

* the

That is sound orthodoxy.

of the State be

givin

that

will do a thousand

ald, London, who is a minister

woman,

distin-

The Protestants and Roman Catholics seem
to be pretty evenly balanced as to numbers in.
Greece.
There are 6,522 of the former to
6,013 of the latter.

is done for himself;

but

are

Some are prophesying that Hungary
is to
play no unimportant part in the future of
Eastern Europe.

England.

at first through inferior physical strength,
and afterward through less universall
cultivated intelligence, to help herself,
bas been obliged to owe a debt to the
generosity of her master. To be sure, it
has been but the granting of a long series
of rights, and it has not all been done
without agitation and clamor and struggle in order to get the subject fairly into

New

NOTES.

‘ How many eminent Christians
guished dancers?”
:

of one whole, what man does for woman

of seven-

teen ministers, and had little encouraging

It will be no

know what those rights are and what

cur. There is astrong probability that
it will develop so ip difficulties and
so much injustice in a few months as to
Scribner, discoursing on goodness as lit- create
a demand for a wise and effective
erary material, he is of the opinion that it National measure, as loud
and urgent as
is a difficult task to make an interesting that which induced the repeal of the uncharacter in fiction out of a good man or Yrise and pernicious act of 1867 and

about matters

gets the upper hand.

——ARE parents as carefnl of the charac-

rights.

tainly dimonrage the efforts of creditors
to secure their dues when failure does oc-

———

to say that legislation shall have nothing
to do with the relations affecting labor
and capital, for as the Christian Union
well points out; ¢ Artificial legislation
makes the money King; artificial legis- woman, but it seems very easy to depict
lation may well be called upon to put wicked people. He says:
constitutional checks upon his power and Perhaps the inquiry into the reason of
prerogatives.” These constitutional checks this should go deeper, or start further
back. It might be well to ask why it is
are not to be devised by sand lot orators,
that some of the most interesting people
but demand ‘the profoundest study of the we ever met were scamps. It might be
profoundest thinkers of America.”
well to inquire why some of the best men
we know are the least Ieresging.
It
——STEPS have been taken in Indiana might be instructive to learn why itis)
that a conmipany of virtuous girls will be

change we read, ‘ The misfortune of our

start a school of diplomacy?

trunk,” which * went all over Europe,”
must arouse one's energy, if not temper,

even in dog days.

is the sentiment which not only excuses and pats it into the proper envelope. And
crooked dealings, but seems at times to as religion ought to be ‘concerned in all
verily-clothe selfishness with the garments, honorable trades and professions, it might
of hallowed unselfishness.
fot be amiss for the pastor to provide

houses, well-filled barns, fields cultivated

recently

in

order to lead means more or less underhanded and selfish must be employed.

even to the roadside, and these flanked by
belts of heavy forest that furnish an inexmiration.

be, that

It

cedar rails that make the fences here.

is a model

obedience to the powers that

on our railroads when it was injured beyond repair.
If any one has a greater incentive to
write an editorial on «The BaggageSmasher,” we should like to know it. To
view the remains of that ‘first premium

and every man with capital could be assured that the dollar he puts out now
shall be worth a dollar one and two years

forty | ~clared-on-the-house-tops—and-whispered--stant
circulation inthe papers a thousand:

spirit among themselves,
and are dispos- dozen or fifteen feet in diameter, are both ——Amip the medley of confusing’ and

sed

or

have

other outlying sections. We joined a
Aariner and Davis, was different in char- party on Friday that visited Grand Falls,
making the
icter, as it partook more or less of the in- twenty-five miles distant,
Our road lay along
lividuality of each speaker, but it was journey by carriage.
full of earnestness in each case, and the’ the ridge of land between the St. John
sermons ‘fitted in,”as they say,admirably ‘and the Aroostook rivers, and afforded a
well. The audiences were large and at- variety of scenery, all the way from the
tentive. The country for thirty or forty village farm, past ‘‘the clearing,” into
miles round about sent its representatives, the “forest primeval.” The falls form
all eager for such profit as the meetings the most imposing cataract in the Provinces.
The
St. John,
navigable for
might afford them,
The Yearly Meeting itself covers a steamers for sixty miles above this point,
large territory, and the session was held has its massive current here compressed
in its northerly limit, but owing to favor- into a narrow, rock-bound gorge, and
able arrangements with the Railroads the pours its immense flood over an irregular
different sections of it were

the

that he prefers to do

James Madison, the English Quarterly ——MR. Mooby, the evangelist, evidently
appalled a less courageous péople. But Review says of the war of independence : recognizes the value of newspapers as
It would be hard to name a revolution aids in the work of saving souls. We
it was faithfully done, even to meeting
the nearly a hundred strangers at the de- so free from any stains of treachery, of have no doubt but many a minister would
of selfish
ambition
pot on the arrival of the Tuesday evening half-heartedness,
among its leaders. The traitors ahd the reach more hearts and come far nearer to
train and distributing them to their va- intriguers, Arnold, Conway, Gates, were to the common people if he would put
rious homes with no unusual delay®
soldiers. The statesmen of the rebellion -more of the newspaper into his sermons
Not one of and talks. Learned discourses and rhetoWe must speak briefly of the country have no part in their guilt.
them ever seems to have entertained an
here.
A few years ago, a wilderness, it idea of securing his own escape if the rical delivery ought to be’ left behind in
is now occupied by smooth, thritty-look- common cause should fail.
All threw in theological schools, and short, direct, poing farms, yielding their bountiful crops their lot with their country, determined to sitive and sympathetic preaching take its
place. ‘The newspaper, in a great measof grain and potatoes, and as well adapt- triumph or fall together.
Madison, - Jefferson, Franklin, Hamilure, brings the world into the minister's
ed to the use of the mowing machine as
any western prairie. Indeed, itis claim- ton, Washington—these were men. There study, and does he not need to study the
ed that the average yield of wheat per was no heaven-ordained decree that the world more than -books? And can he
acre here is a little above that of the West. selfish ambitions common to leaders not go to the Book of books for light,
It would direction and inspiration in a much more
Certainly the crop is excellent this year. should not prevail with them.
The soil is light and rich, requires but have been nothing remarkable if some of profitable mood when his heart has been
little dressing, and is almost free from them had wavered, had hesitated to risk made sad and weighed down with a deep
all for an uncertainty, just because it was sense of the need of Christ and his healstones.
One farmer here has succeeded,
after searching and scraping over a five right. Men in like positions have been ing and restoring influence in this work-ahundred acre farm, in collecting small known to listen to a voice which has de- ‘day world ? And then there are in conthe time of as many persons, would

our own land? ‘By their fruits ye shall
know them.” Doctrine is essential. The-

But we are diverging.

in

sum-

the occasion afforded.
Did somebody yawn?
Well, we don't
wonder at it. This ¢s long, isn't it? We
will stop at once. But if any one can
view the magnificent Aroostook country,
and partake of the hospitality of its peo-

been tireless in their attentions. The
mere item of transportation, involving
the
use of scores of well-equipped teams and

Life to India, and have tried to banish
‘ignorance and relieve human misery in

soul in India.

burning

and such other fare as

influence in the world, which is probably to it with pride. ¢¢ That's as well as you
better,—that Freewill Baptists
have .can do in New Hampshire,” he says, ‘as
Hampshire
preached Areinianism as a point of their far as it goes.” But New
doctrine, or that they have opposed hu- farmers would gladly exchange their
‘man slavery, and have sent the Word of stone walls for the super-abundance of

singlé

constellations

brought from a neighboring farm

but are on hand seasonably, setting an
example that might be profitably folowed by many of our city churches. The
entertainment has been of the most geherous kind. The people have literally

As a real Christianizing

ology is necessary.

leaped timidly

set lunch
by the road-side, amid the
fragrant cedars, with rich new
milk

starting,

and

rabbits,

ty-five miles ride after five o'clock in the
evening will be long remembered.
Not
the least enjoyable feature of it was a sun-

They do not

filled their homes with guests,

the

houses, went out one by one,—that

member-

before

and

across the way, and, later, with the

ship, whose homes are all the way from a
few rods to six miles from the meetinghouse. They are prompt atthe meetings,
those who live the furthest off being as a
wait for ¢¢ the last

forest,

startled by our approach,

Foreign Missionary Society, and another
to aid in the work in the Shenandoah valley.
The church that entertained the Meeting occupies a neat house of worship in
the midst of a farming population, two
miles from the village of Fort. Fairfield
and seven from Presque Isle. Itis made

summons

delivers

burden

tion was taken to help for the debt of the

sorter is. He is ‘without conscience.
He
has lost all humane feeling. He pounds
remorse,

the farmers' daughters were driving home
the cows, and the whippoorwills were

from many a toilsome hour.—Bates College, which was represented at the meeting by President Cheney, was appreciatively remembered, as was Pittsfield inis just

|

the country as to the cause and cure of
hard times, it is refreshing to read a bit
of common sense talk like this from the
Golden Rule:
unusual sceng.—The return to Fort Fair-'
If every idle workman who can do so,
field in the early evening, while the gold- would find something to do that will earn
en sunset was fading in the West, and him a living, even though it be not work

the pledges to cancel its indebtedness
should be speedily paid.—A good collec-

That is the kind of monster that a hotel
at your door without

Such words lift the

x

bridge near the falls, the’quiet, sleepy
provincial village near by, "and the smooth
but powerful flow of the great river above
and below the cataract make a varied an,

denominational benevolentand missionary
work.
\
The Star has warm friends in the*Y early Meeting. Not only the resolutiqn- that
was passed pledgingit support, but also
the personal words from many a reader,
show that the efforts to make it a spiritual
helper and a profitable family visitor are

- The Worming Star.

ent

J

|

the

immediate

never should have

past.”

suspected

this

May

be, we

if it hadn’t

told us, and continued in our ignorance

to. re-

°

TH

a

©

motniig.

The

ald ;

and

fields

behold

so

many

surgical pavilion on. the grounds

ROCKINGHAM

noble

As the result of a revival held by Rev. N.
Woodworth at Crystal Lake, Putnam Co.,Fla.,
those interested therein met at their house of
worship, June 11, and after listening to the
reading of the articles of Faith and the Covenant, ten offered themselves as members of a

of minor

On Sunday, June 12, the people assembled at
the usual hour of worship and after the usual
services, Rev. N. Woodworth assisted by Rev.

0. D. Augir, organized the First Freewill
Baptist church of Crystal Lake. After the

23—24.

In response to a eall from the St. Johnsbury
(Vt.) church, a council assembled in St. Johnsbury, August 15, to examine, amd if found

qualified, ordain Bro. C. 8. Frost to the work
of the gospel ministry. The council organizWoodman, chairman,

and Rev. W. L. Noyes, scribe.

After a thor-

ough examination

voted

unani-

mously * that the examination of Bro. C, S.
Frost, as to his conversion, call to the ministry
" and doctrinal views, is satisfactory.” And the
° council proceeded to the ordination services in
the evening according to the following programme : Invocation by Rev. Thomas Spooner,
of No. Berwick, Me.; Reading the minutes of
the council by the scribe; Anthem by the choir;

Milliken, of No.

Dan-

ville ; Reading of Scriptures by Rev. J. Woodman; Reading of hymn by Rev. L. G. Clark;
Sermon by Rev. C. F. Penney,of Augusta, Me. ;

prayer

by

Rev.

W.

L. Noyes;

Charge to the pastor by Rev. F. L. Wiley, of
Whitefield, N. H.; Right hand of fellowship
by Rev. Mark Atwood; Address to the church
by Rev. Thomas Tyrie, of Saco, Me,; Reading of hymn by Rev. Horace Stiles; Address

of welcome by Rev. Edward T: Fairbanks, of
the South Congregational church; Anthem by
choir; Benediction by the pastor.

*¢ Although

lengthy,” says the St. Johnsbury Caledonian,
were

of marked

interest,

we are sure the new pastor enters

and

upon

his

labors under favorable au$pices, and with the
best wishes of all the churches in the town.”
W. L. Noygs, Scribe of Council.
<li
>

Western.

.

Wi learn from Rev. B. F. Kelley that the re- |
ligious interest is good in the Janesville,Minn.,
church, Three were baptized by him on Jyly

Bro. E. J. Keville is now

preaching to the church with good acceptance.
A parsonage is being built and is about finished.
CORRESPONDET

(J.

convendd

(2nd Creek) ¥'. B.
Good attendance.

A.

8.)

writes:

with the New

The

Hope

church, Aug. 10 and 11.
Some four F. Baptist and

two C, Baptist ministérs present. The business
session was characterized with harmony and
brotherly love. Allthe churches were represented as being in a healthy condition. Maineville and Blanchester churches were reported
. without pastors.
The former church has al
most perfected arrangements to secure the labors of Bro. 8, D. Church, of Taunton, Mass,
He is now detained from assuming pastoral

relation With that church on account of the

very feeble condition of the health of his wife.
The meetings of worship were largely attended, and were filled with the

demonstration

of

the spirit and of power. Next session with
the Blanchester church, The Miami Q. M.
and particularly the Pleasant Plain F, B.
church has met with a severe loss in the
" death of Deacon E. Barbour, for many years
he has ever been abounding in the work of the
Lord, May the maiitle of the departed fall in
graceful folds upon some if not all the breth-

_ Yenof that devoted Christian band,

.

.

The'Warren & Clinton Q. M. ;convened with
the Pleasant Grove (Clark Co., 0.) church,

Aug. 24, 25, and was a very
pleasant session.

The

interesting and

meetings
Ld
.]

of Cuba on the T. P. & W. R. R.

The

church

ENOSBURG

in

~A

place

the church at Broom. The session was one of
interest. The social and public meetings were
in the spirit of the Master.
Bro. A. B. Harris, of Enodpurt, was licensed to preach for
one year. On the Sabbath, four followed their

JACKSON Q. M.—Held its Summer session
with Petrea church, July 27, 28.
Four of the
six churches reported by letter and delegate.
We were favored with the labors of Rev. C.
J. Chase, Cor. Mess. from Meigs Q. M.
The
meeting was protracted and four added to the
church by baptism.
Next session with Beaver Valley church.

‘TuHoMAs E, PEBEN, Clerk.

3,994,000

a

Synod on the Pacific coast.
The sum expended last year by 1660 of the
British School Boards was over $17,400,000.
The New Hampshire Sunday School Association will hold its next annual convention at
Keene, N. H., Nov. 5—7.

of worship

The property of Princeton Theological Seminary now amounts to $1,066,793.10. The real
estate is valued at $274,000.
Rev. Dr. A. D. Wilbor, of Batavia, N. Y.,
has been chosen Superintendent of the State
Institution for the Blind at that place.
The statistids of the Cumberland Presbyterians for 87¢ show 112 Presbyteries, 2,347

Congreghtions;. 1,315
Miss Anna

ministers, and 106,263
Shaw,

of Big

Rapids,

Mich., who was graduated at the Boston Theological Seminary in June, has charge of a
church in East Dennis, Mass.
Petersburg, Va., boasts a church

of colored

people, the Gilfield Baptist, of 8000 members,
which has been in existence a hundred

years,

and is the largest churchin the South, except
one.
oie
:
:
Bishop

clergyman

Gregg,

of

the

Reformed

the island of Ceylon te

form a

church

Coplestone,
:

who

is an

principles of the American Tract Societv, has,
Its board of mana-

gers is to be half of foreign missionaries,
halfof native Christians.

and

The Baptists of England have resolved, asa
tribute of their esteem of the Rev. Dr. Angus,
to establish an Angus Lectireship in connection with Regent’s Park College.
The Rev. Thomas R. Bacon, the youngest

son of Dr. Leonard Bacon, of New Haven,has
entered the ministry and received a call from

Terre Haute, Ind.

Seven theological schools belong to the

found

an

mined to put a stop to the decline at once,

and

their place in the plate,

as the

Tribune.

**

and transaction of other business,will be held at their
over,N. H., on Wednesday, Sept. 18, at 11, A.
office in
M.
I.D. STEWART, Sec.
Dover, Aug. 20, 1878,

10.00

Me.,

3.00

1.22

51

Foreign

21.80
31.50
58

7.28

IO

t and

Beaver

10.95

05

60

.

Free Communion

Baptist

-

NORTH M1sSOURI F. B. A880, will commence Sept.
8, at the Casteel church, Clinton Co., Mo.
2t85
WM, SEEK.
THE CENTRAL ASSO, will meet with the church in
Phoenix, N. Y., Sept 17-19.
Dr. J. L, Phillips will
preach

the Asso.

3133

sermon

L. A. CRANDALL,

Rec.Sec.

Santiago,

7.25

NEW

5.
6.35.

Fox RIVER Q. M.
its next session at
present an essay on
troductory sermon
Sept. 19.
%he

Ministers’ Con forehtn will hold
Blackbury.,
Each member will
the evidences of Christianity, Inon Thursday evening at 7 o'clock,
L. E. BIXBY, Chairman,

ELLSWORTH Q.M,willhold ite next session with
Beddington church, Sept. 20-22,
0. W.Youxa, Clerk.

WHITESTOWN € . M, will be held with the Columbia
church, commencing Friday evening, Sept. 18. J, N.
Laoagworthy w ill preach the opening sefiuon,
P.
PHILLIPS, Clerk.
REV. J. L. PHILLIPS will address the Mass, & R. I.
Y.M., to be holden with the Paige St. church, Lowell,
either on Wednesday evening the 11th,
or on Thurs-

day afternoon, the 12th inst.

PER ORDER.

Post-Office Addresses.

:

Rev C A Bickford, 454 Cumberland St. Portland, Me

STYLES

BRONZE

$135.

154 Tremant St.,
BOSTON.
13.00
16.70
50

BS~AGENTS

UNIVERSAL

THE

25
2200
1.00
= 7.40

26,20
19.00

i]

4

226.55
Treas,

Address

chanj
very

L

AGENTS

at

roperty
néss.

Saves many

times

Ayer’s

&

National

School of Elocution and Oratory, Philadelphia.

’

For particulars regarding Electric Belts, address
PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO. New York,
N.Y.

eow20

heb

$1.50.

ty, and preserves

and

stablished;

or

J. P.

Master,

=

PLATED

a

rr

WATCHES, Cheapest

2

BABYLAND.

fer the Fire.
Outfit Free.

Augusta, Me.
1y17
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SHOEMAKER & C0., 1418 Chestnut St., Phila.

for

1878.

Illum-

READY!

Bright! New! Sweet

Cheerfum,

6G.

Do

not supply

your

school with new

singing

books, unt,

ot hire onbmnined and bested ths hook. Tt is by far th

Pest

for

SUNDAY

SCHOOLS,

PRAYER-MEETINGS,

and

hair
Children, Teachers, Superinendents, Pastors,
all'say Jhay want t. Zor sale Rr
ee.

(

BE

8
|

!

copies,

Ee

3.

nts,

.

HRN, Oskalooss, Towa,
13t12eow

Warranted a perfect cure (or
W¥money returner) for all the

Ol

worst forms

Piles,

'08Y,

Catarrh, Kidney

of

Diseases,

RACE! Scrofula, Salt Rheum,
pt

u

cents,

TRAL BO OK CON

ESS
via
(1)Ad [BNF

4

antee.

Sample pkgs free. Address

ampie

piv¥F

SMITHNIGHT’S Asthma REMEDY

Is sold under a positive guar.

cn

2

|

Price ¥1 a package.

volume

GOSPEL ECHOES «on.

NOW

|

& Co., Nashua, N. H.

The only sure remedy.

Bowu

inated board covers. Large quarto. 75 cents.
A big collectiou of funny stories, merry verses,
and delightful pictures for tiny readers.
|,
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES
“REE, SEND FOR ONE
vISHERS.
BOSTON: D.LOTLKROP

BY

MISFIT

ism,

MOR

ma-

and all diseases of the Skin and

flood. Entirely Vegetable. H.

C TR zd |

ID. FOWLE &
Boston.

~ a Bottle.

stonishing cures.

CO, Montreal and

Sold everywhere.

Send for

$1

Pamphlets of
13teow18

CARPETS.
:

English Brussels, Three-Ply and Ingrain. Elegant Stair Rods; also Stair
Carpets, Carpet Lining, Velvet Rugs, Oil Cloths, Crumb Cloths, Mattings,
&ec., &c., very cheap, at the old place,

112 FULTON

4tthendteow27

STREET, NEW

YORK.

Carpets carefully packed and sent to any part of the United States,
C. 0. D., free of Express Charges. Call or send for Explanatory Circular
and Price List.

HIT.IT.SDAIER

CO

J. A. BENDALL:

TLILEGE, MICHIGAN.

Sp——

at this

tyes

(Trade Mark Copyrighted.)

200 pages.
Latest readings, dialogues, etc. Published by National School of Elocution and Oratory. Sent postpaid.
Paper 35¢.; cloth 76¢. J. W.

Expenses

the

A Day to Agents canvassing
‘ side Visitor. Terms and

OU1S SMITHNIGHT, Chemist,Cleveland, 0,

SHUTE, 52 Bromfield St., Boston.

The

a
next

nthe known world, Sample Watch Free to
Agents.
Address, A. COULTER & Co., Chicago.

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
i
[No.3.]
eom28
STHM

No.

SASoo

GOLD

It cures dandruff, heals all humors, and keeps the
scalp cool, clean and soft—under which conditions
diseases of the scalp are impossible.

R. P. HALL

MANUEL,

i
The

William Everett, Ph. D., Master.

=

thickens; and faded or gray hairs resume their
original color. Its operation is sure and harmless

Shute’s Time-Saving Library Record

ELOCUTIONIST’'S

a.

QUINCY, MASS.
our best
colleges.

for

4433

the hair and its beauty. Thus brashy, weak or
sickly hair becomes glossy, pliable and strength.
ened; lost hair regrows with lively expression;

Qunday School Libraries are made a

[i

boys

and information, address
Worden, Quincy Mass.

faded or gray. It stimulates the nutritive or-

SHUTE'S S. S. SUPPLY STORE,

THE

Fits

en renews the growth’

Qunday School line, to

Price,

delightful® suburban

school year begins Sept. 18th, 1878. For catalogues

A and always surely restores its color, when

Gend for anything wanted in the

EBEN

with

T

stops the falling of the
hair immediately; oft-

MANUFACTURED

ADVERTISEMENT.

privileges,

by long and extensive
use, has proven that it

falling hair is checked

<i
<p

:

‘ADAMS ACADEMY,

gans to healthy activi- |

the

1y5

SEMINARY

Address P. O. VICKERY,

ee
“lip

in

worth

,

AYER’S HAIR VIGOR,

ticle.—Port Jefferson ( L. 1.) Leader.

Lectwreship

Samples

Pioneer in . introducing instruction in Cooking,
Dressmaking, and Millinery. Send for catalogue,
C. C. BRAGDON, Principal.

TO ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND
COLOR.
;

deceive the public.
This decision of the high
court includes all dealers who sell any similar ar-

Shakespeare

Boston

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

Co., of Lowell,

James E. Murdoch, of Cincinnati, the distinguished elocutionist and tragedian, has accepted

day at home;

$5 free. Address STINSON & Co.

Selling

Hair Vigor.

THE Supreme Court of the State of New York
AYER

cost.

(Iilustrated)

home.
Unusual advantages in
Music, Elocution,
&c.
Special care of health, manners and morals.
Personal oversight of habits of growing
girls,

eterybody,

——

;

205%"

fe

ness Men, Farmers, Me-

Tenauts,

TYPE

A Practical Education Possible to Girls.

home.

WANTED.

Owners,

O.

For Young Women.
AUBURNDALE, MASS.

OWN and
Encviopedia
of Lay
Forms.
For Busi-

WYER

FuLLy

Catalogue

5 5 Ewe.

LASSELL

WANTE

AGBNTS

ete.

Clneinnatl,

TESTAMENT,

ortland, Me.

|

ast.
end for Circular and Terms. P. W. ZIEGLER & CO. 518 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa,
;
1y24

’

~--

$5

1y5

HOW TO BE

Farms,

TIPT,

=
+

Fire

WITH NOTES, is a splendid work for agents.
Nothing like it. All want it. Price $2.00. Address
i 3: GOODSPEED & Co., New York or Clacipa.
ti. O.
261

Outat free. Address TRUE. & Co.,

YOUR

&

LARGE

NEW

BEST CARDS, no 2 alike,
printed in Crimson or Jet, 13¢.
CLINTON BROS., Clintonville,
onn,
?
1y24

GOLDY

VANDIZEN

ABBOTT'S

J.C. McCurdy & Co., Philada., Pa.

Any worker can make $12 a day

Schools,

WannaNTED.,

Free.

FOOT LATHES |i"

HISTORY.

auick

extra.terms....

FOUNDRY,

Copper and Tin

52t49

ILLUSTRATED

1.

sales.

BELL

Churches,

Alarms,

:
seat

CO.,

ing The Turco-Russian War, the Administration of
President Hayes, &c.
8 books in one. Low price,

Bt12.

"H. KE. HIBBARD,

Bells of Pure

for

ing with the most recent Important Events, includ-

peti

of our

admission, or Prospectus. containing

GOLD

A Clear and Concise History of all Nations
Commencing with the Earliest Periods, and end-

Yon den i

For

BUCKEYE

25 Union 8q., 250 Wabash Ave.,
NEW YORK.
CHICAGO.
FOR

Its

608 Washington St., Boston,

1.00
1.00
10.00
2.50

Business Hotices.

C.

ife.

terms, address the Principal,

from $54 up-

ORGAN

its

sense.

schools (public or private) are not preparing the
Joung in any direct manner for active duties of |

A small Organ of best quality

WANTED

widest

of study, intended to meet fully the wants of those

may be obtained by payment of $7.20 per quarter,
forten
quarters.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES and

PRICE LIST, free.
MASON
& HAMLIN

the

It has taken a higher and broader field for its
sphere of action, and has very littlein common
with the so-called “Business Colleges” scattered
throughout the country.
.
It has a select and thoroughly practical course

Sold also for installments or rent-

ed until rent pays.

in

¢i

r

RIGHT CASE, NEw STYLE, $126; in JET AND
500

life

tile houses in the city.
It has an established: reputation and standing
second to no other institution of its kind in. Amert-

wards.
Cash Prices;
FIVE
OCTAVE,
DOUBLE
Reed, $100; NINE STOPS, $108; in ELEGANT UP-

N.BROOKS,

J.

pupils for business

graduates may be found in all the leading mercan

for

Augusta, Maine.

that

The instruction given in this School prepares

Superiorily,

prices,

nearly 20 years.)

who know by experience that the majority

ORGANS

at reduced

Street, Boston.

Next School Year begins Sept. 2d.

y, New York.

HONORS

Demonstrated

H
Lake Village N H perJ W Scribner
“
Eu Livermore Me
on debt
Calhoun & No Branch Q M Mich per D P Hatch
Grand Prairie Marion
O 8.208 Bloom
~
Seneca & Huron Q M O 6.00 Venice
$e
“
Seneca & Huron Q M
6,00 per J B La Ruc all on debt
Kittery Point Me per I D Phillips

decided

(Established

:
CROWELL,

AWARDED THEIR

CABINET

2.00
1,00

debt

Washington

|H. E. HIBBABD, Principal and Prop'r.

She

MASON & HAMLIN

5.26

Manchester, N. H.

608

Paris, 1867; Vienna, 1873;
18753
Philadelphia,
1876;

HAVE

is

mt

232

of the rub-

over explored or
one incomparable
faith-life and loveequally the greatthe same time, the

y

HIGHEST

Dam N Y on

DRUGGISTS.

literature
of
gold-washer's

of RECENT YEARS;

5.00

Y

1.00

Aperient.

in

WORLD'S GARIBITIONS

5.00

pecialty at a liberal discount.
STANSTEAD, P. Q.,Q. M.wil] be held with the Eaton
and Newport church,
commencing Sept.28.
Coiference at 10, A.M.
A. A. WOODMAN, Clerk.

readers

Matchless —Unequaled,~PRANZ LISZT.

AsSociation will

convene at Cheshire, Gallia Co., O.. Sept 3.
Opening
Sermor,
Tuesday evening, by Rev, S. D. Bates.
rt

impatience

7144 Broa

TORAL for a medicine, and has issued,an injunction against F. V. Rushton, of New York City, for
selling Rushton’s Cherry Pectoral or Cherry Pectoral Lozenges, or any other use of the name to

VERMONT Y. M. will be held at E, Farnham,P. Q.,
Sept. 12-15,
Arrangements have
been made with
the Passumpsic, Vt. Central, and the South-eastern
roads for half fare, Those paying for their tickets to
E. Farnham will be furnished with return checks free.
E. Farnham is a station on the South-eastern road.
Those residing in the easterly part of Vt. will take
the Passnmpsic to Newport, then the South-eastern to
E. Farnham. Thosein the westerly part will take Vt.
Central to St. Johns, then thie South-eastern to E. Farnham
A.VILAS.

renewed

or perfection.
Publish
THOMAS Y.

2.17

have the sole right to use the words CHERRY PEC-

CENTRAL ILLINOIS Y, M, will be held with the
church at Campbell Hill, Jackson Co., Ill., on Cairo
& St. Louis R. R. beginning on Aug. 30, Ministers’
THeeting (Wo days earlier.
G. A. GORDON, Clerk.

satisfac-

and

ever to think of an assumption of personal holiness

'

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Lyndon-

fresh

will give

is far too finely sensitive to spiritual short-coming,

Those from Maine, attending the anniversaries at
Lyndon Ceuter, Vt., will come to St. Johnsbury by
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R., thence by Passumpsic.
The Concord & M. R. R. connects with Passumpsic at
ville depot, from which Lyndon Center is ten minutes’
walk, at 5, P. M. Further notice will be given if reSuey of fare is obtained.
E. W. RICKER, Sec.
55.

vout spirit,

and spiritual presumption or censoriousness.

Missions.

er Dun

wife

volume:

special wonder is her remarkable freedom from
two faults to which
pietists are prone: ‘the rash
assumption of revelations, scriptural or personal,

2.60
?

Bristol N H on debt per N C Lothrop
Candia
*
per W J Dudley
Mattie Scribner Raymond per J Fullonton
Mrs G W Hanks Pottsville Iowa per I V
Drew
4
Mrs Henderson
4
,
Mrs T C Brown N Foster R I on debt
Oakland Q M Mich per O H Smith

TR

SOLD BY ALL

first collected in one

reed of the treasure and

H8T 89
174.95
31.33
E. N. FERNALD, F. Sec.

Auy. 31.

Cloth,

the Author, and now

“I have scanned the devotional
former and -present times with a

2.00
8.33

ridgewock Me
Ch Liverpool 0 for reinforcement
MrsB Crary Ellicottville N
Y Girl’s Hall
Mrs NC McKoon
do do
“One of the 999” Wakefield Mass
on debt to pay Miss Craw~
ford’s subscription
Ch Walnut Grove N H
Miss Juliette E Hicks 8ayk*
Rapids Minn on debt to pay
Miss Crawford's subserip=
tion
{

Lewiston,

6.00

5.00
.

Seltzer

It is everywhere regarded as a standard article
and is held in Faruculaniy high esteem by medica
scientists, well qualifiiéd to judge of its efficacy as
a remedy for disorders of the stomach, liver, bowels, kidneys and nervous system. Small doses of
it achieve astonishing results.

Works, Mak-

16mo.

tion to her numerous and appreciative

18.%0
84.50

debt
Lucinda Walker So Nor-

Tarrant's

Paper covers, 25 cts.

ish. And of all that I hive
touched, Mrs. Shipton is the
ietist for me.
With her, the
fife in Christ is all; embracing
est and the least concerns. - At

‘H Ferry
Ch Poland
NY
10,00
Ch Freedom Minn
3.00
Ch Wayne Wis on debt
6.00
E Akins * for H Ferry
“ R” Lowell Mass on debt
10.00
‘Woman’s Miss Soc Cowlesvile N Y
on debt
4.64
Lansing MichQ
M
6.00
Ch Varysbur;
YY:
7.56
Ch Fairfield
Mich
2.00
J Clark
Westboro Mass
3.00
D H Adams Farmiogton N H
Ch Prairie city I1lcol by
Miss Soc on debt
,10.00
do
do Girl's Hall
*
Ch Maple Hill Ill
7.50
A friend Kezar Falls Me on

of opinion

America.”
One of them, (the New York religious corespondent, ** Vidi”) writes =

25.00

%.87

Unanimity

—a valuable aid to impress religious truth, and encourage Christian effort in Mission*Work.
*
“The Sure Merciet of David” is the latest and”
best book of Mrs. Shipton’s, having occupied sev.
eral years ia its preparation. The spiritual maturity and breadth of the work, with its fresh and de-

100,00

1,00
6.00
13,10
3.44
1.00

is a Marked

concerning

We take pleasure in announcing two new books,
now ready, from the pen of the gifted and popular
Christian” writer, MRS. ANNA SHIPTON.
The
«Precious Gems ” are sketches newly revised by

4.90

00
200.00

N

has

=

College

need not exceed $112, for Tuition,
Matriculation, Table Board,Room
Rent, and Incidentals.

Money

Letters Received.

E E Angell-ZL Burson—8 D Bates—J M Cox—A
Clark—W
F Crangle—J Durbham—A
M Bavis—E N
Fimey~M C Foster—dJ Fullonton—8 8 Hawkini—E A

Hobson—N C Knight—R H Lambert—W A Lang—J G

Munsey—R Martin—R Murphy—T F Paine—8 WPoole
*—A B Palmer—N N Palmer—A Plummer—G A Simpson—O0 H Smith—J Silvernail-R A Smith—I C Sherman—L Swett—A C Shaver—W A Westgate—S B
_Walton—T A Turner.
Books
.

Dpto 4

Winder, ©

Dun 3

ping, ©“

Hah

Students are received in the following departments: - Collegiate,

BY MAIL.

Mich.

=

Miss Lucy A Penny Unadilla Forks N Y.

F. B. Woman’s

Missiom

Prospect O toward

Some
sexes

Society.
L M

Mrs J E Goodwih No Brookficld Mass for

y
JS

Theological, Scienfific, Commercial; Preparatory, Music and Art.

G W Knowles E Northwpod N H.
Rev G H Hubbard Honey Creek Wis.

Myrtle Hall

Pal Tom om

Forwarded.

Rev J H Darling Waverly

Sarah}W Cratty

Con-

11.70

Volumes.

76 cts.

+ 10.00

Ch Clevelaad O 14,32 for **
Ch Laconia N H on debt
Ch FairportN Y
*
Woman’s Miss Soc Fairport

.

1.75

The Great South American Remedy for all spe|
cial diseases, discovered in the great valley of the
Amazon, as a restorer of the nervous and vital
forces ; its success is marveloys.
The recipe will
The Printing Establishment.
be furnished free of charge.
For circular giving
full
information,
send
self-addressed
envelope to
The Corporators of the Freewill
Baptist Printing
Rev. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station D.; Bible House,
Establishment
are hereby notified
that the annual
meeting of said corporation for the choice of officers | N. X.
1y44

OHIO

ERY

Published

ing in all Ten

o

2.75

KR

<4
p:

———

Uniform with Mrs. Shipton’s Previous

J

connection)reaching
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* The Sure Mercies of David.”

1.00

Hotices and 3ppointments.

River,(immediate

Washington, N.J. |,

Zi

:

TWO NEW SHIPTON BOOKS

Ed, Soc

A CARD.

‘Wells

LL

be-

“Precious Gems for the Saviour’s Diadem.”

2.46
7.86
4.25
3.30
16.00

forcement

resuls of the

4

wee

A
6.00
6.00
5.00

Ch Court St Auburn Me $10
on debt
Freewan Bard Hartford Me
on debt
Mrs Mary D Bard
‘%
Room H Ferry
A Libby Lewiston Me on debt
Ch Guilford Vill N H
Ch Bath No St Me
**
Ch Meredith Center NH
Mrs M G Towle Hampton N HI
Ch Anoka & Champlin Minn
on debt
Penobscot Y Mjon debt
Mrs M M Purington Mays=
ville Me
Ch Milo Me
Ch Presque Isle Me for re-in«

good man’s ¢ corner” in threepennies,—XN. X,

there.

A Chinese Tract Society, organized on the
been formed at Shanghai.

has

instead of paying the weekly offertory of
threepennies into the local bank he quietly
placed them one side every. week until some
£90 of small coin had been withdrawn from
circulation. Sixpences and shillings then took

Church,

England, has been asked by the inhabitants of
They do not like Dr.
extreme ritualist.

in Melbourne

of his people. For some time there had been
an increase of three-penny pieces, to: the exHe deterclusion of sixpences and shillings.

i
Howard

Al-

One interested

the

Beligions Miscellany,

communicants.

church.

a

YU

TTT7LP

fore buying PIANO or ORGAN. Read my latest
WA
owest prices ever given, Pl ANOS
Riese DANIEL F. BEATTY,
Just

HA M,

2,00
12.90

TORRE
WIE
[effective means of swelling The contributions| THEE
E Kenney Manchester N

:

Next session at St. Albans, Sept. 27—29.
R. J. RusseLL, Clerk.

The United Presbyterians have organized

growth

left for lecture rooms, of which there will be
six. The three lecture rooms below are to be
so arranged that they can be thrown into one
large hall, for the requirements of commencement season, etc.—Congregationalist.

Q. M.—Held its last session with

Protestants,

Presbyterian

the

Ch Ashland N H
**
** on debt
Ch W Waterville Me
Ch Green Oak Mich
Ch Lyndon Cen Vt on debt
Mrs 8S Harriman Stewartstown N H
Ch Dover Charles St N H
«Ch New Durham N H on debt
Y M pledge
Ch 2d Corinth Vt
hd
Ch Mineral Ill
A sister Olneyville
R1*

cases, and the entire floor of each story will be

W. L. Noygs, Clerk.

Italy contains 39,480
Roman Catholics.

pleasure,

A part of the gilt recently received by Andover Seminary has been appropriated to the
long contemplated renovation of the old chapel.
‘Work is already begun, and is not expected to
‘be finished before Christmas.
A wing will be
built in the middle of the front for the stair-

Clerk.

Lord in baptism.

a rod of iron.

deaths and removals exceeded the additions to

Busi-

that

Southern

says 26,300

the ministry, yet for some years past things
have changed ; so that now that body has more
than eleven hundred preachers, most of them
being ordained ministers. The deaths in the
ministry of the same body last year were, in
all, twenty-four.— Observer.

portunity for devotional meetings.
Quite an
nterest was manifest during
the meeting
amongst the unconverted and good results

looked for.

is

though at the end of the late civil war it had
fewer ministers by about a hundred than it
had at the beginning of that fearful contest,
and although for several years after that the ;

Stanstead Q. M.
Business was disposed of
with unusual dispatch, which gave large op-

were

a Scottish minister,

Of 27,000 inhabitants, he

of the

WHEELOCK Q. M.—Held its last session in
Newport Center, Aug.
20—22.
Revs.
C.
Heard and W, H. Lxsier were present from the

greatly needs a pastor.

King,

‘We notice with great

.

P. CHRISTIAN,

the, year

;

are Catholics, who rule with

ses-

reported.

Rev. E. W.

ment.

A new Chinese church has been formed at
Oakland, Cal., with sixteen members.

‘WE learn that the church at Bon Point has
called the Rev. D. J. Little, of Makanda, Ills.,
, to the pastorate for the ensuing year.

28,and two Aug. 11.

ick-

Chesley; Walnut

were

for

endeavoring to gather a Protestant congregation in the Roman Catholic province of Tilburg, Holland, but he finds little encourage-

ness was transacted in harmony.
Bro. Albert
Crabb took a letter of commendation from us
to unité with some other denomination,
perhaps the Methodists.
He goes from us well
“|Fecommended.
FW
re
Our prayers1
;
>, and
we hope that he may be useful wherever he may
labor.
He is a good man. The ‘collection on
the Sabbath for Foreign Missions, $6.30, and
one dollar by Bro. John Eveans to pay on the
Foreign Mission debt.
Next session will be held with the Fiatt
church, Nov. 22, 23. Fiatt is five miles north

Ordination.

H.

|

In consequence of the absence

Six chutches

Miss E M Haines Biddeford Me

Congregation-

lington has 436.

Fremont,

August

has given

of Bellevue

contributions

Receipts.
F. M,
4.76

Ch Wheelock Village Vt
Martha Fletcher Wheelock
for freedmen
;
Mrs J Smith Manchester Pine St
NH
ChWhea land on debt
6,00
“8” Yarmouth Me
2.00

were $44,105, of which $17,698 went to foreign
missions. The largest membership in any one
church is at Rutland, 456, The first in Bur-

PRAIRIE CITY Q. M.—Held its August session with
Middle Grove church, August

work of organizing was completed, the ordinance of the Lord's Supper was observed
C. CASTEN, Church Clerk.

A.

and

benevolent

Boatty’s latdst X RL

1.00

Societies.

August

pastors. The total additions the past year
have been 1,094, making a total net gain of
797, and an aggregate membership of 19,881.

The

H.

YY

ORGANS nicest i RAGING

20.00
7.00
2.50

There

al churches show the number of churches to
be 197, of which 60 have pastors and 100 acting

of pastors and others from cities and villages,
the meetings
at this season are often not so
fully attended as at others, yet this was not
much lacking in this respect. In some cases
in which ministers and others could not attend,
sisters came, several of them delegates, as
from Concord, Danville and Dover.
inisters
resent from other Quarterly Meetings: Revs.
N. Brooks from the Weare, L. Malvern from.
Belknap, N. C. Lothrop from Sandwich and
H. Quimby from York Co. Reports from the
churches favorable, and all the meetings highly interesting. It was a working, enjoyable
and it is believed a profitable session.
Next session at South Berwick.
JOSEPH FULLONTON, Clerk.

Y., after reading the Star many years, discontinued it because - he could see to read it no
Jonger. His eyesight has returned at the age
of ninety years, and last week he renewed his
subscription, paying in advance.

Prayer by Rev.

The minutes of the Vermont

7.00
10 {
2.

)

Total
55.60
L. A. DEMERITTE, Treas.

Benevolent

The Russian Greek Church possesses 34,602
churthes, including cathedrals; 12,860 chapels
and oratories ; 18,887 arch-priests, priests, deacons und precentors; 56,500,000 members, of
whom 29,000,000 are women and 27,000,000 ar e
men. The sums received by the church during the year amount to about $9,000,000.

its last session

Q. M.—Held its

sion at Candia.

Mg. DEWEY MILLER, of North Bergin, N.

council

Ricker

Dover, N.

Hospital, where respectable patients may re
ceive care separate from those who can not be
regarded as respectable.
The building will
contain rooms for thirty patients.

Grove, Baker and Neal; West Lebanon, True
and Foster.
Next
session
with
North
Nottingham
church.
E. W. RICKER, Clerk.

West Concord, N. Y., is enjoying a good religious interest. During the past spring and
summer eighteen have been added by baptism
and two by letter, all heads of families except
four.
?

the

:

$20,000 to the Commissioners of Charitiés, in
New York city, for the purpose of erecting a

for

and Baker; North Nottingham,

Strafford,

REV. W. RUSSELL writes that the church in

J.

.

A lady who desires no notoriety

- As we

ready

Farmington, Osgood and Neal;

Lamprey

B. Laighton, Gilmanton I. Works, N. H.

ed by choosing Rev.

hav

scripts of sermons delivered by Dr. Fish.

er and
Tuttle; Pittsfield, Lamprey and Morey ;
Rochester, York and Kimball; Rochester Vill.,
Adams and Morey ; East Rochester, York and
Munsey ; Strafford and Barnstead, Kimball and
Chesley; 2 Strafford, McDonald and Osgood;

can be accommodated by addressing Rev. J.

Matters

schools

6.00

hE

some

Waterman and Blake; Milton, Munsey and
Adams; New Durham, Reed and Adams;
Northwood, Neal and McDonald ; Nottingham,

ANY church desiring a supply, either with
"or without regard to a permanent settlement,

5

who

with the Gonic church.
The attendance was
ood and all the meetings very
interesting.
he following ministers are designated to assist the different churches in a series of revival meetings the coming autumn or winter.
The churches, in consultation with the ministers designated, appointing the time and notiNing the ministers: Barrington, Tuttle and
icker; Barnstead, Baker and Kimball; Bow
Lake, Foster and Lamprey; Chichester, Plummer and Osgood; Cannan, Foster and McDonald; Deerfield, Tuttle and Waterman: Dover,
Morey and Reed; Epsom, Blake and McDon-

Ministers and Churches.

A

Ohio,

NEW DURHAM Q. M.—Held

made by Mrs. Mosher, Mrs. Penney and
other ladies. I think all felt at the close
that they would put their hand anew to
the work.
God grant they may.
M.R.D. W.

church.

Western

2 each for

Mission Band Greenville R I towards Miss
Ida Phillip’s salary.
2nd 1g Sandw ich Cenler N H for Myrtle
al
Seneca & Huron
QM $10 for Myrtle Hall
$10 for outfitof new missionary
Aux Ea Williamstown Vt
A friend Dover N H for Myrtle Hall
'
Mita Freeporte Me 1-2 each for Myrtle
Hall and outfit of missionary

The late Rev. Dr. Henry C. Fish, pastor of
the First Baptist church, of Newark, N. J.,

Quarterly Meetings.

Stirring remarks were

Baptist

The three

only 79 altogether,

I

* during the yéar.

Miami Q. M.

. Rev. R. J, Poston

emotion we beseech the Lord of the harvest
that he may send forth laborers into his harvest.

meeting was of unusual interest. Reports from the churches were encouraging, showing an increase in mission work

=

laboring

laborers suffering with disease and many removed by the hand of death, with heartfelt

Wednesday

‘ the services

.

and

fin

debt zenana work and Myrtle Hall

Eorb

the gospel sickle

The Free Baptist Woman's Mission
Meeting,in- connection with the Penobscot
Yearly Meeting held at Fort Fairfield,

Ordaining

.

right

Level, Ohio, a victim to consumption.

Penobscot Y. M. W. M. Society.

Freewill

for the

look out upon our whitened

Benonmunational Hebos,

convened

pleading

the M. E. Brethren, is now lying dangerously
ill, at the residence of his father-in-law, near

:

ters.

with 102.

still

Mrs M Hunter Keytesville Mo

students,

is

two years since came to the F. Baptists from

mat-

in Such

have 85

827

at

Don’t be afraid of redundancy

and

Hayen has become the fashion and leads off

Public schools, Cozaddale,

subscriptions,

sending

institutions

cncna

sense in this, as to send a notice without date
and place, because the date and place has been
published in previous issués. It would save a
good deal of unnecessary trouble and annoyance, in both the publishing and editing departments, if brethren would be careful to repeat dates, places, post-office addresses, etc.,
each time they write in regard to matter for
in

These

lecturers,

recovering, and ere long we trust will be ena- | for twenty-six years and till his death in Ocbled to assume his pastoral duties. . . Rev. tober last, left behind him a library of 2,000
John Hisey of Waynesville, O., is still ardent- volumes. Recently his son, Dr. Henry Fish,
ly engagedin the service of his Master and we catalogued the library, and the family have exrejoice to know that God is blessing his labors. tended to the Baptist clergymen of, the city the
+ «+ + Rev.D.V. Ross, formerly Supt. of facilities it affords. It includes all the manu-

we repeat, there would be as much common

or

19

and father of our esteemed Rev. O, ‘E. Baker,

who has been very seriously ill, and whose life
was despaired of we rejoice to learn is slowly

knows that it is published on Wednesday and
there are various methods by which it can
easily be detected what Wednesday is meant—

publication,

professors,

Andover has now. only 68 students, while New

zealously for God.

everybody

that

supposition

gregationalists.

a

sense i leaving out the date of the Star irom

Sutton, of

SN

There would be just about as much common

A.

nce

indeed ; but nothing more nor less.

Rev.J.

Blanchester, Rev. Geo, W, Baker, of Marion,
Ohio, were present,the latter an aged veteran,

Ah

were largely attended.

gard its first page matter as ‘ mere editorial
paragraphs,” very good and creditable ones,

its pages, onthe

THE MORNING STAR. SEPTEMBER 4,

5,00
5.00

studies are elective, both
are
admitted
to
equal

privileges,

‘moral

and

religious

|

infiuerces

of the first
are good, .and the advantages are
or
D. W. C. DURGIN, D. D+, President,

Catalogues, ‘address,
Rey, C. B, MILs, ‘Secretary.

class. . For

286

;

THE

MORNING

STARK, SEPTEMBER

4,

LEAR)

1878.

SE
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Poetry,

husband and the children were prepared ;
and, while the cannon bellowed in quick
succession and the noise around the
house grew louder, the father and mother
consulted what was best to do. It was
now evident that the attack was by their

AN UNTIMELY THOUGHT.
1 wonder what day of the week—
I wonder what month of the year—
And who will bend over my bier?
:
What a hideous fancy to come
As I wait, at the foot of the stair,

While Lillian gives the last touch
To her robe, or the rose in her hair.
Do I like your new dress—pompadour?
And do I like you? On my life

You ave eighteen and not a day more,
And have not been six years my wife.
Those two rosy boys in the crib

Up stairs are not ours to be sure!
You are just a.sweet bride in ber bloom

All sunshine, and snowy, and pure.
As the carriage rolls down the dark street,

The little wife laughs and makes cheer—
But—I wonder what day of the week;
I wonder what month of the year.
—T. B. Aldrich.
oOIP
a
@.,o

THE

STRONGER. WISDOM.

Mary having always one,sometimes two,

Into my life-wéb I have tried to weave

The forms and

colors

that

do

please

me

in her arms.

most;
.But in my unskilled fingers it has grown
A thing confused, all grace and beauty lost.

within

Several

His

Sometimes he works in darkness; but when
light
Again upon the will he kindly throws,
I see that then he worked its fairest forms,

worst direction, but

there was

Far down the

God to protect her family.

THE

one hundred

ago,

years

built mansion,

with

tion.

GENER-

coast lies the

John,

where

stood,

a noble

brick-

lofty

portico and

broad piazza.
It was the home of Mr. Robert Gibbes
and his beautiful young wife, and the
great: house was full at all seasons.
Eight children had already come to this
good couple, and seven little adopted
cousins were their playmates—the orphan children of Mrs. Fenwick, sister to
Mr. Gibbes. - He himself was a cripple,
and could not walk. ‘In. a chair which | |
ran on wheels he was drawn daily over
the pleasant paths, sometimes by the

faithful black servants, sometimes by the
still more devoted children, who tugged
at the rope like so many frisky colts.
The loveliness of the spot suited well - its
name of * Peaceful Retreat,” by which it
was known through all the country.
But in those troublous times it could
not always remain ¢‘ peaceful.” In the
spring of 1779, the British took -possession of all the sea-board. General Prevost marched up from Savannah and laid

siege to

Charleston.

on with

his army, he struck his tents in the night,

and retreated rapidly toward
He crossed the Stono Ferry,
- fied

himself

on

Savannah.
and fortiIsland, as the

John's

island of St. John’s was often called,

For weeks now the noise of musketry
and heavy guns destroyed the quiet joy
at

«Pe;

in the

Retreat.”

midst of play,

The

children,

would

hear the

dreadful booming, and suddenly grow
still and pale,
The eldest daughter,
Mary Anna, was a sprightly, courageous
girl of thirteen. She had the care of all
the little ones, for her mother’s hands
were full, in managing the great estate
and caring for her husband.
_

After a time, the enemy

determined to

take possession of this beautiful place.

A body of British and Hessians quietly

captured the landing one midnight, ‘and,
creeping stealthily onward, filled the
_ park and surrounded the house. At daybreak, the inmates found themselves

prisoners.

~

»

Then came trying days for the family.
The officers took up their quarters in the
mansion, allowing the family to occupy
the upper story.
John’s Island was less than thirty miles
from Charleston, and when the American
officers in the city heard that ‘* Peaceful
Retreat” had been captured by the Brit-

ish, they determined to rescue it from the
enemy. Two large galleys were
diately manned and equipped and
the plantation, with strict orders
fire upon the mansion.
Sailing noiselessly up the Stono

at dedd of night,

immesent to
not to
River,

the vessels anchored

abreast the plantation.

Suddenly, out-of

the thick darkness burst a flame and roar,
and the shot came crashing through the

British encampment.
¢
' The whole place
was instantly in uproar. The officers in

the house sprang from bed,

dressed and armed.
awakened,

arms,

The assault was

the

aloud

on

and

trem-

fierce,

windows.

A

the

roar

was ‘incessant.
The frightened family
rushed on as swiftly ds possible toward a
friend's plantation, far back from the
shore ; but it was soon seen. that they
would not have strength to reach it, even
Lif they were not struck down by the
flying shot. The Americans were pouring their fire into these woods,

thinking

the enemy would seek refuge there.

The

wretched fugitives expected every moment to be the last. On they pushed
through mud and rain and screaming
shot.
Soon they found they were getting
more out of range of the guns. They
began

to hope;

her

cannon-ball plunged into the ground close
beside her, cast over her a heap

of mud,

yet.now

and.

then

brave

young

heart,

.a

ball

she

fled

on.

She

the

family

gathered

around

own

eyes.

The

child

mamma,

‘how

is this ? Your friend has filled his pail,
and you have not gathered enough for
yourself to eat.”
:
“I

don't

like

to

pick

strawberries,

mamma; there are so many bugs
gpiders among the leaves.”
« Ah, Willie, Willie!

and

I am afraid you

searched for the spiders instead of the
berries. Your friend did not find any
bugs or spiders, did he ?”

* No, ma'am,” answered Jack, quickly.

“ And did you see any, Willie ?”
“No, mamma;

not this time.”

“Jack went in search of berries, and
you went in search of spiders. Which of
you sought the best thing, Willie P”
* Him,” said Willie, in a low voice, and

not struck. In safety she reached the hut,

Those who look for good will

and fell exhausted across the threshoid.

and those who are ever fearful and watchful of evil are pretty sure to find evil.
You will get what you look for boys.”—

And the little boy thus saved by a girl's
brave devotion, afterward became General
Fenwick, famous in the war of 1812.—
Cearles H. Wooodman,St. Nicholas for
July.

GETTING WHAT YOU LOOK FOR.
“Willie! = Willie!
William Henry!
Do you hear ?” called Ruthie, standing on
tiptoe, so that she could look through the
top bar of the barnyard fence.

William Henry did hear, for he was
sitting on the opposite gate-post, and not
only heard, but saw his little sister. But
he was in the

middle

of a

whistle, .and

nothing under an earthquake or a deluge
could have stopped him until it was pro-

perly concluded.
“Yes, I hear.
What cdo you want?”
he answered, when the last, flourish had

find

good,

¢* That is none of my business.”
“They've got a little boy.”
“How old ‘is he?” inquired William

Henry, becoming slightly interested.

before him, in order to get the best

‘‘ Let me see you, though.”

and,

moreover,

neck.

was

deemed

One

long,

a

all,

sacred

passionate

embrace, in which all a mother’s love and

devotion werg poured out, and the cling-

«It’s awful dreadful to have.

I've Bad

most a million kinds of sicknesses.”

‘Willie, your Mar says you and yer
friend can fake these two pails and go
pick strawberries for lunch,”
called
Nancy, the housemaid, setting two little
pails on the back steps.

9s

Joi

%

Come to me, O ye children!
For I hear you at your play,

say, Archie,”

said

"Bradley, one rainy morning.

little

I want to be storekeeper,”

said

What the leaves are to the forest,
With light and air for food,
Ere their sweet and tender juices
Have been hardened into wood—

saints.— Robert

That to the world are children;
Through them it feels the glow
Of a brighter and sunnier climate
Than reaches the trunks below.

to ask, Bessie. . You may next time.”
Le Well, Ill let—you,” said the-gentle
little Bessie.
“I don’t care, any Bow.”

broad garden-hat,which

A
sing ing )

“ Good-morning,
How's all your wife

Mr.
and

Storekeeper.
chillens?” said

sociable little Mrs. Flyunderacabbageleaf,

would make her ill.

RAMBLE."
au waste of

sre tender: Iwill lead on softly.”
JACOB TO EsAvU,

coming up to the elegant counter, made gently, He smites the tiger with an iron bar,
and cows him; but if he isa wise man he talks
of two wooden chairs.
‘ O Bessie, folks don’t say ‘Good-morn- to his horse, allures him, courts him, and
ing’ to storekeeper.
the
They just say *T | makes a friend of him. It was imagined within my day, that to have a good horse you
want to buy some thread,’ or something.” ‘must break him. I notice the word is seldom
““ Well,” said his obliging customer, used now ; we do not break, we train. Only
thus instructed in manners, “1 want to the most vicious are broken; and they end,
buy some fread.”
as a ru le, with a well-proven
demeonstra‘“ How much do you want?" asks the tion of the worthlessness of the plan, If they
do not learn to love, but only to fear you, if on
lordly storekeeper.
“I guess a yard or a pound,” says Mrs. their bells is not written *‘ Holiness to the
Lord” in that true fashion which would please
F. Archie broke offa piece about as long good Mr. Bergh, then the day is almost sure
as his arm, and rolled it up in half a to come when they will break out inone superb
newspaper.
dash of desperation, and make you feel with
‘ How much do ‘you cost for that, Mr. Balaam that there may be but one step between
your tormented brute and death.
Storekeeper ?” asks Mrs. F.
And so I love to note such things as these,
“Oh! "bout a dollar, I guess,” says the
as I watch the perpetual advent of little chilstorekeeper ; ‘‘or five cents,orten dollars,” dren into this life of ours, and wonder how
shouts the storekeeper, getting the - bot- we shalldeal with them in the one wise way
tom figure on the pound of thread at last. which will weld them, shall I say, to what-

drawer.

He is getting rich.

Such liber-

soever things are true and lovely and of good’
report, start them to the surest purpose, or
train them so as to bring out the whole power
must

be

one right

in their
way.

nature.

I think

this

father of little children found it when he said,
“The children are tender; I will lead them gently.” They inay seem crude as unwelded jron
or unshaperi steel, or mere machines, or little brutes ; and there are men in the world who
seem, by their actions, to have some such notion of a child’s nature, to their eternal shame.
All the same if these hints from what is so
like and unlike are of any use, here is the
principle at the very outset of our endeavor to
make a man out of our man-child, and a woman out ofour maid-child; they are tender, we
must lead on softly.
Solomon may
slip in
with his cruel maxim of, * Spare the rod, and
spoil the child;” he has no "husiness about my

place while my children are tender.

I can

no

more be hard on them than Jesus could, If
I hurt them in this evil way, I hurt those who
are of the Kingdom of heaven. My gray hairs
have brought me this wisdom (and woe is
me, I shonld be so wise!), that the unpardonable sin is to be hard on a tender child. Ido not
know whether God forgives me; I know 1 do
not forgive myself. They forget, I hope; I

| do not forget. No cut of the hand or tongue
ever fell from a true father on such a child,
that fitiled to ache forever in the heart of the

‘

He would fain recall some
that
the

can not
inextin-

send

for

the

doc-

forbade

a

man having two wives. One of the children
sagely quoted in reply the text,‘ No man can
serve two masters.”

Little Johnny ran into the house, the other
day, while the mercury was
grees, with the perspiration

hugging 95 destreaming from

every pore, and shouted, * Mamma! mamma!
fix me; I'm leaking all over?”

Oh, where is our dainty, our darling,
‘The dunintiest darling of all?
--Oh, where is the voice on the stairway,
Oh, where is the voice in the hall?
The little short steps in the entry,

The silvery laugh in the hall?
Oh, where is our dainty, our darling,
The daintiest darling of all,—

Little Mand?
—T.

B. Aldrich, A little Maine chap w ds taken to church for
the first time when the minister officiated in a
surplice. He was continuously fidgeting and
asking, ¢ Ma, is he not done?’ * When
will
be be done?” The minister stood up to make
the closing prayer, raising his hands, when

to his

mother,

horror pictured on his face, saying,
is swelling up again.”
A

little boy

ran

away

from

with

** Ma,

Bom,

he
and,

while enjoying himself in forbidden fields, a
thunder storm came up, and it began to hail.
His gui
conscience
needed no accuser.
Running
home, he burst into the presence ot
his astonished mamma, exclaiming breathJessty
“Ma, ma, God's frowing stoncs as
me!”
We

for our children

seek thy heart,

For them the Father’s eyes;
' Lord, when their hopes in us depar?,
- . Let hopes.in thee arise,
When childhood’s visions them forsake.
To women grown and men,
Thou to thy heart their hearts will take.
And bid them dream again.
:
—Geo. Macdondid.
A little Cliff Street five-year-old was standing by her mother’s side at the window in
deep meditation,
AS one star after another
came
twinkling into the sky, she watched
them with eyes that grew bigger and brighter. At last she turned to her mother and
said: *“ I gueth it’s ’bout time to light up,

mother. God’s lit up his houth.”—Norwich
Bulletin.
;
The five-year-old daughter of an Eighth
street family the other day stood watching
her baby brother, who was making a great
fuss over having his face washed.
The little

miss at length lost her patience, and stamping
her tiny foot said: ¢ You think you have lots
of trouble, but you don’t know anything
about it, Wait till you're big enough to get u
licken’ and then yow’ll see—won’t he, mam-

ma? — Cincinnati Breakfast

Table.

Three little boys on a recent Sabbath were
stopped on the street in this city by an elderly

gentleman, who; perceiving that they had bats
and a ball with them, asked one of the number this question: ® Boy, can you tell me
where all naughty boys go to who play ball
upon
Sunday?’
“Over back of Johnson's
dam!” the
youngster
replied.— Kennebec

Journal.

Par 4

Just before the public schools in New Haven
closed for the vacation, a lady teacher in one

of the departments gave out

the word

fob”

for her cluss to spell. After it was spelled, ‘as
was her custom, she asked the meaning of it.

No one

knew.

The

%eacher

then

told

the

class she had one, and was the only person

in

the room that had, After a little while a hand
went
hesitatingly © up. © Teacher.—* Well,
what is it?” *¢ Please, ma’am, it’sa beau.”
The haughty feet of power shall fail

‘Where meekness surely goes ;
No cunning find the Key of Heaven,
No strength its gates unclose,
Alone to guilelessness and love
Those gates shall open fall ;
Themind of pride is nothingnéss,

ah

The childlike heart is all.

!

?
— Whittier.

‘Welcome to the parents the puny wtikigglor,
strong in his weakness, his little arms more

guishable regret, and humbly tries to get even
My good old
through the over-measure.
mother was something of a Spartan with her
boys; a very gentle Spartan, still now and
then she would make stern work of it, for we
were a rough lot, But it was wonderfully
beautiful to see her in her old age spreading
her wide motherly wings, over the children of
the new days; she could no more he hard on

liquid grief, as he tries to swallow his vexation,—soften all hearts to.pity, and to mirthThe small desful and clamorous compassion.

them,

played,

pot asks so little that all reason‘and all nature

than your May sun can be hard on your May
blossom, It was the return of the heart to

are on his side. His ignorance is more charming than all knowledge, and his little sins
more bewitching than any virtue.—Emerson..

matter

what

pranks

the soft answer, the sweet
bl

vn

* Well,” said she, “ give
and

quote any text of Scripture which

the old grandsire is so gentle with the second

no

;

At one of the schools in Cornwall, England,
the inspector asked the children if they could

al customers make storekeeping a profita- generation. He will not tell you, or himself,
perhaps, how it is that’ he is so tender with
ble business.
.these new buds on the tree of life.
He is
Mrs. Flyunderacabbageleaf pins on dol- tryingto make it
up to them; poorman, it is
all he can do now.

hard

Blessed be the hand that prepares a pleasure
for a child, for there is no saying when and
where it may bloom forth.—Douglass Jerrold.

giver; and no such thing was ever done which
was not a damage all round.
I do not wonder

passages in his fatherhood, but
be done; and so he chokes back

piece,

the little fellow turned

“You have noticed again, that in training a
fine animal for good service the trainer begins

There

but

low.

me
anuzzer
tor.”

Ap Amer

hidden

mended;

words bruise the heart of a child.—Longfel-

A little girl wanted more buttered toast, but
was told that she’d had enough, and that mere

that it has been

has

soon

take

God, Jove us.—Dickens.

SOFTLY.

God

is

we

I love these little people; and it is not a
slight thing when they, who are so fresh from

Sweet has beenthe charm of childhood on
my spirit, throughout my ramblé¢ with little

for good

torn jacket

which

them ?— Epictetus.

—Loagfrellow.

** The children
.

IN BRIEF.

Who is not attracted by bright and pleasant
children, to prattle, to creep, and to play with

And all the rest are dead.

i

1 (0BOY

Children are the hands by
hold of heaven.— Beecher.

For what are all our coatrivings,
And the wisdom of our books,
When compared with your caresses,
And the gladness of your looks?

s———

the

Collyer,
WEL

CHILDHOOD

And whisper in my ear
What the birds and the winds : ire
In your sunny atmosphere.

made her look very much like a fly under
a cabbage leaf.

than

see things

I love God and little children.— Richter,

' Come to me, O ye children;

ANNIES

to God

may go back when their-time comes, as sealed

Hawthorne.

Archie

Bradley.”
‘“ But you don't know how much money

back

guess at: our children after the flesh, God's
children after the spirit, but intrusted to our
hands and to our homes, that, coming out of
heaven with hiuts of the angels in them, they

tied on mamma's

awful jacket this morning, and tore my
new pants, too. And mamma won't let

too,

given

herself, holding a secret’ we can not fathom,
possessing powers perhaps we can not even

' Archie made a scramble upon the table
for mamma's work-basket. ‘He could not
possibly keep store without that. Bessie

it,” said Bessie,
+‘ But you know I had to wear this old,

colds,

have

things at all we can turn out to pattern, but
human beings, each one Tivi ing to himself or

precious moments, an idle matter, a babble of
childish talk, and a revery of childish imaginations, about topics unworthy of a grown
man’s notice. Has it been merelyghis? Not so;
not so. They are not truly wise who would affirm it. As the pure breath of children revives
the life of aged men, so is our moral nature revived by their free and simple thoughts, their
native feeling, their airy mirth, for little cause
or none, their grief, soon roused and soonallayed. Their influence on us is at least recipe
rocal with ours on them.
When our infancy
is almost forgotten, and our boyhood long departed, though it seems
but as yesterday;
when life settles darkly down upon us, and we
doubt whether to call ourselves young any
more, then it is good to steal away from the
society of bearded men, and even of gentler
woman, and spend an hour or two with children. - After drinking from those fountains of
still fresh existence, we shall return into the
crowd, as I do now, to struggle onward and
do our part in life, perhaps as fervently as ever, but, for a time, with a kinder and purer
heart, and a spirit more lightly wise.
All
this by thy sweet magic, dear little Anniel—

Bessie. ? “¢¢’Cause I promised first.”
‘“ Aw, Bessie, women don’t be storekeepers. They just buy things.”
“Yes. But you know I hurt my finger
this morning, so you ought to let me “be

old

stances fall far below the truth, the moment,
we remember that these children are not

If the children were no more t,
“We should dread the desert behind us
Worst than the dark before.

Annie! Say not

the

you, even by these uncouth parallel how entirely wrong we are whenwetry any thing save
gentleness with these tender natures, my ine

Ah! what would the world beto us

* LITTLE

from

- For whileI have likened this gentle dealing
to things so remote that I might suggest to

In your hearts are the birds and sunshine,
In your thoughts the brooklet’s flow ;
But in mine is the wind of autumn,
And‘'the first fall of snow.

FROM

there

in this light forty years ago.

And the brooks of morning run.

¢ Let's play

“Well; I'll be the storekeeper,” said
Archie. ‘‘ Just as the man always does,
you know.”

guess other folks has

pain was

good oldsoul who could not quite

quite away.

Ye open the eastern windows,
That look towards the sun,
‘Where thoughts are singing swaliows

Bessie

store.”

“No.

those we

And the questions that perplex me
Have vanished

little

days,—the feeling that she might perhaps have
gone more softly once with those she had then
in hand: and so I want no better nurse for

HOW THE STOREKEEPER GREW RICH.

cold rain was falling, and the soldiers, ing arms were opened without a word.
ly’ 8 torn overskirt with one of the costly
half-clad, were running wildly hither and Mary sprang up, kissed her father’s
pins she has just bought, and walks on,
thither, while the officers were frantically forehead, and sped forth on her danger.
What does she care if she did pay a dodi‘calling them to arms. Mary woke at the ous mission of love.
“Oh, pshaw! I don’t wantto. I's a lion for three pints of pins? Mr. Flyunfirst terrible roar and fled to her mother’s
-The rain had now ceased, but the night
The excitable
negro servants ut- was still dark and full of terrors, for shame to make me do everything,” grum- deracabbageleaf is worth a great many
daodillions, and she can buy what she
shri
The poor through the t
she saw the frequent bled Willie, going slowly for the pails.
“Oh, it’s jolly! . I like topick berries,” likes.—Jennie Zimmerman.
er
to flashes of the great guns. The woods
were filled with the booming echoes,so cried Jack, seizing his. pail merrily.
:
But Willy took his with an ugly pout,
that cannon seemed to be on every and,
Thete is no affection, no habit,so strong
2 | She flew on with all speed. Soon she and reluctaptly led the way to the straw- that it can hold out in the long run against
heard the crashing trees ahead, and knew berry-bed. . The truta was, he always the misrepresentations of a man of talents
: that ina moment she would be once imagined that instead of red juicy berries in whom we place confidence. Something
ordered the servants to cease their wail- more faceto face with death. She did under the leaves, there were spiders and of what he says always cleaves to
us.
ing and dress themselves. Then ber not falter. Now she was again in the bugs; and although he was able to stand Goethe.
lB

CHILDREN.

For ye are living poems,

The attempt proved a partial success.
‘‘Ican hangon our pear-tree by my feet
charge, as he was one of the orphan chil for five minutes. I bet you can’t do that!”
dren of Mr. Gibbes’s sister, intrusted to said William Henry, anxious to recover
‘something of his lost dignity. him on her death-bed.
‘I never tried to do that.”
‘‘ Here's your money,” says Mrs. F.,
The wailing ceased ; there was silence,
“It’s awful hard to do. Come, and entirely satisfied with the price. ‘Now I
broken only by sobs, and the Master askI'll show you how.”
want some njce, pretty calico, with yellow
ed;
“What's your name ?”and green and pink flowers on it.”
‘ Who is willing to go back for the
‘William
Henry
Bogart.
What's
“Well, how much do jou want ?”
child?”
‘Lemme see,” says Mrs. F. “I guess
No one spoke. Mr. Gibbes turned to yours!”
‘Jack Foster. I fell down out of an I want a quart, or else a bushel. I guess:
his wife for counsel. As the two talked
in low tones, Mrs. Gibbes called her hus- awful high tree once, and cut my head;” I'll take a bushel of that.”
remarked Jack, gravely.
‘“ Well, that’s worf a hundred dollats, n
band’s attention to Mary, who was kneel“1 cut myself with our axe right on the
“Is it?” asks Mrs. F. ‘But I guess
ing with clasped hands, in prayer, at the
foot of the bed. In a moment, the little foot. And it bled and bled and bled! 1 I've got the money. Yes, here it is.”
You bet it
“Is there anything more?” asks the
maid rose and came to them, saying, thought I'd bleed to death.
hurt
some.
But
I
didn’t
cry
one
bit.”
storekeeper, blandly.
calmly :
“It’s a heap worse to fall out of ‘a high
“Yes.
Ill take some pins,” says Mrs.
“ Mother, I must go back after baby.”
Flyunderacabbageleaf,
holding dolly’s
¢ Oh, my child,” cried the mother in tree than to he cutted, though.”
** Pshaw!” sneered Willie. “I fall out torn overdress on with one hand.
agony, ‘ I can not let you!”
»
I don’t mind
““ How much? P”
‘¢ But, mother, I must,” pleaded Mary, of trees every day, nearly.
it
no
more
than
nothing.”
“ Well, a quart. No; free pints. Free
¢ God will care for me.”
y
“You don’t cut your head though.”
pints,” says Mrs. F.
It was a fearful responsibility The
Willie, not being able to assert that he
‘ Well, that prices a penny. No; five
guns. yet roared constantly through the
darkness; the house might now be in did, and not being willing to confess that .dollars. No; a centennial dollar, a mil‘I'm lion, a dodillion !” shouts the storekeeper
flames ; it might be filled with carnage he didn’t, remarked, composedly;
at last, as Mrs, F. stands calmly waiting
and blood. Mrs. Gibbes turned to her president of our club.”
till the bottom price is reached on that
husband. His face was buried in his _ ‘“ Are you, though?”
“Yes. AndTll get you'in. 1had the article.
hands. Plainly, she must decide it ‘herscarlet
fever last
winter,”
continued
_ ‘““Here’s the money,” says Mrs. F.
self. With streaming eyes, she looked at
Willie.
’
cheerfully, opening her fat little fist on
Mary. ; »
j
“] never had that,” said Jack, in a tone the counter.
“ Come here, my child,” she called
of
humility.
Mr. Storekeeper sweeps.it off into his
through her sobs. Mary fell upon her
now missing was very dear to them

unknown to herself, 0 ease her dear old heart

of. what

Ye are better than all the ballads
That were-ever sung or said;

been triumphantly effected.
‘| me wade in the. puddles a bit, ‘cause I got
‘The people are moving innext door.” a cold, Bessie,” said Archie.
“I don’t care.”
“Didn't you know 1 had a cold?”
“They've got lovely furniture; and a
Bessie gave a feeble little cough. “I
doll’s carriage, too.”

better. plan, the vision of the infinite worth
of gentle ways with tender folk, the endeavo
r,

Presbyterian.

“Oh!

> +04
+04

Chily-Kife.

a

“And it is just so all through life,
Willie. Be sure and remember this:

on the front gate. When Willie reache
her. She that point, he put his hands in his pockets
ing himself first on one
about: She |

little

said

the dirt in her face, and showered the
twigs down upon her head.
But she was

foot and then on the other, in a manner
sprang up wildly.
¢ Oh, Mary!” she cried, “where is calculated and intended to fill the newcomer with admiration and envy; for this
John?”
The little girl turned pale, and moan- was a feat universally admired by the
ed; ¢ Oh, mother! mother! he's left!” small boys who attended Miss Gregory's
She ‘broke into crying.
The negroes, school.
The new neighbor watched him a mo-quickly sympathetic, began to wring
ment, and then said; “Hello!”
their hands and wail.
““ Hello!” replied Willie.
“ Silence!”
said Mr. Gibbes, with
“I can do that.” stern but trembling voice. The tears
were in his

Willie I”

pointing to his new friend.

‘“ He is a littler than you are. But he’s
got a velocipede.”
*“ Where is he?”
* Standing at the front gate.”
hands lived, with no one hurt; they were
“Oh!” Then after a moment's reflecover a mile from’'the mansion, and out of
tion,
Willie clambered into a ‘standing
range. The negroes said no shot had
come that way. Unable to flee further, position, and began to walk around the
the family determined te stop here. As fence, whistling as he went.
‘ Are you going around Willie I”
soon as they entered, Mrs. Gibbes felt
Willie nodded, and Ruthie bounded ox
her strength leaving her, and sank upon
a low bed.
Chilled to the bone, drenched, trembling with terror and exhaustion,

* Why,

neither stumbled nor fell. The shot threw

tore up the trees around them, or rolled
fearfully across their path. They reached one of the houses where their field-

and hastily ‘mother’s

The family, rudely

to

All around

.

»

rushed

back.

Mary hugged

Buf hearing that opened her eyes and looked

General Lincoln was hastening

was also president of the Skating Club,he
was very much afraid of bugs and spiders.
So he fretted and pouted, and timidly
pulled aside the leaves, pretending to look
for berries, but in reality looking for
spiders.
Jack's pail was heaped and running
over by the time Nancy called the boys to
lunch; but the bottom of Willie's pail was
scarcely covered.

help

bled so she could hardly keep
up.
Another crash! The shot shrieked past
them, striking the trees in every direc-

Gixcle.

lovely island of St.

no

In her agony, the-mother cried
closer the child in her

SAVED
AL,
Carolina

seemed

for it now—it was too late to turn

And I am sure of this—the Master knows.
— W. N. Burr, in Cong.

THE GIRL WHO

the servants

were near her, but none of them

hand,
And asked that He would shape and color it
According as his wisdom may have planned.

Famalp

of

to notice her or her burdens. The last
horsé had been carried off that very day ;
there was no escape but on foot.
Suddenly, a ball came crashing by them
through the trees! Then a charge of
grape-shot cut the boughs
overhead.
They were exactly in the range of the
guns! It was evident they had taken the

So I have broaght it to the all-wise One,

And placed the tangled threads

upon one foot on the picket fence, and

whirlwind!

and threw her down. She sprang up and
Not
| own friends, and its object was to dis- pressed on with redoubled vigor.
| lodge the enemy.
But Mr. Gibbes did eveu that ball could make her turn back.
{ not know that the house would not be
She reached the house. She ran to the
fired on, and he advised instant flight. room waere the little child usually slept.
*He was carried to his chair, and the The bed was empty! Distracted, she flew
whole household saillied forth from =a from chamber to chamber. Suddenly she
back door.
remembered that this night he had been
The scene was terrific. The night was] given to another nurse. Up into the third
pitchy dark, .and when, just as they story she hurried, and, as she pushed
stepped out, a sheet of flame belched open the door, the little fellow, sitting up
forth from the vessels, it seemed to be in bed, cooed to her and put out his
almost against their faces.
The roar hands.
With the tears raining down her cheeks,
shook the ground. The troops were too
busy saving themselves to notice the Mary wrapped the. babe warmly and
fugitives, and they Pushed on as rapidly and started down the stairs. 'Out info
as possible.
‘the darkness once more; onward with
No one was sufficiently protected from her precious burden, through cannonthe rain. Little Mary had the hardest roar, through shot and shell! Three
part, for nearly all the children were in times she passed: through this iron storm.
her care. The mud was deep. Some of The balls still swept the forest; the terri-the little ones could walk but a short dis- fic booming filled the air.
tance at a time, and had to be carried—
With the child pressed tightly to her

‘Will it be midnight, er morning,

«

the

shot howled and shricked. On every side
branches fell crashing to the earth. A

fierce

they

submission

to

the

irresistible than the soldier’s, his lips touched
with persuasion which Chatham and Pericles
in manhood had not. His unaffected lamentations when he lifts up his voice on high, or,.
more beautiful, the sobbing child,—the face all

a
Biterary Wiscellang.

THE MORNING STAR,

Jewel case contains about twenty

thous-

and dollars’ worth of rare stones,

includ-

ing the largest collection of cats-eyes and
star-stones in the country.
Among
the
scarf-pins, of which there are eighteen,

THINGS TO REMEMBER.

is a pink. coral tiple head of Christ, exA good heart is worth gold.— Shakespeare.
carved, a ruby swan with
‘“ Words only Jive when worthy to be said.” Juisitely
iamond eyes, black, brown and lilac
==Bulwer.
Joys are our wings, sorrows are our spurs. pearls of great size, the latter weighing
eleven carats, and being more than half
—
Richter.
:
:
an inch inlength, a fox head, made of
Half the work that is done in this world ix
to make things

appear

what:

they

Rev: Dr. E. R.
Beadle.
:
One knows very well, that in reducing ideas

to practice, great latitude of toleration
ed.— Carlyle.

is need-

Educate men without religion,and you

I have been reasoning all my life, and find
that all argument will vanish before one touch

.

It is easier to enrich ourselves with a thousand virtues than to correct ourselves of a sin-

gle fault,~DBruyere.

twenty-two

antique cameo from
the work is so fine

that it requires a powerful microscope to
render many of the lines distinguishable,
particularly the eye-lashes; also an antique feathered amethyst head of Medusa ;
a magnificent pearl, which belonged to
an Indian Rajah;

an

antique

suit the tastes of this

In the midstof much failure have the heart
to begin again.
Fear not so long
as you have
Christ with you as your friend and defender.

moonstone,

‘“ swell” young

man; so he ordered one straight from
London, and with his two-wheeled cart,

John Hall.

with footman at the rear,he drives tandem

I would rather dwell in the dim fog of superstition than in air rarified to nothing by the
air pump of unbelief, .in which the panting
breast expires, vainly
and convulsively gasp-

ing for breath.— Richter.

on the avenue every afternoon, always
witha different lady, and generally a

married one whom he exhibits
'

He who
climbs
above the cares of the
world and turns his face to his God, has found

the sunny side of life.

In the collection of rings,

star sapphires, a black star-stone, showing thirteen rays, and diamonds turquoises, and more common stones, with beautiful designed settings, constituting altogethera really unique collection.
Of course no ordinary equipage would

To preserve continual harmony in your family, one great secret lies in being: sometimes
blind to things you do not care to see, and
deaf to things you do not care to hesr.=Am.
Cultivator.

—Rev, Dr,

eSprassion of the fox being wonderfully’

delineated.

in pumber, is an
Pompeii, in which

make

them but clever devils.—Duke of Wellington.

of nature.— Colman.

diamonds set in platinum with ruby eyes,
the work of the celebrated Castellani,
the,

are not,—

The world’s side of the

hill is chill and freezing to a spiritual mind,
but the Lordy
presence gives a warmth of joy
which turngdvinter into summer.—Spurgeon.

God,we are told, looked upon the world aft-

test conquest;

for who

as his la-

could

resist

the

disitnction of riding in the only tandem
in Saratoga?
iy
The most remarkable thing about this
human medley, however, is his practical
application of the science of palmistry.
bin hits or lucky guesses can not account for his remarkable success in char-

acter and

history reading.

Of course

PARAGRAPHS,

_ Prof. Virchow, of Berlin, has, in

Slavic

‘tion while it lasts

is of

the

freest, least

and ‘most refreshing

char-

conquerors once occupied the highest social peaks, had either been washed away
during the furious storms of the following
centuries or swallowed up by the Slavic

character;

we

from

have

our

these

of the Finns, Magyars
respect to descent and

graphers

THE GIRLS NOT EQUAL TO IT.

son, that there is no earthly relation, how-

ever warm and close, that will not fade
away? that the longest and deepest associations here are but an incident in our

-existence?

that

we

ourselves,

‘¢ strangers and pilgrims

are

only

O--0-0-0
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A LIOCENTIOUS PRESS.

yond this vale of death,

There surely is some blessed clime
‘Where life is not a breath,
Nor life's affections transient fire
Whose sparks flyiupward to expire”?
bl
4-0-4

A QUEER GENIUS.
correspondence

of the Boston Post contains the following
account of a character stopping at the
United States Hotel in that fashionable
summer resort: .

There is a queer geniusat the States, a
lawyer from Baltimore, who is really
quite an unusual character. The old say-

ing that ** a Jack at all trades is master

it a harder name

simply

the word) of the press.
.of evilit is

working

in

by

lengthening

I fear the amount
our

families

is

not known or even suspected, but it isnot
the less a fact.

:

I refer to the prominence

ni

given even

by what is called the * respectable

press”

to all the scandals and immoralities of
the day. With what sickening minuteness does the modern reporter

rake

over

and bring to the surface and spread beof none” does not seem to apply to him. for his readers every morning the filth
Thoroughness is his ruling characteristic. of the wicked doings of such a Sodom
Whatever he attempts to do he does well, as New York.
And with what sensafrom practicing ‘at the Bar to flirting with tional and catching headings is the ata pretty woman.
He puts his eatire soul tention of our sons and daughters drawn
into all that he does—shooting, ridin
to these impure ** pictures of life.” Take,
driving or making a fool of himself.
He for hin iy my daily paper of this
works hard in his profession, and plays morning, and it is only a fair average
hard when he takes a holiday. He seems sample of the kind
‘of literature to be
to have as many sides to his character as found in any of the ‘daily papers. Let me
he meets people. With his legal breth- copy the titles of some of its news items:
ren he isa lawyer and nothing more;
“ Padelity and Murder ;” ‘ The Heuser
with his sporting friends, a sportsman Outrage Mystery;” ¢“ A Deceptive Serwith no aspirations or knowledge beyond vant Girl i? ¢¢ The Jersey City Murder ;"
that of hunting and racing; with a so- -«“ Romance of a Fast Young Man ;"
ciety snob,
he talks society slang as « David Elbrich’s Wife Eliza ;” * A Case

though his life depended ‘on it; with a of Brother-in-law ;” ‘How Mrs. Kimproue, he knows nothing but women ; with tom eluded
a Detective.”
And then the
a tippler, nothing but wine; with a min-

private history of the principal characister, he talks theology; with fools, he is ters in each particular drama is gone
the ‘biggést fool in the crowd.
It is a into in detail, especially if there is anypity to see talent wasted on unworthy thing of an immoral nature to be shown
objects, but to a hard-working man it is ap. Why this minuteness? Is not the
a recreation to act the fool once jn a bare recital of the facts sufficient withwhile.
out the embellishment of the reporter's
He is said to have the finest library, the exuberant imagination?
It is simply
finest wardrobe and the finest jewels of pandering to the depraved tastes of the
any man

of his’ set.

His

wardrobe

is

furnished by Henry Poole of London,
England, and is exquisite and extensive.

It 18 of the finest material,

with suits for

pople,

and

creatinga’ thirst

for

un-

Rbalthy literature’ in the hearts of the
ip

This style of light reading

uite recent

growth,

and

before

is'of

it takes

every conceivable occasion.
He has a deep root,
earnestly implore you,
fine collection of walking-sticks, of umlessrs. Editors, in the name of all that
brella sticks and ‘ riding
whips, ‘nd a
‘“ honest and true and pure and of
really superb collection of jewelry, which
ood
report, to think on these things,”
he has gathered together as an artist
nd lend the aid of your powerful advotather than for personal adornment. His (acy
to eradicate the evil.
'
i
|
|
|

and-

power,dealers with events and shapers of
circumstances,

not

gabblers

and

maun-

only

PARTICULAR
BRIEF and

NOTICE.

for the

ONE HUNDRED
sons who do

WORDS,
not

For

the

the

man vaporing of

his enemies, that his

chuse he is trying to throw up defenses
for his own inadequacy.—N. Y. Times."

OYPRUS AND TURKEY.
We do not expect that the Turkish Government will readily submit to English
interference to correct abuses of Tong

standing. England may need now

an

then to show a little force; to display a
regiment or two of soldiers or a ship of
war. We believe that the terms of the
treaty will allow England's protectorate to
be something more than a farce; that it
will allow her to dictate when a province
is misgoverned. But, if this should not be
the case, or

if—what

seems

unlikely—a

new Parliament, with a Whig majority,
should refuse to interfere, and be satisfied
with caring for

selfish

insular

interests,

even then Cyprus, under the eyes of Turks
and Greeks, wouldbe a constant peaceful
menage to the effete Moslem dynasty, and
would of itself be enough to hasten that
regeneration of Turkey under Christian
government which, ‘at the worst, aust
come within twenty-five years out of the

internal forces which are teaching

the

native Christians their strength and the
Turks their weakness. The intolerable
can not be always tolerated.—Independent.
»

Two facts show how slow is the progress of general intelligence: 1. That
many people still suppose that an editor’
will return rejected manuscripts and pay
the postage. 2. That in every town
there is some man or woman who presumes that an editor will welcome a letter
or an article which’is unaccompanied b
the writer's name. We seldom read suc
a communication. Of course no name’ is
printed against the author's will; but the
editor must know with whom he is dealing.— Christian Register.
:
O--0-0-6
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« Hey yer got enny more o® that sweeten'd salve, mister?” was the delicate

way in which a Preston agriculturist asked for a foutth plateof chegolate
cream.— Norwich Bulletin,
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Nassau, N.Y,
1y40 ?

ANTI-F

Hillsdale, Mich.

Lewiston, Me.

COLLEGE

THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL.

—For further information gddress the President, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
.
‘
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
This Institution enters upon its fiftieth year
Sept.

2, 1878.

For

the Principal.
No

further

particulars

ALLAN'S ANTI-FAT is the great remedy for Corpulency, It is purely vegetable and perfectly harmless.

address

J. W. STOCKBRIDGE.

Scituate, RB. I.

It acts on the food in the stomach, preventing
its con-

version
will

MOUNTAIN

SEMINARY.—Waterbury

Center,
Vt.
all Term begins
September
10, 1878.
L1zzIE © COLLEY,
Principal;
ADELLE L. BALDWIN, Associate.
With competent
assistants.
Expenses are moderate.
For further
articulars address the Principal, at Hill, N. H., or
Rev. A. M. FREEMAN, Waterbury Center, Vt.

be

it

ORTHWOOD
J.

H.

SEMINARY

HUTCHINS,

A.

—Northwood, N. H.
B., Principal,

complete board of assistants.

with

a

For further partic.

THE

ork,

s school was never

in better

tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three care-

gave his heart to Christ, and for seventy-three
years, faithfully and well walked with him the
narrow way. . He was baptized by Rev. John
Farley, and
united at its organization with
what is now called the Danube church.
Of
Father Holmes it may be truthfully said, he
sought first the kingdom of heaven and its
righteousness, and has now entered upon the
fruition of the well-assured hope which for so
many years proved an anchor to his soul, sure
and steadfast. His words of testimony for
Christ and the preciousness of hissalvation,will

Seminary and English Course.
For full catalogue
address the Principal.
:
IRVING B. SMITH

a boy

long linger in the memory of
tohear therh. The 8. S., the
and temperance, received his
tical endorsement. He loved

of fourteen,

he

those accustomed
cause of missions
hearty and practhe denomination

worker. In his death the church, the community where he lived, and the world at

large, loses a true and prayerful friend. His
ear companion for sixty-five years in the pilTi
of life, though greatly bereaved, reJoices in the rich consolations of the gospel,
and in the blessed hope of re-union in that
land where the saved never die.

|

Wn. R. STONE.

fully

W

arranged

courses

HITESTOWN

of study.

SEMINARY.

The

term

r to Rev.

RS

college

year

then resigned

his

devoted

wife,

three

joy
He

little

Annual

meeting of Trustees

ment Thursday, May
the Secretary,

hands of God and said he was ready to depart.
He felt it would be far better. He left satisfactory evidence to his pastor,neighbors and relatives
that it is well with him.
ay the Lord comfort and bless those that are left to mourn.
C. W. GRIFFIN.

ing into womanho8d conversed freely of death,

selected the face in the orchard for interment,

bade them all good-bye, as the angels had come
for her. - Each had a strong hold on the affections of neighbors and friends, and all sympathize deeply with the bereaved: This stroke
of death
Bui them only one daughter.
Thus in a little more than three weeks, three
of their children have passed on to the Spirit

land,

¢ He leadeth me.”

M. W.S.

CHARLES ORR died in Harpswell, Me., Aug.

18,aged 79 years and 9 months.

Bro. Orr was

baptized thirty-six years ago by Rev. Oliver
Smith.
He was one of the Strong pillars of
the Great Island church.
He has left a noble
record behind.
Isaw him a little over one

year ago.

Although

strong in faith.

he

said.

He

feeble in body

* It looks bright

leaves

behind

his

he was

over there,”

wife

with

©

th

with Christ whieh is far better.
B. M. EDWARDS.

JOSHUA CHAPMAN died in Woodstock, N.
H., July 8, aged 68 years. He hss been a professor for many years, and a faithful member
of the ¥'. B. church in Thornton.
He leaves a
wife besides numerous other friends to mourn

relein

For

May 28.

Commence

lotus address
M. REED,
!

CALVIN SANDERS,
LAW.
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orito Prescription sold b Dragsists.
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int PIERCE, M. D., Pro i Worl 's Dispensary
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‘

A LADS, No. 357 Congress Bt Bert;
the severest forms
nd,
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| We

will

durin

HARD

these

TIMES

dis-

ret-class makers, at lower prices for
cash or Installments than ever before offered.
WATERS
PIANOS & ORGANS ave the
BEST MADE, warranted for 5 years: Illustrated Catalogues Mailed. Great inducementsfo the trade.

PIANOS

$130., 7 1-3 octave, $140.
stops, $65.

8S stops,

$70.

SUNDAY SHO. MUSIC BOOKS
and

ys Pa

E
100

Revival H

Paper 4c, Bo:

n

CHICAGO,

,

& QUINCY R. R.

Is the only Route running PULMAN DINING CARS
West from Chicago.
As proprietors of all FIRST CLASS HOTELS make
their

DINING

SALON

the

t feature

of

their

houses so the Management of “Great Burlington
Route,” having the COMFORT, PLEASURE and LUXURY of their patrons solely in view, do not use
their CELEBRATED DINING CARs for Pasa
Traflic, or Sleeping urposes (as is the case of
the
so-called Hotel Care;
ence, they are always kept
sweet, neat and clean. The moderate ch:
of
75 cents only, is made for each meal, and the
Menu
is ample to satisfy-the epicurean taste of the most
fastidious.
bat
+ lyew3
TAKE

THE

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R. R.
For all points in
HANSA
CALIFORNIA,

DINING” AND, RESTAURANT CARS
and

the

.

OVERLAND

TRAINS
the
4

Best of Meals fo r {5 cents.

A. M. SMITH,
G. P. Agt.

A. KIMBALL.

'

Gen’l Sup’t

Michigan Central Railroad.
D

The Great Central Route.
foot of
Lake-st., and-faot of Twenty-second
%o logos oftice, 67 Clark-st,, Grand Pacific
Hotel, and at Palmer House.

Chicago Trains.,

PIANO

TRADE, we have decided fo give up
publishing
Sunday=-Sehool Music Books, and
will sell our entire Stock at the following

PAB ots Ce CB

13¢c., .

$85

New York.

Large Increase of onr ORGAN

Terms and a $5
HALLETT & CO.

Best Mixed Cards, with name, in case,

THE

cash, in perfeet order not used a year.
Sheet musie
af half price. HORACE WATERS & SONS, Man’frs and Dealers, 40
East 14th Street,

forms of
1

i

BURLINGTON

7 octave,

stops,

and all
Skin.

or 25 no 2 alike 10c. Outfit 10c.” Dowd & Co.,
Bristol, Ct.
52652

ORGANS, 7
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Maine,

COLORADO,

IANOS & ORGANS, of

or

ERYSIPELAS.

Over Jocheco Bank, Dover, N, H.
A

as the climax

.

and Invalids’ Hotel, Buffalo,

of four

ADVERTISEMENT.

whom he has lived fifty-four years on the same

place, Also four children, three sons and one
daughter. They have lost a good father, but
they feel that he has gone to live and reign

30.

Ridgeville, Indiana.

children, an aged mothér and a sister into the

RutH W. ROUNDS died May 13, aged 14
years ; JOHN, May 23, aged 11; and SARAH E.,
June 1, ‘aged 6 years, children of Bro. W. H.
and
Rosilla
ounds,
of diphtheria,
at
Guilford, Chenango Co., N. Y.
Their sickness
was short, that of
the youngest being only
three days. The eldest daughter just blossoms

NR

terms of ten weeks each.
Fall term will begin Aug. 27, 1878. This new
Institution is a
y acquiring a reputation for Mey, never fails in the cure of
the thorough manner in which instruction is im- of
KErysipelas, Rheumatism,
arted.
e courses of study are the Normal,
scrofuia, and ail diseases of the
sommercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz.: €lassical and Scientific
:
aweek in your own town.
Board, (including room rent) from $2 to $2,50
$66outit free. Address H.,
pet week.
For further information

. Z. HANING, Pres.
CYRUS B. Dow, of Warner, died July 24,
aged 43 years and 10 months. Mr. Dow was a lia Cq., Ohio.
dutiful son, and an upright and honest ecitiJ “asoy ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busizen. He was very much attached to his home,
ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
scarcely ever away from it for a single night. *
Fall Term begins August 20, 1878. J. W. HUTCHHe never made a public profession of religion,
For further Jisiculars,
A. B., Principal.
INS,
buy said during his last sickness when I first address
HAYES,
ELIH
or
principal,
the
met him, * he had tried to live a praying life Sec. Trustees.
1878.
25,
July
Me.,
Lebanon,
W.
all by himself for the last fifteen years, but it had
been unsatisfactory,” regretted the past,though
he had done by others as he would have them
IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The Sprin
Term
will open March 12, 1878, and close
May 30.
do by him. Buta few days after he found

peace, and from this time
his emaciated countenance.

if out

Pa Inful Monthly Periods, Suppressions when from

appiy to Revof Trustees, Rio
rande, Gal-

Christ and
beamed in

singled

unnatural on
Irre;
Taritice, Weak
TO=
lapsus, or Falling of the Uterus, Anteversion and
Retroversion, Bearing-down
Sensations, Internal
Heat, Nervous Depression,
Debility,
Shroatened Miscan
y
hronie '¢
x
ammation and
Ulcerationot
the
Barrenness, or Sterility, and de
WW ompoten i
do not cxtol this medicine as a * cure-all)
admirably fulfills a singleness
most
perfect specifie in all chronic
of
sexual system of woman. It will nos disappeint, nor
will it do harm, In any state or condition.
Those who desire further information on these sube
ects can obtain it in THE PEOPLE'S COMMON SENSE
DICAL ADVISER, a book of over 900 pages, sent,
st-paid, on receipt of $1.50. It treats
tely of
diseases peculiar to Females, and gives much
ce in regard to the
of

a circu-

consists

of woman,

ny - repn tatio Ie

GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
The

Gentle

1 that it will not disappoint the most sanguine expectations of a single invalid lady who uses it for any
of the ailments for which I recommend it, that I offer
and sell it under A POSITIVE ‘GUAR.
(For
conditions, see pamphlet Nianolng bottle.)
The following are among
those diseases in which
my Favorite Prescription has worked cures, as if by
magic, and with a certainty never before attained by
an
medicine: Leucorrhcea, Excessive Flowing,

W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

., Ohio.

ANTI-FAT:

an immense actice at the World's D
and Invalids'
Hotel, having treated many thoucases of those diseases peculiar to woman, I
been enabled to perfect a most potent and posiremedy for these diseascs.*
deslgnute this natural specific, I have named it

organism

Whe
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE. —Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advantainformation, send for

ALLAN'S

crowning gem of my medical carcer. On its merits,
as a positive, safe, and effectual remedy for this class
of diseases,
ome that will, at all tives and under
all circumstances, act kindly, I am willing to stake

be-

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
families at tre:
ble rates. Two full courses,
English and Classical.
For further information
address the Principal, Rev. S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
Center Strafford, July 31, 1877.

particular

OF

The term, however, is hut a feeble expression of
my high appre
on of its value, based upon personal observation. 1 have, while witnessing its posi
“tive results in the special diseases incident to the

Send for Catalogue.
.
J. 8. GANDINER, Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida
Co., N. Y.

For

2 to 5 pounds
n week.

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription

gins Aug 26, 1878. This Institution is one of
the largest and best in the State. Terms moderate.

8.

PROPRIETORS

By
sary
sand
have
tive
To

Classical,

— Fall

from

BOTANIC MEDICINE CU. Prorns, Buttilo, N.Y,

condi-

Gilberts Mills, Oswego County, N. Y.,June 21,

“Taken according to directions, it

n fat person

men,—The following Yeport is from the lady who used
Allan's Anti-Fat,
¢It (the Anti-Fat) had the desired
effect, Teduche the fat from two to five pounds a
week until 1 had lost twenty-five
pounds, I hope
never to regain what I have lost.”
Anti-Fatis an
unexcelled
blood-purifier.. It promotes digestion,
curing dyspepsia, and is also a Jolent remedy
for
. rheumatism. Soi by ruggists. Pamphlet on
Obes
ity sent on receipt
of stamp.
s
Sl

ulars address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Sec.
retary.
:
Fall Term commences Monday, Sept. 2, 1878.
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Aug. 1,1878,

“DEA. BzZrA HOLMES died at his residence in-

into fat.

reduce

In placing this remedy before the public as a posal.
tive cure for obesity, we do so knowing its ability to
cure, as attested by hundreds of testimonials,
of
which the following from a lady in Columbus, Ohio,
1s a sample: * Gentlemen Your Anti-Iat.was dul
received.
I took it according to directions and it
reduced me five pounds. 1 was so elated over the re
sult that 1 immediately sent to ACKERMAN'S drugstore for the second bottle.”
Another, a 2h
cian,
writing for a patient from Providence,
oy BAYS,
“Four hotles have reduced her weight from
199
pounds to 192 pounds, and there
isa general improvement in health,”
A gentleman writing from Boston, says: * Without special change
or attention to
diet, two bottles of Allan's Anti-Fat reduced me four
and one-quarter pounds.” The well-known Whole=
sale Druggists, SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH, of Bos~
ton, Mass., write as follows: * Allan's Anti-Fat has
reduced a lady in eur city seven pounds in three
weeks.” A gentleman in St. Louis writes: “Allan's
Anti-Fat reduced me twelve pounds in three weeks,
and altogether 1 have lost twenty-five Fonds since
commencing its use.” Messrs, POWELL & PLIMPTON,
‘Wholesale Druggists, of Buffalo, N.Y.; write: *To .

Mie
CENTRAL INSTIT—UTE.
Pittsfield,
AVA Maine
College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scienfific courses of study for both sexes,
Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Spring
term begins Monday, Jan. 28, 1878. Summer term
begins Monday, Apr. 19, 1878. Fall term begins
Monday, Aug. 19, 1878. Send to the.Secretary or

MRS. POLLY CROFUT died in Gaines, Tioga
Co., Pa., Aug. 4, aged 76 years and 11 months.
She was born in Windsor, Brome Co., N. Y.,
YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
8S.
BROWN,A. M., Principal, with competent aswhere.she successively belonged to the Pressistants.
Fall
term
begins
August
27,
1878.
A
byterians and C. Baptists.
About twenty-six
first-class school. Three complete courses of study,
years ago, fie with her husband moved to —Collegiate,
Scientific, Ladies’, English and Clash01 him helpedto constitute. | Hsical-—Send-for-Catalogne—Address;—
ings; in 1860,
rm
the
first Free Baptist church of Gaines, in
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
which she sustained a very creditable standing.
Lyndonville, Vt.
Her end was peace, often expressing a desire
ILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wilto go home and be with Christ. She died after
ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa.
Special arrangeabout three weeks sickness at the house of one
ments for the coming year.
term begins
of her daughters, Mrs. Knowlton, where she ‘March 26, 1878. For particulars Spring
address the Prin.
was well cared for.
J. INGERICK.
cipal, Ozro G. AUGIR, or A. O. MUDGE, Secretary.
Wilton Junction, Iowa.
MRS. CATHERINE OLDS died in Spring Arbor, June 19, aged 79 years and 10 months.
EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—Six regular
courses for both sexes. Four terms of ten weeks
She was born in New York,
in 1798, took a
each.
Commercial College.
Cheapest and best of
letter from the F'. Baptist chureh in Gorham,
any
in
New England.
Spring term begins Monday,
in 1832, and moved to South Lyon, Mich..
Jan. 28, 1878.
Summer term begins
Monday, April
where she was married in 1853." With her
15, and closes Thursday, June 20, 1878. Fall term
husband they moved to Spring Arbor.
She
begins Monday, Aug. 26. Send for Catalogue and
gave her heart to God in 1825, and lived an circular to
earnest Christian life to the day of her decease.
Rev. A. B. MESERVEY, Ph. D. Principal.
New Hampton, N. H., July 26, 1877.
Enduring affliction with Christian patience
and trust.
;
J. B. DREW.
IKE SEMINARY.—
Wyoming
Pike,
Co., New |

When

Ban-

1y42

President,

:

ATES

18 but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words. VERSES are inadmissible,

aged 87 years.

Catalogues of

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to pfepare the students for college, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
A. M. JONES, Sec.,

over

Star,

Illustrated

ners and Dceoration, 10 cts. post-paid.

Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
Fall Term commences Sept. 4.
For Catalogue address,

sent by per-

Morning

L | gold $5. Collection dishes in carved
walnut, etc., from $1.50 to $6 eath.
+ Illustrated catalogues of Furniture,

i

JILLSDALE
COLLEGE.—Michigan.
Collegiate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and Art Departments.
Elective
studies.
Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
buildings in the Northwest,
"Tuition, incidental
and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.
Schol.
arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.

turns,

“Hs | a

enemies are internal, not external, and he
raves about them either because he ‘has
lost balance through his egotism, or be-

home, and

Bi: MINARD.

REEN

and for those

patronize

of her domestic

Principal for a Catalogue.

Obituaries

public.

y
40
ted cards, BO cts.
E. A. TREAT, 805 Broudway, =

26
feents wanted.

pro-

Gouaational,

phono-

two-minute

derers. These do not talk of their enemies either; they do not think of them;
they have other and better things to do.
Accepting them as a matter of course, of his choice, and was deeply interested in its
Prosperity, and yet in no sense was he a sectathey attend to the business they have in. rian. - With Christly benevolence, he rejoiced
hand, neither explaining nor telling why in the success of Zion in every department of
they are what they are not,and were never her work. His pastor ever found in him a safe
designed to be.
end, when you hear a counsellor, an unwavering friend and a true cocharacter or lack of it is incapable of
porting even one veritable enemy.

J. M. writes to the New York Obseryer:
:
Had I the pen of a ready writer, such
a8 is wielded by *¢ Irenweus,” I think my
first duty would be to devote it to an exposure of the evils resulting not from
the liberty, but the license (I might give

“IBeyond the flightof time,

Par 4

at all,

to arrive at a very just ‘estimate of character, by studying
the hand.
It takes a
keen intellect to make the calculations,
but the Saratoga philosopher is Keene by
nature as well as by name, which accounts
for his remarkable success.

on the earth?”

: .and that

The Saratoga Springs’

The men who have real enemies are
generally they who have true friends also

take

Sister Streeter

the Lord.”

@bitwaries.

Paris; among the prisoners
taken were |

ENEMIES,

upon another, where they conflict

home in the vicinity

but their work is revised by a staff, each
member of which takes fifteen-minute
turns, and is also examined by the speakers.
The Boston Transcript has heard of a
case where a young man applied to his
employer for a short leave of absence.
The employer, having his own views of
his business, suggested, for a reason,
that the young man delay his vacation a
few days. ‘I would,” replied the young
man, ‘ but the fact is, I am going away
to get married, the day is appointed, and
I want to be there when it comes off.”
He was there on time.

sess merits exclusively their own, it may

and pride, of” courage

has had

priest

to fly to Switzerland.
The French parliamentary

While girls unquestionably have their
uses in the economy of nature, and pos-

of will

been confiscated, and the

|

at.the time of her
death was a devoted, consistent member of our church in this place.
As a wife she was devoted, as a mother affectionate, and as a Christiun ‘zealous according
to knowledge.
She leaves a husband, four
sons, one daughter and a large circleof friends
and acquaintances, to mourn their loss, which
is her gain.
** Blessed are the dead that die in

proves to have won it-by collusion. That |
part of the prize which he had drawn has

principal features of their skulls being
identical with those belonging to the Taranian race.—N. ¥. Tinies.

—men

lottery,

"escaped his
how
CoM.

N. H. Until her release from the church militant she remained with the people of her early
choice.
She believed in having her Christian

Sedan.

won $420,000 in the Government

on

his

fessed conversion a half century ago and after
being baptized by Rev. David Cowing, united
with the First Free Baptist church at Lisbon,

in Paris,

House, has been closed ever since

and Turks, with
instincts, all the

o-0-6
+

dicated; so that it would seem not so
difficulta task after all to reduce these
signs to a system, and by estimating the
modifying influence of one characteristic

65 years and 8 months.

the spelling of the second is changed.
The special carriage-way built for the
Emperor's use in the Paris Grand Opera

Nevertheless, when meet-.

universal verdict of each new

may be? Surely our sympathies are en‘larged; we have had new glimpses of

Drouot

word

of

Mgrs. JULIA A., wife of Rev. Levi Streeter,
died at Littleton, N. H., Aug, 17, ‘1878, aged

ing the Bulgarians in larger masses it It slants from the street up to the main
was impossible to see them dance or drink story.
or fight, to hear them sing or declaim or
The Spagnolotti familyis the richer by
dispute, without noticing something wild,
fierce, and even cruel, which is utterly a treasure of $200,000 in gold, which was
foreign to the sombre, mystical, but recently found in a walled-up room ofa
.
kind nature of the Slave.
And now, after palace near Naples.
A placard in the window of a patent
making extensive and elaborate ecraniological
researches, Prof. Virchow has medicine man in Paris reads as follows:
shown and proved by irrefragable evi- *¢ The public are requested not to misdence that the Bulgarians,
although take this shop for that of another quack
;
Slavic with respect to language and tra- just opposite.”
ditions, are Taranian—that is, relatives
De Mattia a Neapolitan priest, who

fleeting though they

passing friends a multitude of suggestions ; perhaps they have received some
from us; and we have, too, the abiding
Certainly the
pleasure of retrospection.
experience has not been unprofitable.
And does it not emphasize the old les-

eral days at the Hotel

year

ok American

In his last moments he said, * Oh,

lips.

realized 8,437,006 francs.
|. The word hifalutin is said to be derived
from
the
German hoch Sfluthen, high
floods. The first word is translated, and

ion, &c., it was
enerally believed that
those Finnish-Turkish invaders, who as

And yet have we not some good out of
friendships,

life, but not a murmuring

last

bright! how light it is!”

I'm

The sale of the diamonds of ex-Queen
Isabella of Spain, which occupied sev-

ditions, profess the Greek-Catholic relig-

the experience? Are we not the better for

these

mother. — ¢ Maria,

almost discouraged; how many times
have I told you not to say tater, but pertater?”
:

everybody will admit that the body is the

with wonderful success,” and the almost |

was a great sufferer for the

in commission in the British navy.
Fashionable

60 N ow Parlor Games.

willingto die, he said, ¢ Yes, if it is the
Lord's will, for he doeth all things welhl,
He

There are thirty-three iron-clads now

inhabitants,

investigat- “500 boys of ages averaging. from 9 to 15.
:
acter.
or, who submits his palm to him to be Of the many atrocites committed during
~ While it lasts! Here enters the’ ele- scruitnized, is that he did not make a mis- the time the Communists held Paris, ihe
most mischievous were those perpetrated
ment of sadness. For after a little time take, so far as he can judge.
the' parting must needs come.
While the murders. and
These
Let those account for it who can on by these lads.
people whom we have come to know so any other theory than that there is some- incendiarisms were perpetrated by men
well will go their way and we ours, with thing in the science of palmistry.
Why during an attack of political fury, the asbut little likelihood that our paths will should not the propensions of the souls sassinations committed by these boys
ever oross again.
‘We murmur, philoso- acting on the organism, leave their marks were done solely out of a spirit of cruelThe Government, not
.phically,
:
and Indications upon the body, just as ty and mischief.
liking to treat these lads as political crimthe
rains
running
through
the
strata
of
“ All that’s bright must: fade,
the earth leave their indications there? inals, sent them to the reformatory at
The brightest still the fleetest ;
And of all the organs, the hand is the Rouen, and shortly afterward two emiAll that’s sweet was made
But to be lost when sweetest!”
most used in the natural expression of nent physicians were requested to visit
any
emotion, whichshould therefore leave them, and report on their mental and
We try to maintain a cheerful countephysical condition. They found that out
nanece-and encourag
one another
e with |
| of the 500 youths,
337 were of very delijesting words. But the going is never:
cate physical form and stunted
growth.
thele
a wrench,
ss the pain of which no
They wereamong the most mischievous
amount of philosophizing or assumed comof the whole, and all the children of
;
posure can diminish.
drunken mothers.— Good Words.

constrained

hope. When his wife asked him if he was

watch

ever seen in England.

and settled in the country.
But as the
resent Bulgarians speak a purely Slavic
anguage, live on exclusively Slavic tra-

undercurrent.

their loss, but we mourn not as those without

Arabella Stuart wore the first

a re-

cent series of lectures, given some very
interesting notes to the ethnology of the
Bulgarians. It is a well-known fact, established by the Byzantine historians,
that in the ninth century a people of Finnish-Turkish descent penetrated into the
regions between the Danube and the Balkans, subjugated the

4, 1878
T

THE BULGARIANS.

be boldly asserted that they are totally
unfitto pursue in company with young
organ cf the soul, and bears its impress
in a general way; that there is something men the studies which constitute the
in physiognomy and phrenology,as guides curriculum of every respectable college.
One of the earliest studies of a Freshman
to the estimating of character, although year
every indication is liable to be so modi- cow is the arf of getting the janitor's
SUMMER FRIENDSHIPS.
into the top story of the dormitory.
fied by obscure influences, which it
In our summer travels there is no more seems next to impossible to estimate the This can be readily mastered by any
delightful, and at the same time there is weight of, as to detract from the reliabil- young man of good abilities, and habits
no sadder experience than the forming of ity of any estimate founded upon it alone. of industry and perseverance; : but benew friendships—delightful, since these The same, to a casual observer, seems tween girls and cows there is a great
associations are for
the time closer and true to even a greater extent in regard to gulf fixed. The girl from her earliest
youth, looks upon the cow as a ferocious
warmer than those formed under any palmistry,
but the vindicator of the scieast, prone to keep young ladies in the
other conditions; sad, because for the ence referred to takes modifying influenmost part they are formed only to be ces into his calculations, and does not air, in positions fatal to the proper arbroken.—We go perhaps to a place where depend, for the suming up of any one rangement of the back. To suppose that
besides ourselves there are fifty or a hun- quality even, upon the ‘indications of the three or four young lady students are
«red people. Out of this number there one line, supposed by the novice in palm- capable of the complicated pushing and
may be halfa dozen whom we find con- istry, to represent it, but upon a thousand pulling necessary to induce a. cow to
genial. In a day we know more about other lines as well, all of which he takes climb several flights of stairs, is to supthem, and they about us than six months’ into consideration in forming a judgment, pose that the natural feminine fear of
acquaintance amid the formalities of city and after making each line by a certain cows ean be eradicated by the mere prolife would disclose.
In three days we figure representing either a full, moder- cess of matriculation. Thus we see that
are old friends.
In a week we feel that ate or deficient development of the char- one of the easiest of college studies is
we have known each other’ a lifetime. acteristic indicated by-it; a-general judg- quite beyond the range of the female in:
We'tramp Jopether through the woods; ment.is arrivedat in regard
to it, bya tellect.— New York Times.
¥
row en the lakes; drive over the roads ; combination involving as intricate a mode
-O—
re
-express our feelings with unconventional of numerical calculations as would be ilCHILDREN OF THE COMMUNE.
frankness, and find in one another a hun- lustrated by any difficult problem in
On the suppression of the’ Commune in
dred common sympathies. Our associa- mathematics. At all events, he meets
er he had created it, and
pronounced it good;
but ascetic pietists, in their wisdom, cast their
eyes over it, and substantially pronounce it a
dead failure, a miserable production, a poor
concern.—DBovee.
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Summary.

Helos

Mr, Vanderbilt expresses his
immediate revival of business.

belief

the dying were

the most

character.

indescribable

fléans, there were 68 deaths and 220

MAMMOTH STRAWBERRIES.

Ward Howe,

had

Granada,

and

At Vicksburg

ges.

largely increased, while at Canton in the same

:

strawberries.

There are five Irish peerages going beg
State, the report says that with the exception ging.
Joseph Cook will begin his Menday lectures,
of two drug-stores, not a business house was
Nov. 4
open, and out of a populationof 3,500 only 75
Santley, the tenor has just received a bewhite persons remained. Nothing but hearses
quest of $10,000.
and coffins were to be seen on the streets and
Parisians have a floating restaurant on
no person attacked with the malady had re- theTheSeine.
covered.——Thursday’s deaths in Memphis
Nilsson is not coming to this country this
amounted to 70 with 99 new cases reported. Summer.
}
In New Orleans 49 deaths with 140 new cases.
Mrs. Mary A. Livermore has returned from
Europe.
——The deaths in New Orleans, Friday, reachA Detroit woman earned $2,560 last year at
ed 81, the largest number yet reported in any
one day. There were 57 interments in Mem- | life insurance.
phis and 72 new cases. At Vicksburg there | A nephew of Gen. Joe Johnston is a cadet
at West Point.
was a considerable increase of new cases, but
King Humbert is about to erect a monuthe deaths showed a slight decrease. The sit ment worth $200,000 to his father.
.
uation at other points is not materially changCanadian women vote at election for school
trustees.
ed.
‘
:
.
. Bismarck’s son has been defeated as a candidate for the German parliament.
The Platform to Win.
Brazil is sending large orders for leather,
The Boston Traveller, after ‘saying that.” cutlery and clothing to Philadelphia.
there are differences in the Republican party |
A weekly line of steamers is to be establishwhich can no longer go unrecognized, thinks | ed between Alexandria and Cyprus.
there is a platform upon which all Republicans
Stanley Matthews and Senator Lamar have
can uuite and go forth to victory.
Here it is been admitted to the Cobden Club, London.
in full:
,
The Duchess of Leeds is a member of the
That the Republican party is for the anain- | School Board of Stapleford, England.
Professor Tyndall has been in the Alps all
tenance of human rights and the protection
summer for his health.
;
of SYery Sitizen in the exercise of his rights.
That it will guarantee the people honestamonLord Beaconsfield purposes to take a rest at
ey and the national ereditor the redemption of Hughender until December.
.
his bond according to the letter and spirit of
The
Mass.
State
Democratic convention
the law,
meets at Worcester Sept. 17.
:
That it will administer the government honNew London County, Ct., has averaged a
estly and economically and in the interest of
;
divorce a week for the last three years.
the people, reducing expenses whenever it is
possible and displacing incompetent officials
The Sixteenth Maine Regiment will hold its
wherever found.
annual reunion at Bangor; Sept. 19.
That in particular it will retrench iin the
Switzerland pays 6,500,000 toward completmatter of the State administration, simplifying
ing the St. Gothard Railway.
sag economizing the methods now prevaThe New York Democratic State (‘onvenent.
tion will be held at Syracuse, Sept 24g
The Chicago and Northwestern Railroad
Communism.
Company owns 337 engines and 9,289 cars.
The Christian Register does not go far out
The Rev. Henry Ward Beecher will lecture
of the way, when it says: “ While there are
in Salt’ Lake €ity on the 10th of September, on
his return from California.
many brilliant exceptions, it is for the ‘most
The Emperor William has presented Prince
part true that they who are captivated by “the
Bismarck with a life-size portrait of himself in
ideas of communism are men who have no
a standing attitude.
wide experience of life or great knowledge of
The Kansas Republicans have nominated J.
history, men who see dire evils and ‘would
P. St.John for governor and L. W. Humphabate them, and are captivated by the idea of rey for lieutenant-governor.
universal sympathy and support. These are
Hepworth Dixon is gcing to Cyprus
to
reinforeed by the mighty army of the idle, the write for English papers.
lazy, the gluttonous, and the vicious, who
Fhe town of Blackburn, Eng., is to pay damwould like nothing better than to *Jeot’ the “ages for the injury done to property at the
time
of the recent cotton mill strikes.
treasure-houses of eivilization even .if they
left the world to poverty for a thousand
Gen. Joseph E. Johnston has been nominated for Congress by the Democrats of the
years.”
]
:
Third Virginia District.
Hard

Those who are complaining about the .hard
times and imagining that they would be better
off somewhere else than at home, will perhaps,
read with interest the statement tbat laborers

York

on the Marmora Railroad in

frem

Brazil,

work

stories about their treatment by the. centractorss A man who veamtured to ¢omplain of

-

and

weighing

over

measuring

fully

inches

in

to

be

circum-

beyond

belief,

it 1s very pleasant to know that the officers

of the Néw York Horticultural Society
stand ready to substactiate the measurements made in their presence.
Before
giving the methods that are employed in
growing these large berries, it may perhaps be as well to briefly describe a few
of the varieties that are revealing specially
prominent qualities.
Forest Rose. There are
upon my grounds that give

few
varieties
such promise

for extended popularity as does

this.

Its

unusual adaptation to different soils is a
characteristic of specialvalue. Here either
upon a clayey loam or upon a moderately
light sandy soil, it thrives and grows as

if perfectly

at home

in either situation.

Nor does locality seem to repress its luxurious habits of growth and productiveness of plant.

Persons

mailed the plants,

to

even

whom

I have

though

widely separated States,

write

living
of

in

the

de-

cided satisfaction that the Forest Rose
gives them.
The fruit is of a bright red
color, sufficiently firm for shipping,of good
quality, and of large size—the largest
specimens

measuring

about

eight

inches

around.
Sharpless. Of the many new varieties
that have recently made their appearance,

none perhaps are attracting as much attention at present as this. Though exceeded in size by one or two varieties, yet
it so nearly equals them
and combines

so muny

in measurements
other

good

quali-

ties, that it will probably have very little
difficulty. in retaining its popularity. A
‘plant that will produce strawberries meas-

uring

10 1-2 inches in circumference need

have little fear but that it will find many
friends.
This also does well on quite a
variety of soils, and many are intending

to plant
The

it largely

plants

are

for

market

vigorous

purposes.

growers,

hav-

ing very large leaves of a deep rich green.
The berries

Haven,

are

of

a

good

red

very good quality, and of an
somewhat flattened shape.
General

Slierman,

color,

of

obleng

or

President

EE
a ai an

for, be made to pay.

of some adwondered at

almost

work,

4
Lincoln,

if

n

November as in June,” and

al-

trifle

he

adds

that

mm

BEANS.

In France the hog is never scalded to
remove the hair. A large pile of straw is
fired, and over this the

the hair is singed off.

is

hung

There is very little doing in Beans, and Pea and
Mediums are held at unchanged prices, Yellow
Eyes ave scarce and small lots command $235 @
82 40 ¥ bu. Réd Kidneys are also seavce and

until

patches

of hair are singed off by means of wisps of
straw.

They are very hardy,

rm.

;

dry

situation,

and

filled

with

Red

fresh-cut

all. The first hatching should always be
done under a large hen, so as to induce the
turkey to lay asecond clutch of eggs, which
she should: be left to hatch herself. The
best food for young turkeys is bread sopped in milk, scalded meal in which finelychopped onion tops have been mixed,

consume

it with

The

Oneida

seems to give

uni-

versal satisfaction.
Two-year-old
mated to a well grown, early hatched

hens
one-

year-old gobbler, produce the most
factory results.—N. Y. Tribune.

sat-

Every

WE

horse,

unless

a week ago.
made

81, Madison 78,

be appreciated.

it inherits

The difficilty is not

New

and if this

amount

is

a

Published

THE

by

W.

CHEESE,

AND

SATURDAY,

& CO.,

Aug. 31.

Commission

The receipts of Flour

bbls

for
and

of

for

all

kinds

the

week

have

against

and 1,578 bbls to the

bbls

of
1877,
_ exports

of new

British Provinces.

are near at hand,

and

it is

scarcely any margin for a decline, although

WHEN TO TRIM TREES.

sales have

been

@

40

B0

810
@ 65

acon a

for
ior

&

all

the realy

COS

Library.
good

sheet

music

There ara 15 Collections of Voeal Music, of which
the tliree most recently issued are:

.

THE

(200

SUNSHINE

OF

SONG.

:

pp.

60

songs.)
The songs are by the most popular
authors.
{
.
THE WORLD OF SONG.
(250 pages.)
A

Corn
fresh

confined

DITSON

ever published, conveniently
boungl in Thirty-Two
handsome volumes. Each book is quite independent of the others, is sold separately, and contains
the large quantity of 200 to 250 pages, sheet music
size, of good music, and each book is sold for
$2.50 in Boards, $3 Cloth, $4 Gilt,

Pa-

32¢ ¥ bushel, free on board.

FLOUR .—The

@

moderate

Musical

contains nearly

¥ bu for mixed and yellow, and5¢ @ 54!ic ¥ bu
for steamer Corn.
No 2 mixed is nominally 51% @

RYE

“35

has been reported in this line,

Home

year
from

time have been 185,745 bushels. The market for
Corn 18 firm, with a steady demand for export and
consumption. The sales have been dt 54% @ 57c

CORN MEAL.—There is a fair demand
Meal, with sales at $240 @ $2 50 ¥ bbl
ground and kiln dried.

—_—
eter

@1395

25

each..... veins

OLIVER

sales

A com-

CORN.—The receipts of Corn for the week have
been 311,070 bughels, and the exports for the same

to

piece.

&9
B89

i0

that

could only be torced at some concession.

and the horse has no opportunity to learn
that it is better for it to obey than not to

8

served

at 22 & 25¢; 50 bags Super Pulled at Be; 10
No. 1 do. at 20c: 20,000 Ibs East India at 1d¢; 25,000
4bs Nebraska, 50 bags and 5,000 Ibs Domestic Noils
and 285 bags Domestic Pulled on private terms.

Prices will gradually settle down [rom the extreme
gures recently current, Winter Wheats are now
comparatively low and in this description there is

punishment
been done,

wet salted...
re

bags Scoured Fall do at 56¢; 26,000 1b Colorado at
14 @ 16¢: 6,000 1bs fine Spring Texas at 24¢; 70,000
1b Western Texas at 15 @ 21¢; 9000 Ibs Eastern do.

The mar-

believed

gking,

tive movement

been

41,243

the
corresponding
week
32,612
bbls
in
1876.
The

of prices now and at this time last
able by putting on the whip while it is parison
shows that while choice winter Wheats are
$125 @ $1 50 # bbl lower now than last year,
doing what they want it to. It is whiptents are about 50c ¥ bbl higher.
ped when it stands, and whipped when it
CORN.
This
‘foolish
practice
has
grown
|
goes.

.

each...cveeeriiinnns .

generally firm basis as to values of the more Kesirable qualities of domestic product, the principle
holders of which hiive not been urgent in their offerings, generally insisting on full asking figures.
sales have been reported during the week ot 55,000
Ibs X and above.
Ohio Flocce: 3t 363c @ 380; 5,000
1bs Unwashed Fleece at 24c @ 26¢
; 80 bags Scoured
California at 55¢; Combing and Delaine at 45¢;
53,000 1bs Spring California, part at 20 @ 23%c; 0

for the sanre time have been 4,125 bbls, of which
847 bbls were to Liverpool, 300 to London, 575 to
Port Spain, 500 to Cape de Verds, 250 to Hayti,

do we see foolish drivers, when a horse
has staked and refused tostart for a while,
whenit does start, make him uncomfort-

learn

Pelts,

WOOL.
NEWYORK, August 24.—Wool—A

FLOUR.

no

animals

obey,
consequently
it can not
obey.— Buffalo Commercial.

200
2%

Brighton, per 1b,...cceveiiiias . 6 46}
country.......evavees
we
One 6

Dairy skins, per

erchants and dealers in butter, cheese
and
eggs, beans, dried apples, &o.
Cellar
No
3
Quincy Market, Boston.

lies in ones ability to make them uncomfortable when disobedient, and comfortable when they obey.
And yet how often

from the foolish idea that
must be given ‘for what has

173%

Calf skins, per 1b...... .
Ww
T.amb skins. cieniiiaiiiiiiainnns UTI 45

EGGS.

ket for Flour remains without improvement and a
dull feeling prevails for all kinds, but as receipts
were mostly contracted for to arrive, stocks have
not accumulated to any extent. There is very little Patent Flour im receivers’ hands, but supplies

governing

’

Hides,
Hides,

Hides, Southern,
Hides, Western,

cess

and

extreme

HIDES AND PELTS.

46,677

training

Potatoes—
Natives, per bbl.
Norfolk

R. An-

harsh-ireatment will ever break it. Firmness and kindness alone will avail anything.
Never apply a whip to a horse
when it is balking, nor after it starts. Sucin

$2 is an

and&1 754bbl is an outside price for best. Peaches
and Pears are quiet at quotations.
We quote:

MARKETS.

Reported by HILTON BROS

exceeded,

acquired;

once

when

downward

Sales of Bangor from boat have been

at $1 50 @ $1 70 ¥ bbl, and

Deer

BUTTER,

balking is the very natural result. It is
far more easy to prevent than to cure the
habit of balking

a decidedly

GREEN APPLES, PEACHES AND PEARS.
The market is well supplied with good Apples,

drews, Cincinnati.

physical but a moral one, and in most
cases is' acquired by the animal's being
overloaded.
A horse generally
has
a
pretty definite idea of how much it ought
to draw,

taken

price for best Jersey. Sales of Eastern from the
cars yesterday were at 70¢ # bu, and only the very
best stock will command that price. Sweets are
in liberal supply, and rather quiet at $2 75 @ $3 50
¥ bbl, as to quality. We quote:

the habit, is a living witness against, some

owter or driver.

with

choice,# bbl
150 @17
The ¢ Bazar” designs to shine not only | Apples,
0, common to good
100@ 125
as a fashion magazine, but also as a liter- Peaches, choice, ¥ crate .
200 @ 300
Do,
oommon
10@ 175
Among the contributors to its Pears, Bartletts, # bbl
ary organ.
$0) @ 10 00
Do, various kinds,# bu
150 @ 250
columns is Lucy Hamilton Hooper, the
ONIONS.
.
brilliant Paris correspondent. An elegant
There has been a firmer tendency in prices, and
sixteen-page monthly, it must be seen to sales have been at $1 75 @ $2 & bul for natives.

BALKY HORSES.
balky

steady,

turn for Early Rose, under the influence of
o
receipts, and prices ave 50¢ @ $1 ¥ bbl lower than

and Alleghany. The average number of
cows contributing milk
was
308;352,
owned by 23,005 patrons, and producing

most

a

the

and

We quote:

POTATOES.
The market has

83,116,086 pounds
of cheese,
3,214,125
“« cottage cheese,” sweet milk to drink,
pounds, of butter and 7,880,743 pounds
of
bread crumbs, etc., together with a little
skim cheese. Orange County sold 13,530,700
older
L zallons of milk? Westchester, 5.244,007;
wheat screenings wheu they become
Duchess, 5,101,610 ; Putman, 2,428,692.
Buy breeding stock early
and stronger.
in the fall if you would secure the best.

The bronze

mm ket tor Peas is quiet

veassseee
Common
do
Green PefB..essisssstanvensicnssnne serve,

avidity.

Jefferson County leading with 125, follow88,

300
@ 8325

Choice Canad®, per bitee.vvene.. ies

New York still retains the lead as first
dairy State of the Union.
It has 1,139 factories for cheese, or butter and cheese—
by Herkimer

teeresnanss

sales at unchanged prices.

exclude the air.
Grass thus stored is apparently unchanged in its nutritive prop-

cattle

Kidoeys

$175
$ b{ 31
@ 160
@ 160
@ 150
@ 240

PEAS...

grass, which is packed closely down and
then covered with a thick layer of soil to

in
at] erties;

We quote:

Pea, Northern H P per bust i®iaa eo.
Do Western HP....uais oo0is
Do |
COMMON. + euees
Medium, choice. ober. iinerines
Do
commonto good....
Yellow Eyes
‘aveewan

In Natal, South Africa, grass is kept in
the moist state for months by being buried in pits, the process being known as
“‘ensilage.” A pit is dug in the ground in a

the bronze breed in particular, when in
full dress, but ‘while still ‘ downy” or
just sprouting their feathers, they are very
tender, requiring extreme care in keeping from dampness, even the dew being
almost always fatal at this stage of growth.
When full-feathered they can run out
rain storms, and never seem to suffer

pig

The small

Si

Kastern.sevssvene.
Northern
oa...
Western... 8....4
P. B. Island.
cc autisssesmane

‘“ mulching summer
and
winter is supreme safety for ornamental trees and for
fruit trees.” |
.

high-

Turkeys must have plenty of room; confinement is fatal to profit.
On a grass or
grain farm they can, when properly cared

viewing some of the
larger specimens.
Giant strawberries indeed they are, and
when we
speak of their huge dimensions,

which seem

week's

TURKEYS.

that some persons are unable to repress
their exclamations of delight upon first

Rev. Henry E. Robins, D. D., President of
Colby University, Waterville, Me., was mar-

food and harsh treatment was summarily | ried to Miss CordeliaE. Nott of New

each,

ference, are certainly worthy
miration, and it is not to be

The Peters oil-cloth factory at East Newark,
N. J., was destroyed by fire on Wednesday
night entailing a property loss-of $150000 and
throwing 350 persons out of employment.

tell hard

Specimens

ounces

fourteen and a quarter

Three car-loads
Icelanders passed west
through
New
Ulmjn\Minn. the other day,
bound for Canby, where
a large colony is beingsformed.
\_.
_~
J

Times.

who have returned te New

two

a full

though wages are nominally a
er than five years ago.

Boston iy to have a baby - show.
|]
© JIOW TO SUCCEED IN GROWING THEM.
Prince Bismarck weighs 243 pounds.
|
When we compare the beautiful large
|
The German Parliament meets Sept. 9. .
|
berries
of thé present day, with the infeAnna Dickenson will live in Philadelphia.
rior sized fruit of former times, we do not
The English national debt is £777,781,596.
wonder that so much enthusiasm is shown
A London policeman gets $7.50 per week.
by those who view some of these newer
¢ Meeses Wardow?” is the French for Julia

The Yellow Fever.
On Wednesday the mortality in Memphis |
62 with 119 new cases reported. The |
reached

the dead and

allow few to do.

Bural and Domestic,

in an

‘Miscellaneous.

scenes among

STAR,
T

=

b

great variety of songs by the best composers,

native and foreign.

to

GEMS

OF

ENGLISH

Songs, Duets, &.)

SONG.

(232 pages, 75

Wonderfully

fine

book.

That large limbs of trees should be cut small lots at $3 50 g $4 ¥ bbl.
At the date of its publication considered the
ston; Wednesday; —by—Reve—Dret “Great American. and Pioneer are other |
best
when the sap 15 in full | oir Mean. =The demand-for Oat-Meal—is—goor-t
~ shot, and when his companions attempted to
M. Nott, brother large sized varieties of unusual prominence. offIn mid-sum er,
y Rev. R.
There are 17. Collections of ‘Instrumental Music.
go to his rescue they were driven back by preThe most recent ones are:
Crescent Seedling, Duchesse, Captain Jack flow, is now being adopted and recomsented repeating rifles.
CLUSTER OF GEMS.
(237 pages.)
The reason
BUTTER.
and Great Prolific are somewhat smaller, mended in various quarters.
Fine pieces for advanced players.
why
this
season
is
the
best
is
that
the
amThe
receipts
of
Butter
for
the
week
have
been
but still posses such qualities for producThe Scientific American says of the .minGEMS OF THE DANCE.
(232 pages.)
17,542 packages, including 1,907 boxes and 15,625
The newest compositions of Strauss.
tiveness as to render them very noticea- putated stump speedily heals over, thus tubs, against 8,248 pagk
ing outlook: “ Recemt accounts frema our
for the correspond(250 pages.)
week last year, and
9,776 in 1876. Total re- GEMS OF STRAUSS.
‘Western
and Southern gold and silver mines
ble. I might mention
some twenty or forming a protection against the entrance ing
A hundred or more of the works of this most
ceipts since the first of January, 391,166 packages,
of
moisture
and
the
consequent
decay
of
brilliant
of
masters.
are indieative of renewed and increasing ac- been recorded.
against
349,192
packages
for
the
same
time
last
thirty other varieties of merit that’ I am
Theré\were{6 deaths in Memyear. Exports for the week have been 3,759 packSend for Catalogues and Contents of the 32
the stump and perhaps the tree. With
tivity and excitement; abandoned mimes are phis, and 88 fatal cases i i
.
growing, but their vames and qualities
.
New Orleans. The
ages.
books,
being reworked at a prefit, at others the forces.
actory
]
trade
unsatisf
and
slow
a
been
has
Shere
small
limbs,
when
the
object
is
to
produce
deaths at Vicksburg, Miss., during the last are probably already familiar.
2 Look out for Ditson &. Co’s New Musical
the past week, and with tbe increased receipts
of labor and machinery are being increased,
Paper. Appears in September.
twenty-four hours numbered 25 and there were
And now for a few brief suggestions as fruit-buds, prune between say the 20th of
rices are tending downward and close nominal.
and new ones of great richness are almost
June and the 10th of July, while the growth Buyers discriminate very closely in their opera- OLIVER DFTSON & CO., Boston.
98 new cases reported.
The mortality at to planting, and methods to be employed
tions, and very little of what is called choice in
daily being discovered.”
:
Grenada continues to increase, entire families in growing berries successfully. Almost is suspended.
When symmetry or shape
J. E. Ditson & Co.,
the country comes up to the standard of first
tf16
922 Chestnut St., Phila.
quality here. Sales of new made lots ¢f Franklin
It is a suggestive faet that San Frameisco
having been swept away by the scourge dur- any good soil, unless too wet, is suited to is desired, prune in February or early
Co., Vt., have been at I18 @ 19¢, and choice lots of
which is hostile
so
to the Chinese has a forejgn- ing the past week. Twenty cases are reportNew York and Vermont command 17 @ 13¢ ¥ Ib,
March, or at any time through the winter.

10,000

are

Irish, 5,680

German, and 1,399 English.
Sometimes politicians tell the truth coneegning themselves when they think they are sim-

ply denouncing others; as in the instance’when
a political speaker aecused

a

rival of * mn-

fathomable meanness,” and then, rising te the
occasion, ssid: “ I warn him not to persistin,

his disgraeeful course, or he’ll find that twe af
us can playat that game?”

It is said that Senator Blaine will speak:
three times in the first North Carolina distriet
and twice in the Norfolk district, during the
campaign. This will be a good example to.
follow. Mutual acquaintance and exchange of

opinions are needed between

ithe North and

and the destruction of property was very ex-

tensive.——The Fountain House at Wauskesha, Wisconsin, was burned on Saturday, involving
a
property loss of $130,000. All the
guests esca]
with most of their baggage.——
There were 234 petitions in bankruptcy in
Boston and 394 petitions in N. Y.,on Saturday.
——Julius Hildebrand was found dead from
consumption in a miserable tenement in New
York City, Sunday.
He was an educated gentleman with wealthy relatives in Hanover,.—
The deaths from yellow fever in New Orleans,
| en Monday, reached 108, with 209 new cases.
| Relief from the federal government is expected,

so-great is the destitution in the city.

the South, the East and the West.

PP
Ba
obo

Aecording to the Government Bureau of
Statistics, it appears that the balance of trade

al

Of the colleges in this country ninety prosounce Latin according to the English
od, seventy-five follow the Continental
od, and seventy-two have adopted
the

beexy mostly in breadstuffs, meat and lumber.
An eneouraging
fact is found in the statement

will be able to form a pretty fair idea of
their adaptation to his grounds.
By using ‘ pot-grown” plants it will be easier
to determine their merits by that time, as
they grow with much greater vigor than
ordinary runners. In preparing the ground
it should be liberally enriched, and then
spaded or trenched to the depth of from 12
to 18 inches if the subsoil is suitable,
Plant in rows, which may be either two
or three feet apart, vith plants one foot

distant from each other.
free

a

Educational.

f for the last fiscal year in favor of this country
is $26,000,000. The increase in our exports has

well on heavy soils are of little value upon sandy loams.
By planting outa few
of several different kinds early in the fall,
then by the following June the grower

methmethRom-

weeds,

and

frequently

hoed.

Any such extra efforts or care will soon
be fully repaid.
*
RR. H. Haines.
Saugerties-on-Hudson, N. Y.!
gp

Ap

LABOR IN GERMANY.

an or Latin methodi——The

been mestly in luxuries,

The consul at Barmen reports that for
agricultural labor, the pay varies greatly,
orade has laid the corner stone of an agricult- according to the proximity to or remoteural college at Fort Collins, Larimer county.
ness from manufacturing
centers} and
——Waghington Territory has a university loranges from fifty-six cents a day in the
cated at Seattle, which. has a corps of seven
‘neighborhood of Barmen
to thirty-one
professors.——The Advance says:
The efcents a day in the lower Rhine valley, and
fort to raise another $100,000 for the Oberlin
endowment has a good send-off in a pledge of as low as eighteen cents in parts of Silesia.
At Barmen,
Crefield
and Dusseldorf,
$25,000 from a lady in Massachusetts (a personal friend.of Prof. Mead) for the endow- carpenters, coppersmiths, plumbers, mament of the Professorship of Homileties and chinists and wagonsmiths earn fifty-one to

as wines

Peabody Fund have sent twelve hundred dollars to aid schools in North Carolina.——Col-

and

liquors, %ilks, fine cotton and linen goods.
:

ae

TTT

The ‘total exports from Newfotmdland and
Labrador forthe year 1877 amounted to $7,“725,441. “Fhe quantity

of

dried

codfish

ex-

ported was 1,029,064 quintals; the number of
sealsking, 454,678; of lobsters in tins, 771,048
pounds; oftéepper ore, 47,454 tons.
In ordertetake advantage of the bankrupt
lawbefordits repeal took effect, the failure
came in thiek
and fast last week.

ter of New Werk city

The

Regis

estimated the debfs

Pastoral Theology~—Dr

§

Feats ol
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ptm

cles seem

popularit,

Britain.

to

be growing

man latel

the trip from Kilmarnock
on a bicycle.
#12 miles.

They

in

His

to

longest

-regal residence”

that

for the Marquis of
- proposition meets

dim

with.

Jaw in Erie, Penn., that

They

irably.

is said to

By'it tramps are

y days hard labor in the

|
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Boston Herald; # ‘ The irruption ef Dennis
Kearney;’ the Adeertiser ealls it.

more like an eruption,”

It seems

Wright,

of

uated in 1818,and during the sixty years whieh
have intervened has never revisited the place.
——W. W. Corcoran, the Washington banker,

A young Seoteh-

London

they are
Lorne in

‘

Robert

Centreville, Mdl., is now the oldest living graduate of West Point Military Academy, He grad-

avhich came in on one day at $5,000,000. -

pow

what cn be diinned to-day,

daily;

saddlers

and

“and lodging, from $1.42 to

$2.14 weekly,

and without. board from sixty cents a

day

now doubled itself, and the college proposes

and comfortless manner for $275 a year,

to use it soon.
The old library was built in
1852, and was the first stone edifice on the eol-

aud to support such an establishment all
the members have to work ten or twelve
hours daily.
For a family of six .persons
the cost is about $7 per week—an amount
but few families ean earn, as the depres-

lege grounds.—A

Some one says, # Never put off” till to-mors

cents

shoemakers forty-sevento fifty-two cents
daily; bakers and brewers, with hoard

has increased his gifts to the University of’ to $4.28 a week ; farm hands are paid from
$107 to $215 yearly, with maintenance;
Virginia by $50,000 to endow a chair of natural history. Lewis Brooks of Rochester gave railroad laborers from fifty-six to eightythree cents per day, and as high as ninety$82,000 for the Museum of Mineralogy
and
Zoology.~——Mr. Moody has given $5,000 to five cents daily for piece work on tunnels;
Wellesley College, from the proceeds of the silk weavers can earn $2.15 to $2.85 a
sale of the Moody and Sankey hymn books.——
week per loom; factory women $2.16 and
The Trustees of Worcester Univerfity have children $1 a week.
siness and wages
elected the Rev. Walter QQ. Seott, now pastor
are very low. In gdqQd times wages are
of the Areh street Presbyterian church, PhilaThe cost of the
delphia, Professor of Mental Science and eighty per cent. higher.
necessaries ‘of life has increased some
English Literature in that institution, and Mr.
A man
Scott has signified his acceptanee,——The sum fifty per eent. in thirteen years.
vid Sears for a and wife with two or three children
of $5,000 given in 3863 by
new library building for Amherst College hag can live in two or three rooms in a poor

Jady in England

has of-

It is again reported that Senator Sharon of fered $5,000 toward a fund for the collegiate

. Nevada is about to resume his seat.

seventy-five

education of women at Oxford, provided a like
sum is subseribed in a few

months.

A

com-

i mittee lings heen formed to carry out -the plan,

duced by chipping off the ends of limbs and
checking growth.
Low-down
branches
should be encouraged in all fruit trees.
These branches clo their full

share

at fruit

producing, and at the

time

protect

sometimes

serious

the butts

against

effects ‘of the
Telegraph.

same

the

sun’s

rays.—Germantown

Detroit has $18,000,000

invested in

fac-

tories,of which the annual ‘product is $36,000,000.
It is found that coffee can

be

cultivated

at San Diego, Cal.

Cream-

order

as

a

been

at

a

few weeks ago, and enly occasional reliable marks
23e; most

command

have

sales

of the

lower range. There is a scarcity of choice dairy
packed Western. and lots of the right sort would
command 14 @ 16¢c ¥ 1b. Most of the Western receipts are ladle packed, which are eelling moderat 9 @ 12¢ ¥ 1b. The stock of very old Butter
i
is pretty well cleared up. We quote nominally:
«.20@ 23
.
Creameries.....
17@18
Choice dairy lot:

CHEESE,
The receipts for the week he ve been 12,881 boxes:
against 4,060 hoxes for the same week lasl year.

Exports

for the

week

apples

California farms produce a larger

nue than California mines.

butter is gaining

in

reve-

favor

Metropolitan

Drinking

Fountain

and Cattle Trough Association has erected 324 fountains and 342 troughs in London.

been

4.994 boxes.

Some very choice Western factory has been received, for which 8c can be obtained, but most of

the Western sells at 7 & 7%c # 1b. The market
closes with a steady tone on the beat stock.
We

quote:

ChOICe N@W
civetceressversssansanss
Western factory, choice,
Do
do
fair to good

%@8
6@7

A OOMIMON
va
nrssssinsssis Fevevesrersas ed

Do

do’

.

@

common
EGGS.

Northern have been arriving in pretty good
give

weeks ago

much

better

We quote:

satisiaction

two

than

at

the

same

time

and Herzegovina,

and to administer

ed discipline to Servia

ceed that of last year., Every train brings
a fresh lot,

and

the

hotel

arrivals from all parts
the Canadas. -

registers

of the Union
|
J

show

and

It is estimated that Delaware’s peach
export for the season will amount to 700,000 baskets, netting the shippers $575,000. They call it a small year for peaches and place the whole yield within 1,000,
000 baskets.
The Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher, who
¢‘ does not lose 1 per cent. of the hundreds of evergreens he annually moves,”

tells the

sion of trdde and the reduction of time + 4 ag diel Lag

ners’ Monthly that he had
t in-July as in May, in

here on Saturday previous.
Each subscriber will

please

morning,

ought to be

;

notice

the

of payment on the label of his paper,
allow it to be in arrears.

and

date

not

S. 8. PAPERS.

order

a

for insertion

few

ers, The Little Star’

and Myrtle, are published alternate weeks, and
Lesson Papers of the International Series, for
both adults and children, are published months

ly. Payment for these papers should be
in advance.
Sample copies sent free.

+ Addresg,

Rev. I. D. STEWART,

BROMA.

Are highly recommended for their great nourishing and
strengthening properties, and will be found equally
well adapted for invalids as well as those in
health,

COCOA POD AND BEAN,

All warranted PURE and manufactured from selected COCOA,
‘ Highest Prize awarded at Paris, Vienna, and Philadelphia Exhibitions.

and Montenegro.

A Minnesota paper says thesrush for
land this fall promises to equal, if not ex-

in mon-

PREPARATIONS

to

need-

must be made

COCOA

since.

better accomplish the occupation of Bosnia

REMITTANCES

ey-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in a
registered letter and at our risk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will please
designate their STATE, as well as town, and
give both the old and new address when they
order a change in the direction of their paper.

CHOCOLATE,

of

Austria has decided to put another large
army into the field,

It is under the direction and patronage of the
Freewill Baptists, but is liberal towards all, and is
taken by many of other religious views, because of
its real worth.
:
TERMS: $3.00 per year; or, if paid in advance, $2,00.

WALTER BAKER & CO.

Fly fishing at Moosehead Lake isyeported
as excellent..
One lady from Philadelphia
brought
in twenty-seven
beauties from
Upper Wilson as trophies of her skill
the rod and line a day or

STAR

Sabbath Scheols,
The Family Circle,
Rural and Domestic.
Literary Miscellany,
Literary Review,
News Smunmary, &c.,&c.

Two Sabbath-school pa

“ There has been a good demand for Eggs, and
rices have ruled
firm. Choice ' Eastern
have
en selling at 16¢; Northern and P. E. Island at
154 @ 16¢; and a few Western at 12 @ 13¢ ¥ dozen.

Pennsylvania that an entire orchard has
heen sold at the rate of two cents a bushel.
:
!

with

6

485

The Minot Corner corn factory started
Friday.
Two hundred and fifty thousand
or three hundred thousand cans is the
programme for the seaspu.
so plentiful in some -parts

MORNING

The Star goes to press Tuesday

8 & 84%
7. @ Te

and

THE

BE an able and progressive paper; devoted largely to Religious culture and intelligence, but contains departments on

and communications

CHEESE.

Northern factory choice
FRAIr to 800A. svvesresrsnssssrercinneees

in

England on account of its flavor.
The wheat crop is so good in eastern
Maine that that section will raise its own
bread this year.

have

There has been a fair demand for Cheese, with
sales of choice Northern factory at 8 @ 8%c ¥ 1b,
but 8%¢ can only be obtained for strictly fine late
made,’and 8 @ 8c still cover most otf the sales.

NEW

There are said to be 942 kinds«of
all traceable to the common crab.

Apples are

of

bulk

16¢c.

eries are not coming along in as good

Bakers..a.. comes

ITEMS.

The

dairies, which constitute the

but medium

the receipts, move off slowly at 14 @

Fair to goo
Common to

At Cairo fast camels sell at $100 each.
Morocco has nearly 12,000,000 goats.
The pegs in a pair of men’s shoes cost
two mills and a half.

American

thatthe large deerease in our imports has
such

trustees of the

from

Keep the ground

buds are p ro-

Veo

latter,

that

ENio spun = hak

Of the

It must be remembered

Nu

21,097.

the strawberry.
If one or two varieties
that have already been tried, do not succeed, then it does not prove that the soil
is unsuitable, as some varieties that do

et

ed at Greenville, and at other places in Mississippi a panic prevails, the inhabitants seeking safety in flight. It is also stated that fifty
persons are down with the disease at Hicksman, Ky., and three of the number have died.
——A town in Hungary was almost entirely
swept away by a storm on Friday. One thousand houses were destroyed and upward of
four hundred Persons killed. Many persons
were drowned by the flood in other places,

TN

A table

“a

citizens.

[}

ROYAL

BAKING
POWDER

Absolutely Pure.

« ROY AL ” has a iarger sale than all other bakirg powders combined—because of its unquestioned
Purity, Uniform Strength, Healthfulness and Efficacy, Prepared from GRAPE CREAM
ARTAR,
¥
Sin
4
imported expressly for this peerless powder direc) from the Wine district of Fran
the indorsement and recommendation of the New York Board of Health, and of po hd
Tl
. and scientific men everywhere. No family having once used the Royal Baking Powder will “ever be
without it.
ROYAL hag

taken

the

place

of Soda,

Saleratis and Yeast:

bread never sours nor cakes, never put up in paper packages.

more convenient,

makes third more’

dn tin cans only of Grocers.

oi

a»

MS

its

ho

among

AS
eet

majority

compiled by Register Kaplan, of that city,
shows that the native-born citizens number
but 16,618, while the foreigh-born number

eh

born
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SECT, 2.

passage.
Approved July 15, 1878,
AN ACT ; in

\
4

OF THE |

i
OF

:
Passed

NEW

June

:

its

‘homestead,

the value aforesaid, shall be ex-)
rating,
chartering,
etpt to suchto person,
J
4 corporate baw,

aT OR pioie)
Lae Sturt, sutitiod an det

atle

0.

HAMP SHIRE.
.

Session , 18%8,

~and fur-bearing animals.
i
Be it vnacted by the Senate and House! ofJi Rep-{
resentatives in General Court convened:— . %
SEOT 1. Section six of chapter thirty-eight

|

a

!

renewing,

or extending

| punished by imprisonment at hard labor in the]
E 8 rgd not more than five
years.

-

i

LIE.
That an;
n who. : | reclaim
y Oath
as to its correctness, statin theamount
This act shall take effect uponits|
any swamp
swaly ands by, har
Seer. 2, This act shall take effect from and|
| of 8aid receipts for all express
Smor. 4. Any act of Car agrancy by | ditching, or orirrigation,
matter carried
either
:
or
both,
after its paseage:
or
hijo
the
state of New
:
:
pshire,
any person not a resident of this state shall be | any other manner, for paipases of
stated
Approved July 25, 1878,
agriculture, | In section one of this act, And said asboard
evidence that the
person committing the same | shall be entitled
of

SECT. 4.

iG
amendment of Shaptes thirty-eight | assage.
Approved July 25, 1878,
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STATE

This act shall take effect from

\

:
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The

|

SEor.1.

to exempiion from taxation
[AN AGT to sever a part of alot of land from | “Seen "aon pasencaning of this act, | said improvement
for a oY emontARID) be tha
ples nn prehend.
0t

0!

.
AY ae SASS
the choice of state aud
‘Wilmot and A Part it to Danbury,
tution.
fense descri
;
in this
it enacted by the Senate and House of | offender
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of | ReBe resentatives
take him
in General Court convened:— !peace for and
examination,
Representatives in General Court
convened:—
ECT. 1. That all of lot No. 89, in Wilmot, shall be entitled to a
Shor.

v

.

§

8

ization shall certify the same to the state

| and legislative departments

emment; to each of the - ie:
| and house; to each of the con
vise the statutes; to the head
of
went of the state

e

rnment, fi

lon, "companies,
or pare? sui cur: ther Tapective offers to each
of
said license; shall be pati in to the Shoes of Mia su gy
3

mo

0

the | to the satisfaction
thoselectinen of the towns
before a justice of the |in which said landsof are
ituated.
y
and on his ganvietion : ep
The above act shall not ap ie
reward of ten
dollars |!an
jacent
to villages or cities Which
|

ersons;

t

.

Y

treasurer on oF be ore the first day of
mber following.
.
+3. In lieu of paying the amount of

Jao and registerof probate;
and toe
ter of deeds, fer the use
of
¢
1. ‘Three railroad comi™sioners shall knowiias the budiey Jot, lying east and mero
.
y.
Shetefur, to be paid by be gouty. iY 3nd ‘the He on raved for the purpose of building-lots
3
in second line of said section, shall be stricken
roo
severed
from
the
town
o;
~|
|
license
be Slectad omer
SEcr.
as
6
,
provided
e
mayor
in
Séction
of
every
as
one
of
and
this
nmially
act
|
the
use
or]
of
che
and
county;
made
.
apart of the town of Danbury.
to
out and the words, * the first day of August,” | ,¢ their duties
:
|[selectmen of every Town are hereby authorized | SEOT. 3. This
:
king
the r
. a8 provided in secti
on the first
h sol
for the t
Concord, Au
act shall take effect from and
Wednesday
June|
A 1878.
SEOCT.2. Danbury shall take said land charged |and required
inserted instead thereof,
ID
us each eXpress COrPOTABION, coms: hilly
following their election, and hold ‘theirof office
Heitor, Jugs of
to appoint special constables, | after its passage.
Publishersof newspapers authorized
|
With
to
ite
pubJust
|
"Spo,
proportion
2.
This
of
act
-the
:
shall
existing
take
indebteffect
,
upon
|
whose
» 88 aforesaid, may pay to the [the use of the court; t
its | for two years and until others are chosen and | edness of Wilmot above
duty
lish the laws of the State are requested to print passage.
shall be to arrest and prosecute
Approved August 9, 1878.
i
available assets formed | alk tramps in it their
a
er five dollars per mile
qualified
Yespective cities and towns.
in their stead.
the acts and reso.utions passed at the last ses| preme court of the
from the last invoice of said town. All acts|
ee
Approved July 15, 1878.
i
€ald, and may make returnfor toeach
Skor.'7. This act s all not apply to any fe<| AN AQT relating
SEOT. 2. A register of deeds, register of pro- | and parts of
the [use of said court; to Un
to the qualifications of voters | 3¥
acts inconsistent with this act, are | male, or minor under the age
1 o Syaaiization, on or before the | cuit court of the United
of seventeen years,
n
in ha
k
oa
;
nth day of
ugust, annually, of the num- [of New Hampshire; and |
A. B, THOM If
unt,
Suits
e
AN ACT to SUIROHA SUIATfoments of the new omber,
1
- | 1ro|
.
Vo wisionery shal 1 he jected
. 8 Upo
In ie)
Approved
7:1
\
26,1878.
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8 act
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e several town and city.
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(Ap Fu ol the. first | AN ACT in amendment of section six of chap-|clerks,
AN ACT to empower selectmen of towns to hea
!
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officer
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each
executive
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shall
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the same to be posted in rv to oR Bad
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE,
SECRETARY OF STATS'S OFFICE,

Te Tho NAR OROAOY Myo Ae. BAmaary oar

COLY CommIaIoREI HBAS red

by-laws
licensing, regulating, or re- { SBOE. LTH
straining dogs for
in certain cases.
} I Euporiate
spresentatives in

ree re ot shcaled, and this act shall take effect | or th any Uol
the passage of this act, the | 0 iL enacted by the Senate snd House of
Jour of the Pamphlet Laws of 1870, en- [at least six conspicuous

the erection and completion of | elected last March shall, by virtue
n are hereby authorized to pro- | €lection, hold their

peg
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lg a |

sam

places, three of which school-district meeting in the district in which
of such
titled, “An act for the more effecual preyen- {shail be on Hhe Publis highway.
offices ‘and perform the | Sion
person has resided and had
of crueltv to animals.
'
Secor. 9. This
act puall suke effect on and | such
yonth next preceding such meeting. a home one
80 as to include
|JURe next, anc
each
cou
£OT. 1. That whenever any town has neg- | Plana heretofore made t herefor,
om
Re,
)
} re
:
Whose term of office would expire next previous | . SECT. 1. That section
sistent herewith are hereby repealed.
jectedandto Jestainin
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“ing,
six of chapter four of | repealed.
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erleast sti
toroper Wik
ditional
shallTheboldtown
AS
his office
Approved August 13, 1878,
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